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1. DISSERTATION SUMMARY 

Gas sensors can be found in many activities ranging from environment protection, risk 

prevention, agriculture and even in food, chemical, and petrochemical industries. There exist 

different technologies for gas sensors depending on the transduction mechanism: mass-

sensitive, optical, calorimetric, magnetic, electrochemical and conductometric. In this work, 

conductometric (or resistive) gas sensors are studied. Conductometric devices base its 

operating principle on the variation of the electrical conductivity (resistivity) or conductance 

(resistance) of a reactive (active) material interacting with gas. A chemical reaction between 

the active material (surface or bulk) and the gas occurs. This reaction induces a variation on 

some electrical property of the material resulting in a change on the electrical signal 

(conductivity or resistivity of the active material) of the sensor [1]. 

 

Sensor devices require several characteristics as reliability, robustness, gas specificity, sensor 

reproducibility and many others, all at low power consumption in combination with cheaper 

production costs. It is in this context that this dissertation has been developed: the study, 

characterization of low cost devices for low power applications.   

  

Therefore, the sensor material should be compatible with the mentioned properties above. A 

carbon based material (never studied extensively for gas sensing) was chosen to be the 

reactive compound for the conductometric sensors analyzed here. This material, a specific 

type of carbon nanofibers (CNFs), shares some suitable properties with other trendy carbon 

based materials such as carbon nanotubes or graphene. Furthermore, carbon materials have 

the benefit of showing singular characteristics not shared with metal oxides [2,3], the most 

typical material used in conductometric gas sensors [1]. 

 

Conductometric gas sensors usually are composed of two main parts: the already mentioned 

reactive material and the heater device. The heater is required in order to stabilize the 

temperature of operation and to activate a desired chemical reaction. Unfortunately, despite 

the efforts to improve the heater technology, this component is still the most power 

demanding part of the overall device. The here studied sensors have been characterized with 

a heater device, but also alternative energy sources and other sensing strategies have been 

tested in order to reduce the energy cost. Among these, the use of ultraviolet and visible light  

sources were tested in order to modulate the sensor properties [4]. In addition, another non-
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common strategy was used to operate the sensor: the so called self-heating effect (or Joule 

effect) [5]. To obtain the electrical signal of a sensor, the reactive material have to be 

scanned, usually a current (or voltage) is applied to the sensor, then, the voltage (or current) 

is read. If the probing magnitude is increased, the power dissipation through the sensing 

material, and its temperature, also increases. Therefore, the sensor could be operated without 

a heater device with a considerable reduction of its power consumption. Moreover, the self-

heating also allows reducing the fabrication complexity, as there is no need of the heater 

element [2,3]. 

 

In summary, the main objective of this work was to characterize the CNFs as a reactive 

material for conductometric sensors for low cost applications. First, the CNFs properties 

(electrical, mechanical, response to light and gases) were screened with the aim to assess the 

applicability of the sensing material (O. Monereo et al., 2013, Flexible sensor based on 

carbon nanofibers with multifunctional sensing features). Then, the sensor was tested with the 

use of temperature modulation (S. Claramunt et al., 2013, Flexible gas sensor array with an 

embedded heater based on metal decorated carbon nanofibres). At this point, a more detailed 

characterization of the gas sensing properties with O2, H2O, NO2 and NH3 was conducted. 

Then, the use of continuous self-heating operation (O. Monereo et al., 2015, Self-heating 

effects in large arrangements of randomly oriented carbon nanofibers: Application to gas 

sensors) and pulsed self-heating application (O. Monereo et al., 2016, Self-heating in pulsed 

mode for signal quality improvement: application to carbon nanostructures-based sensors) 

were found to be efficient methodologies to modulate the sensing characteristics of sensor 

devices, based on large arrays of nanostructures. Among the benefits achieved, the sensor 

presented improvements on stability, specificity, the detection time modulation, all along the 

simplification of device fabrication and the reduction of the power consumption. Finally, the 

phenomenon of self-heating in carbon nanofibers and its origin was studied (O. Monereo et 

al., 2016, Localized self-heating in large arrays of 1D nanostructures). In addition, the use of 

ultraviolet and visible light as alternative energy sources was also assessed and compared 

with the self-heating operation. 

 

Finally, the applicability of self-heating was also tested in graphene based (reduced graphene 

oxide) and metal oxide based (ZnO) devices to test the applicability of self-heating in other 

relevant sensing materials. 
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1.1. MAIN CONTRIBUTION OF THIS WORK  

First, from the point of view of the use of CNFs, as far as we know this material was never 

extensively studied for gas sensing applications. In this work, the CNFs were extensively 

studied with O2, a gas rarely tested in combination with a carbon based material, and were 

also studied with other typical reactive gases for carbon allotropes: H2O, NO2 and NH3. 

 

Second, the use of continuous self-heating operation was never assessed with large arrays of 

carbon nanostructures, achieving significant advantages (reduced fabrication complexity and 

overall power budget) in contrast with temperature modulation by an external heater device. 

 

Third, the use of pulsed self-heating operation, improving the sensing characteristics (high 

stability, specificity, reduced power consumption) compared with the use of continuous 

operation. In this operation mode, we could further adjust the sensor characteristics (response 

magnitude and detection time modulation). 

 

Fourth, the origin of the self-heating effects was studied using infrared thermography and 

Raman spectroscopy to observe the temperature profile of the self-heated systems. 

Surprisingly, it was found that the main contribution to the variations of the sensor electrical 

signal was caused by localized points along the film (hot-spots).  

 

Fifth, to check the transferability of the self-heating operation methodology used in gas 

sensors, the procedure was also tested for large arrays of carbon nanotubes, reduced graphene 

oxide nanoplatelets and zinc oxide nanowires. 

 

Finally, the use of other energy sources was also evaluated (ultraviolet and visible light) in 

order to consider alternative strategies to operate the gas sensor devices. 
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In brief, the main contributions of this work can be stated as follows: 

 

(1) CNFs electrical properties were screened for its use as reactive material in 

conductometric gas sensors.  

(2) CNFs were characterized with O2, H2O, NO2, and NH3, screening the best suitable 

operation temperature for each case.  

(3) Self-heating was demonstrated to be an alternative method of sensor operation, 

achieving a significant power reduction. 

(4) Pulsed self-heated sensor operation was used to further improve the sensor stability, 

modulate its response and transient characteristics, increase the specificity towards 

gases and further reduce the device power consumption. 

(5) Self-heating operation was tested in reduce graphene oxide and zinc oxide gas sensor 

devices. 

(6) Ultraviolet and visible light were used as other energy sources to operate the sensor 

and modulate its characteristics. 
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1.2. ORGANIZATION OF THE DISSERTATION 

Chapter 1 is the dissertation summary where the most relevant aspects of this work are briefly 

introduced. 

  

Chapter 2 presents the different technologies used for gas sensing devices, focusing in 

conductometric gas sensors. An overview of the most common sensing materials (metal 

oxides and carbon nanostructures) is also included. Finally, temperature modulation 

techniques, focusing in self-heating operation, are described.  

 

Chapter 3 introduces general definitions, concepts and principles used in this work. In 

addition, it provides a common framework to the reader in relation to the physical and 

chemical background used during this dissertation. Adsorption in semiconductor materials is 

described in detail in order to explain the mechanisms regarding the gas sensing phenomena.  

 

Chapter 4 includes the results from the first screening of the CNFs properties (electrical, 

mechanical, response to light and gases), a study concerning the use of the CNFs as 

temperature modulated gas sensor devices and the extensive characterization of the gas 

sensing response towards O2, H2O, NO2, and NH3.  

 

Chapter 5 explains the use of continuous and pulsed self-heating operation. A study of both 

methodologies and its application to relative humidity sensing is presented. In addition, the 

study of the origin of efficient self-heating effect (with low power consumption figures) in 

large arrays of carbon nanofibers is included. In the last part of this chapter, the application of 

self-heating to other sensing materials (carbon nanotubes, reduced graphene oxide and zinc 

oxide nanowires) is also introduced. 

 

Chapter 6 includes the studies of the use of ultraviolet and visible light for the modulation of 

CNFs. Both energy sources were tested as an alternative to the temperature modulation 

techniques. 

 

Chapter 7 contains the conclusions of this dissertation. 
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2. INTRODUCTION 

Gas sensors are devices used in areas where the control and analysis of gases are necessary: a 

transduction system, which allows the detection and quantification of (anomalous) substances 

in many different environments (e.g. closed rooms, contaminated fields, reaction chambers, 

exhaust pipes, etc.), and used in various fields of application such as food processing, quality 

control, semiconductor manufacturing, environmental monitoring and engine performance 

among others. Therefore, the study of gas sensing technologies has a direct impact in many 

aspects of our lives. Two main classifications can be done as a first approximation on the 

subject depending on the sensing technology and the sensing material. 

 

The sensing technology refers principally to the transduction mechanism involved on the 

sensor device. There exist different technologies, with different properties, for gas sensor 

devices: (1) optical, (2) electrochemical, (3) mass-sensitive, (4) calorimetric and (5) electrical 

sensors. 

 

The sensing material is the intrinsic reactive component of the sensor device. Thus, the use of 

a specific material is selected depending on its inherent characteristics (i.e. conductivity, size, 

geometry, porosity …) and on its interacting features with external elements (i.e. reactivity, 

specificity, robustness …). 

 

Before focusing on the main subject of this dissertation, the above mentioned technologies 

and sensing materials will be described in order to finally introduce the conductometric gas 

sensors based on carbon nanofibers. Then, the state of the art of conductometric sensors will 

be presented, centering the main focus into the carbon based conductometric sensors. Finally, 

techniques for tailoring the sensing characteristics will be discussed. 

 

2.1. OVERVIEW OF SOLID-STATE GAS SENSOR TECHNOLOGIES 

The transduction mechanism is the route to transform a magnitude into another. For sensor 

devices, typically the sensed magnitude is transformed into an electrical signal due to its easy 

capability to manipulate and process electrical signals. 
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2.1.1. Mass-sensitive gas sensors 

Mass-sensitive gas sensors [6] rely on the mass variations on the surface of a sensor during 

the interaction with chemicals. Microcantilever [7], quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) [8] 

and surface acoustic wave (SAW) [9] sensors are examples of devices which use this 

transduction phenomenon (see Figure 1). The disturbances on the mass can be examined by 

deflecting a micromechanical structure or by assessing the frequency characteristics of a 

resonating structure or wave. Usually these sensors present high sensitivity to gases with fast 

response times. However, complex circuitry is needed to operate the sensors and they are 

dependent on temperature and humidity. 

 

 

Figure 1. (a) Modified SEM image of a cantilever sensor, (b) optical image of QCM sensor and (c) 

scheme of a SAW sensor, (pictures adapted from [10] and [11]). 

2.1.2. Optical sensors 

Optical sensor devices transform variations in optical phenomena that result from an 

interaction of the analyte with the receptor part. Usually, these sensors are able to detect 

changes in the electromagnetic spectra during interaction with chemicals. Usually, the 

transduction mechanism is a direct consequence of the physical and chemical properties of 

the target molecule. In the case that the analyte has no intrinsic optical property, a label 

marker could also be used. The most employed properties used take advantage of optical 

absorption [12], fluorescence [13] and also chemiluminescence [14]. These sensors present 

high sensitivity and capacity to detect individual compounds in mixtures. However, they are 

more expensive to operate with low portability due to delicate optics and electrical parts (the 

related instrumentation is basically the same as the one used in conventional 

spectrophotometric techniques).  
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Figure 2. Diagrams of optical gas sensors: (a) configuration for source/detector layout, (b) setup for 

remote atmosphere monitoring using retroreflector, (c) setup for measurements of Raman and 

Brillouin scattering, (d) spectral separation using light emitting diodes, (e) fiber-optic sensor, (f) 

fiber-optic sensor with mirrored ending (reproduced from [2]). 

 

2.1.3. Calorimetric sensors 

Calorimetric (or thermoelectric) devices convert the temperature changes generated by 

chemical reactions into electrical signals. Among these type of sensors, pellistors are the most 

extended [15]: a catalyst layer is heated by passing a current through the underlying 

coil (e.g. Pt). In the presence of a flammable vapor or gas, a combustion reaction occurs, 

releasing heat, which causes the rising of the overall system temperature. This temperature 

variation result in a change in the electrical resistance of the underlying coil. This type of gas 

detectors are still used in the mining sector [3].  
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Other types of calorimetric sensors are devices based on thermoelectric or pyroelectric effect 

or on the variation of the thermoconductivity. Calorimetric sensors present high specificity 

for oxidized compounds and fast response and recovery time. As drawbacks, these devices 

require high operation temperatures and they are only sensitive to oxygen-containing 

compounds. 

 

Figure 3. Schematic view of various pellistors’ designs (reproduced from [15]). 

 

2.1.4. Electrochemical sensors 

Electrochemical devices are based on the detection of electroactive species [16]. Typically, 

three active gas diffusion electrodes (working electrode, reference electrode and 

counterelectrode) are immersed in a common electrolyte (i.e. a concentrated aqueous acid, 

salt solution or ceramic ionic conductor) for efficient ionic conduction between the working 

electrode and the other electrodes (see Figure 4).  

 

The target gas enters into the sensor (or electrochemical cell) through a diffusion barrier 

(porous to gas and impermeable to liquid). Then, depending on the reaction involved, the 

target gas is either oxidized or reduced at the surface of the working electrode. Then, the 

chemical reaction modifies the potential between the working and the reference electrode. At 

the counterelectrode, a similar but opposite reaction occurs. Electrochemical gas sensors 

present low power consumption, ambient temperature operation and high sensitivity to many 

vapor organic compounds. Regardless, they normally are bulky sized and offer limited 

sensitivity to simple or low molecular weight gases. Electrochemical devices are extensively 

used as lambda sensors in the automotive sector  for monitoring the reaction occurring at the 

engine [17]. 
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Figure 4. Scheme of electrochemical gas sensors with a three electrode configuration (reproduced 

from [18]). 

 

2.1.5. Conductometric sensors 

Conductometric sensors consist in devices formed by a chemically active material which 

electrical conductivity (or resistivity) changes due to the interaction with a surrounding gas. 

This process leads a change in an electrical property of the gas sensor: total electrical charge 

variation, modification of a conductive path, change of the energy levels of a Schottky 

barrier, etc. 

  

This type of sensor presents a simple structure formed by (1) the active material, (2) a pair of 

electrodes, (3) a heater device and (4) an insulating substrate (see Figure 5). The active 

material is contacted in order to monitor the electrical signal. The most common active 

materials for sensing will be extensively discussed in section 2.2. The heater device is 

normally required for several reasons: (1) to desorb chemical species on the sensor surface, 

(2) to operate the sensors at a stable temperature in order to activate a desired chemical 

reactive pathway and (3) to modulate the sensor signal with a range of different temperatures 

in order to perform multivariate analysis (e.g. principal component analysis [19], linear 

discriminant analysis [20], …). The overall system is fabricated over an insulating material, 

which has to be mechanically stable and capable of withstanding the operation temperatures 

(e.g. ceramics, silicon oxide).  

 

Usually, gas sensor devices require of high temperature (e.g. 200 °C – 500 °C, for metal 

oxide based sensors [2]) for efficient operation. Therefore, the related power consumption is 
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one of the main drawbacks for conductometric devices. To address this issue, microhotplate 

platforms were developeded to reduce the size of the heater device and consequently the 

sensor power consumption. 

 

 

Figure 5. (a) Conductometric gas sensor formed by a carbon nanofibers’ (CNFs) film over a ceramic 

support with an interdigitated electrodes (IDEs) and two embedded heaters, all the sensor is soldered 

in a TO8 socket. (b) Detail of the same sensor showed in (a). (c) Detail of the IDE structure of a 

similar sensor showed in (a). (d) Four IDEs and a heater device over a flexible substrate. 

 

In general, conductometric devices are low cost devices with high sensitivity and fast 

response and recovery times. However, the sensors usually present drift due to poisoning 

(irreversible adsorption), poor selectivity, they are sensitive to humidity and require high 

power to operate [2].  

 

2.2. MATERIALS FOR GAS SENSING 

Any material with chemical/gas transduction capability (i.e. gas adsorption followed by an 

electrical property modification) is susceptible to become an active material for gas sensing. 

Evidently, this is not only the only requirement for sensing. Properties such as the stability, 

the robustness or the physicochemical conditions and kinetics of the surface/gas interaction 

should be taken into account. Metal oxides (MOXs) [21] and carbon allotropes [22] have 

been extensively studied in the area. As MOXs are the most extended materials for 

conductometric sensors, a description of MOXs is included in this dissertation (see section 

2.2.1), mainly for comparison with carbon nanostructures. Regarding carbon materials, their 

inherent properties (i.e. gas adsorption at room temperature (~ 20 °C) [22] make them a 

highly desirable material to use in conductometric gas sensors, the most extended allotropes 

(fullerenes, carbon nanotubes, graphene and carbon nanofibers) are described in section 2.2.2. 
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Moreover, a brief description of other materials also used in conductometric materials 

(polymers [23], metals [24] and several other semiconductors [25,26] like Silicon [27] or 

GaN [28]) is also included in section 2.2.3. 

 

In the late 90s, due to the development of characterization, fabrication and manipulation 

techniques capable of reaching the nanoscale level, many nanostructures were discovered, 

and many efforts were made to synthesize nanostructured materials in order to tailor the 

properties of the bulk material [29].  

 

Specifically from the point of view of conductometric gas sensor devices, there was an 

advancement due to the size reduction of the sensing material. Smaller size implies higher 

surface to volume ratio [30], as most of the desired chemical processes for sensing gas occur 

at the surface, higher sensitivity is reached when the nanostructured form of sensing materials 

is used. 

2.2.1. Metal oxides (MOXs) 

Metal oxides possess a range of electronic, chemical and physical properties sensitive to 

changes of the gaseous components on the surroundings. The fundamental sensing 

mechanism for most metal oxide based sensors relies on the change in electrical conductivity 

(or resistivity) due to charge transfer between surface complexes (i.e. O
-
, O2

-,
 H

+
 and OH

-
) 

and the interacting molecules of the target gas. Usually, these processes require of high 

temperature (200 °C – 500 °C, [2]) in order to be activated on the desired chemical pathway 

(see Figure 6). The gas sensitivity of heated MOX conductometric gas sensors is caused 

either by chemisorption processes and catalytic reactions of the molecules to be detected.  

 

Metal oxides are the most common group of materials used in conductometric gas sensors [2] 

since the decade of 1960 [32], when Seiyama used a ZnO film to demonstrate the gas sensing 

effect in conductometric devices [33]. Among the benefits of MOXs, there is a wide variety 

of materials available (e.g. SnO2, TiO2, ZnO, WO3 ...) with different physical and chemical 

properties, MOXs usually present high thermal stability and are capable of working in harsh 

environments [34]. Among other advantages, usually gas sensors devices based on metal 

oxides present a simple device structure, low fabrication cost and adaptability to many 

reducing or oxidizing gases. 
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Figure 6. Processes controlling the response of MOX based sensors, reproduced from [31]. 

 

2.2.2. Carbon allotropes 

There exist many forms of carbon (e.g. carbon black, graphite, diamond, fullerene, carbon 

nanotube, graphene) presenting diverse properties (e.g. from highly conductive material as 

graphene to extremely insulating one as diamond, see Table 1 for further details).  

 

As similarly to MOXs, the wide variety of carbon allotropes results in a wide range of 

applications. Carbon nanostructured materials are used as electrochemical storage systems 

(e.g. anodes for lithium batteries [36]), medicine [37,38] (e.g. orthopedic implants [39]), 

construction  (e.g. cement reinforcement [40]), sensing [41,42] and many others. Focusing in 

gas sensors, carbon based materials have been used as a conductive support for polymer 

based sensors [41,43] and also directly as the transductive material for conductometric gas 

sensors [44]. In this aspect, carbon materials offer several advantages compared with the 

MOXs sensors: (1) detection (and sensing in some cases) at low temperatures (RT < T < 150 
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°C), (2) higher conductivity, (3) adsorption of visible light and (4) high stability at low 

temperatures (RT < T < 150 °C).  

 

Carbon 

allotrope 
Graphite Diamond Fullerene 

Carbon 

nanotube 
Graphene 

Hybridized 

form 
sp

2
 sp

3
 sp

2
 - like sp

2
 sp

2
 

Crystal 

system 
Hexagonal Octahedral Tetragonal Icosahedral Hexagonal 

Specific 

surface 

(m
2
/g) 

~ 10 – 20 20 – 160 80 – 90 ~ 1300 ~ 1500 

Density 

(g/cm
3
) 

2.09 – 

2.23 
3.50 – 3.53 1.72 > 1 > 1 

Thermal 

conductivity 

(W/m·K) 

1500 – 

2000
a
 

5 – 10
b
 

900 – 2320 0.4 3500 4480 – 5300 

Electrical 

properties 
Conductor 

Insulator 

Eg = 5.47 eV 

Semiconductor 

Eg = 1.9 eV 

Metallic and 

semiconductor 

0 eV < Eg < 2 eV 

Semimetal, 

zero-gap 

semiconductor 

Electrical 

conductivity 

(S/cm) 

2 -3·10
4(a)

 

6
(b)

 
-- 10

-10 Structure 

dependent 
2000 

Table 1. Properties of carbon allotropes; 
(a)
a-axis direction, 

(b)
c-axis direction. Adapted from [2] and [35]. 

 

Fullerenes 

Fullerenes are assemblies of carbon atoms arranged in pentagonal and hexagonal rings 

forming a closed structure following the formula C20+m, where m is a integer [3] (see Figure 

7). These spherical carbon structures are used in applications such as optical devices [45], 

electronics [46], cosmetics [47] and biomedical applications [48]. From the point of view of 

gas sensor devices, quartz microbalances (QMBs) [49] and surface acoustic waves (SAWs) 

based on fullerenes were investigated [50]. Changes on the resistivity due to gas adsorption 

through charge transfer were also discovered [51]. The unavailability, high cost and the 

arrival of other carbon structures with other interesting properties like carbon nanotubes 

divert the focus from fullerenes have probably hampered their use [3]. Regarding the studies 
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about gas sensing, devices based on QCM and SAW sensors were developed to sense organic 

compounds [50] (methanol, ethanol, acetone, …) and inorganic vapors [52,53] (O3, H2O).  

 

 

Figure 7. Schematic view of a fullerene, reprinted from [2]. 

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) 

CNTs include two assemblies of cylinder shaped honeycomb structures of carbon atoms: (1) 

single walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) formed by a single sheet and (2) multi-walled 

carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) which are a coaxial assembly of graphitic cylinders usually 

separated by a plane space of graphite. (see Figure 8).  

 

 

Figure 8. Diagrams of a single-walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) and a multi-walled carbon 

nanotube (MWCNT), extracted from [54].  

CNTs present outstanding physical, mechanical and chemical properties [55]. The electronic 

structure of SWCNTs can be either metallic or semiconducting, depending on the diameter, 

chirality and helicity. Semiconductor CNTs present p-type behavior, being holes the main 

carriers. CNT shapes were found to be more suitable for gas sensing than fullerene’s shape as 

its small diameter and hollow structure make them extremely sensitive to changes in their 

surroundings. It was established that conductometric sensors and transistor based sensors are 

probably the most promising types of devices for CNT gas sensors [3,22,56–60]. 
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Many researchers have shown that although CNTs are robust and inert structures, their 

electrical properties are extremely sensitive to the effects of charge transfer and chemical 

doping by various molecules. The electronic structures of target molecules near the 

semiconducting nanotubes cause measurable changes to the nanotubes’ electrical 

conductivity [22]. It was found that CNTs conductivity change drastically in the presence of 

gases such as O2, NO2, NH3, H2O and others (see Table 2). It should be mentioned that the 

detection of Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) are an area were CNTs have been widely 

used [57]. 

 

CNT type 
Sensor 

configuration 

Targeted 

analytes 

Detection 

limit 

Response 

time (s) 
Reversibility 

Single 

SWCNT 
FET 

NO2 

NH3 

2 ppm 

0.1 % 
< 600 Irreversible 

SWCNTs FET Alcoholic vapors N/S 5 – 150 Reversible 

SWCNTs resistor O2 N/S N/S Reversible 

MWCNTs resistor NO2 5 – 10 ppb 
~ 600 

(165 °C) 

Reversible 

(165 °C) 

SWCNTs resistor 
NO2 

Nitroluene 

44 ppb 

262 ppb 

600 

 

Reversible 

 

MWCNTs resistor NH3 10 ppm ~ 100 Reversible 

SWCNTs resistor O3 6 ppb < 600 Reversible 

SWCNTs resistor 
Methanol, 

acetone 
N/S ~ 100 N/S 

SWCNTs resistor H2O N/S 10 - 100 Reversible 

Carboxylated 

SWCNTs 
resistor CO 1 ppm ~ 100 Reversible 

Table 2. Summary of selected sensing performance of CNT-based resistors and FETs. Reproduced 

from [3]. 

 

The explanations of observed gas-sensing effects in CNTs are usually based on the analysis 

of the adsorption/desorption phenomena [61–63]. The resistance variation of the CNT is 

explained as a bulk doping effect due to charge transfer between the nanostructure and the 

adsorbed molecule. 
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Graphene 

Nowadays, graphene is the most promising carbon-based allotrope for sensor applications 

[44,64,65]. Graphene is a two dimensional structure (single-layer) of sp2 hybridized carbon 

arranged in hexagonal form, see Figure 9.  

 

 

Figure 9. Scheme of a graphene layer. 

 

Taking into account the unique properties of graphene, it was assumed that graphene-based 

devices should be viable candidates for the development of low-temperature gas sensors. This 

assumption was based on the extreme sensitivity of the electronic properties of graphene with 

adsorbed molecules [44], in fact, the graphene 2D structure constitutes an absolute maximum 

of the surface-area-to-volume [66] and that graphene present good long term stability of its 

properties and good compatibility with standard microelectronic technologies such as 

lithography processes [67–69].  

 

Concerning gas sensors applications, the sensing mechanism is attributed to charge transfer 

between the gas molecules and the graphene surface, similar to CNTs [70–72]. Gas sensing 

studies show that pristine graphene interacts with numerous gases with large binding energies 

(see Table 3). 

 

Usually, due to the still on-going difficulties to fabricate large quantities of pristine graphene, 

reduced graphene oxide (from now on rGO) is usually used for gas sensing applications.  

 

Lower complexity and costs on the use of rGO obtained by the reduction of graphene oxide 

(GO) via thermal [73] and chemical [74] methods. 
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From the point of view of conductometric gas sensing devices, the graphene based devices 

present detection and sensing capability at RT [70]. Nevertheless, the bonding interaction 

between the adsorbents and the surface of such devices lead to permanent adsorption of gas 

molecules. Usually, moderate temperature treatments or illumination of the sensor surface 

with ultraviolet light is used to facilitate molecule desorption [75,76].  

 

Active material Reduction method Analyte Measurement 
Detection 

limits 

rGO Thermal NO2, NH3 Conductance ~ 100 ppm 

rGO + Pd Chemical H2 Resistance N/A 

rGO Chemical 
NO2, NH3, 

dinitrotoluene 
Resistance ~ ppm 

rGO Thermal NO2 Conductance ~ ppm 

rGO Thermal, chemical H2O Resistance N/A 

rGO (printed by 

inkjet) 
Chemical NO2, Cl2 Resistance ~ ppm 

Pt/rGO/SiC Thermal H2 Conductance N/A 

Pristine 

graphene 

Micromechanical 

cleavage 

NO2, NH3, H2O, 

CO 
Resistance < 1 ppm 

Pristine 

graphene 

Micromechanical 

cleavage 
CO2 Conductance ~ ppm 

Table 3. Graphene-based gas sensors, adapted from [3]. 

 

Carbon nanofibers 

Carbon nanofibers (CNFs) are filamentous structures similar to CNTs which include many different 

different structures. CNFs differ from the CNTs on the arrangement of the graphitic planes (see 
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(see 

 

Figure 10).  

 

CNFs were used in several applications such as hydrogen storage [77], catalyst supports [78], 

field emitters [79], memory devices [80] and fillers for polymer composites [81]. Concerning 

the applicability of CNFs as gas sensors, the fibers were extensively used in polymer-fibers 

composites based on the expansion/contraction of the polymer due to gas 

adsorption/desorption, which changes the percolation level of the fabric of fibers and 

therefore, changes the resistance (or conductance) of the sensor device [82–85]. In this 
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dissertation, CNFs were studied as the active material for conductometric gas sensing 

devices. Further details on the CNFs can be found elsewhere [86]. 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Different arrangements of carbon nanotubes and fibers arrangements. Reproduced 

from [87]. 
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Figure 11. Transmission electron microscope (TEM) images of CNFs graphitized at different 

temperatures: (a-b) 1400 °C, (c) 2000 °C, (d) 2400 °C and (e-f) 2800 °C. Reproduced from [88]. 

 

2.2.3. Other materials 

Alongside MOXs and carbon based conductometric sensors, there exists also other materials 

worth to be mentioned. 

  

Firstly, polymers have been applied to gas sensing applications [2]. These are structures 

formed by the repetitive union of a large number of small groups of molecules (organic 

macromolecules made of carbon and hydrogen atoms as other minor constituents) in a regular 

sequence [89]. In this large group of materials, conductive polymers are the ones used in 

conductometric sensors as the main transducing mechanism of conductometric polymer gas 

sensors are the charge transfer and the variation of electron states of the polymer due to 

specific interaction (e.g. formation of hydrogen bonds, redox interaction, etc. [2,90]). 

 

Secondly, metals have also been studied for conductometric gas sensor devices due the 

capability of gas adsorption on metal surfaces, which could influence the metal 

conductivity [2]. Several works can be found in the use of pure metals (e.g. palladium [91]) 

or metal alloys (e.g. Pd-Ni [92]). 
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Lastly, other semiconductor materials could also be used as active materials like germanium 

[93–95], silicon [27,96,97] and GaN [98,99], which were also studied as active material for 

gas sensing devices.  

 

2.3. METHODOLOGIES FOR MODULATING THE SENSING CHARACTERISTICS 

The gas sensing effect is usually related to variations in the concentration of charge carriers 

in semiconductor materials. That result from surface chemical interactions like 

chemisorption, redox and catalytic reactions. In the search for better properties or improving 

the characteristics of conductometric sensor devices, several strategies are usually explored. 

These strategies could be classified depending (1) on the modification of the active material 

or (2) on taking advantage of the different physicochemical properties at different working 

operating points of the sensor. 

 

2.3.1. Active material modification 

Typically, the modification of the active sensing material is the first approach for improving 

the characteristics of solid state gas sensors. Specially, modification of the surface adsorption 

sites were oxygen plasma treatments [100], ultraviolet irradiation [101], treatment with 

chemical reagents [102], low energy ion irradiation [103] and the most extended one, the use 

of elements with high catalytic activity [104].  

 

The basic concept behind these strategies are to modify/add the active material’s 

physicochemical properties and therefore to enhance the sensing characteristics. Between 

these strategies, it is worth mentioning the use organic compounds and of the metallic 

catalysts (additional element that increases the rate of a chemical reaction) in order to 

functionalize the surface active material. 

 

Organic compounds 

Organic compounds were used to enhance the selectivity and sensitivity of gas sensor 

devices. Functionalized low dimensional materials showed better characteristics than those 

without modification. Among modified materials, it could be found functionalized MOXs 

(e.g. SnO2 with organic self-assembled monolayers [105]) Si nanowires with DNA [106] and 
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carbon nanostructures such as CNTs and graphene that were chemically functionalized with 

peptides and DNA [107,108]. 

 

The functionalization mechanism is usually explained as a charge transfer interaction 

between the gas analyte, the organic compound and the active material [109], effecting the 

electronic structure of the overall structure. 

 

Metal Catalyst 

Metal catalysts were used to tailor the chemical properties of the active material part. 

Usually, they were used (1) to modify the equilibrium rate of a desired chemical path or (2) to 

enhance the charge transfer between the target analyte gas and the sensor surface, resulting in 

a modification of the sensor sensitivity [104]. For the MOXs sensors, the ideal case consists 

in the addition of the additive that only catalyzes the oxidation of the gas of interest and not 

others. Actually, surface modifiers, such as noble metals nanoparticles (e.g. Pt, Pd, Au, Ag, 

Ru, Rh) [2] partially modify the sensitivity of the sensor, however, usually are far away from 

the ideal case. There are two mechanism generally accepted for the sensitization of the gas 

sensor: (1) chemical and (2) electronic.  

 

The first mechanism corresponds to the so called spillover of dissociated molecules from the 

additive metal clusters to the active material surface [110]. In other words, the additive does 

not modify essentially the gas sensing mechanism but promotes the rate of the chemical 

processes occurring at the surface. This mechanism was extensively used to explain the 

behavior of MOXs modified with e.g. Pt nanoparticles [111,112].  

 

The second mechanism is attributed to the electronic interaction between the metal additive 

and the semiconductor surface [113]. There only exists an electronic interaction between 

them, through the space region created due to the contact of the semiconductor and the metal 

cluster. The gas molecule interacts with the catalysts induces a difference in the electronic 

exchange between the surface and the metal catalysts resulting in a change in the overall 

conductance of the active material [114].  
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2.3.2. Temperature modulation techniques 

Temperature modulation techniques are the most common during operation of solid state gas 

sensors, either by (1) fixing the temperature or by (2) cycling the temperature.  

 

The first approach is the most extended one and used in the literature in order to study the 

sensor characteristics [2]. The sensor is maintained at a stable temperature and the transient 

electrical signal is recorded while the sensor is exposed to the gases under study. This 

strategy is usually used to establish the sensor operation point at its maximum sensitivity or 

on its fastest reaction rate depending on the application.  

 

In the second one, temperature cycle is used in order to obtain the response of the sensor to a 

temperature variation modulated by different signals. The simplest approach is to use pulsed 

modulation turning on and off the sensor [115,116]. A more advance approach is the use of a 

ramp, sinusoidal or other periodic signals in order to cycle the temperature [115-117]. A 

sensor signal thermally cycled could lead to unique signatures for the different gases [20]. 

 

The self-heating effect 

As it was explained in section 2.1.5, in order to monitor the electrical signal of a 

conductometric sensor device, a probing magnitude (voltage or current) has to be used. 

Usually, this magnitude is maintained at what is considered a reasonable range for sensing 

(low enough to not modify the sensing active material and high enough to get a reasonable 

signal to noise –SNR– ratio). When the probing magnitude is increased, Joule effect starts 

having an important role on the sensor performance, modifying the device temperature of 

operation. This phenomenon is called the self-heating effect [120]. 

 

In the past, the contribution on the self-heating effect on the overall properties of the sensor 

was underestimated [116]. After, several studies about self-heating modulation effects in gas 

sensor devices based on MOXs 1D nanostructures showed a promising route to operate the 

sensor devices [120–122]. Self-heating operation was found to be similar than operating the 

sensor with an external heater with the benefit of reducing the power consumption of the 

overall device down to the µW range (as long the heater device was no longer needed, the 

most consuming part of the sensor). 
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However the use of self-heating was believed to only occur efficiently in systems with high 

symmetry (i.e. 1D nanowire [123]). The main drawback of the sensor devices based on such 

systems was that they were fabricated with expensive and non-scalable procedures. This issue 

hampered the wide spread of self-heating modulating techniques. 

 

2.3.3. Light modulation techniques 

Ultraviolet (UV) light can be used as an alternative to the heat to activate the chemical 

reactions [4]. The use of UV light was extensively studied in the case of conductometric 

MOXs sensors [124–129]. UV light generates electron-hole pairs that increase the 

conductivity of the active material. Additionally, the generated carriers can recombine with 

the molecules of gas, achieving the desired sensitivity towards gases at room temperature. 

There are two main advantages using UV light to activate the sensor: (1) room temperature 

operation makes possible the use of sensors in hazardous environments [4] and  that (2) UV 

light can be provided by LEDs with power consumptions similar to those of the heaters [4]. 

 

Similar works were performed with CNTs [130–132] and graphene [133] gas sensors. In 

carbon based devices, UV light was used to fasten desorption of gas molecules and reduce the 

response time [134]. 
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3. DEFINITIONS AND THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

 

3.1. GENERAL DEFINITIONS 

The study and characterization of a gas sensor device requires of a multidisciplinary vision, 

involving the subjects of physics, chemistry and electronics. Usually, there is a lack of a 

unique agreement in the science community concerning the quantification of characteristics 

and properties about the conductometric gas sensor devices. For this reason, this third chapter 

is dedicated to provide a reference framework to the reader. The definitions and theoretical 

background used in this thesis are presented.  

3.1.1. Sensor signal 

Typically, the desired properties of study in conductometric gas sensor devices are the active 

material conductivity () or resistivity (), as this properties are independent on the shapes 

of the active material. In order to extract the electrical information, a probing fixed magnitude 

must be applied to the sensor (current, I, or voltage, V) and then the complementary one is 

measured (V or I, respectively). When the section is known,  or can be calculated. If 

section is unknown or cannot be estimated, the conductance (G) or the resistance (R) can also 

be provided as sensor signal. 

 

In this work, in most of the cases, the sensor signal given is the active material resistance, R. 

It is worth mentioning that all the measurements were performed directly at the sensor, 

without using a voltage divider, which is a common practice due to circuit simplicity and one 

of the simplest configurations to obtain a magnitude readable for an analog to digital 

converter. 

 

3.1.2. Detection and sensing 

The difference between the terms detection and sensing (or detector and sensor) is considered 

as:  

 Detection: any appreciable change produced on the measured transductor signal due 

to the presence of a target analyte.  
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 Sensing: a quantitative variation on the measured transductor as function of the target 

analyte concentration.  

 

Thus, a detector is a device providing qualitative measurements (i.e. an alarm system). A 

sensor is also a detector which can be calibrated in order to provide quantitative information 

on the concentration of the target analyte. Accordingly, the term sensing response will only 

be applied to devices showing quantification towards the desired stimuli. 

 

3.2. GAS SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS 

3.2.1. Sensor response 

The sensor response is also one of the most analyzed magnitudes for conductometric gas 

sensors. Typically, in order to make comparisons between devices, the chosen magnitude as 

signal is normalized to its baseline value (sensor signal acquired in a steady state without 

exposure to any target analyte). Thus, we can use the expressions of eq. (1) or eq. (2) to give 

a value of the response. 
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Both definitions of response are not equivalent, if we take (2) and express it as function of , 

we obtain  
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Equivalently, 
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 Resp Resp
o

 





 
  

 
 (4) 

 

If the sensor response is low, then ≈o (or ≈o) and Resp = Resp. As we can observe, 

both responses will be similar but not equivalent as the conversion between each other is 

modulated by the ratio between  and o (or  and o).  

 

In this dissertation, Resp was used as definition for response in all the cases where the sensor 

was operated at a constant temperature. 

 

In some of the studies performed in this dissertation (sections 5.2, 5.4 and 6.2), the sensor 

device was not operated at a constant temperature, a pulsed operation modulation was 

performed. The advantages of this particular modulation technique are extensively discussed 

in section 5.2. In the case of using the pulsed methodology, the sensor response was no 

longer defined in terms of the sensor resistance but in relation to the difference of resistance 

between a sensing state (R) extracted as the difference of the upper envelope of the 

resistance signal (corresponding to the lower temperature state) and the lower envelope of the 

resistance signal (corresponding to the higher temperature state), 

 

   R Upper Envelope Lower Envelope     (5) 

 

Therefore, the sensor response (SR) was defined accordingly as 

 

 

100 o
R

o

R R
S

R


  
  

 
 (6) 

 

where R is the steady difference of resistance in presence of gas between the high and low 

temperature states and Ro is the baseline difference of resistance between the high and low 

temperature states. For a detailed explanation on the definition, refer to section 5.2. 
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3.2.2. Response and recovery times 

The response time (resp) is defined here as the duration between the initial time when the 

sensor is exposed to a constant gas concentration and the time when the signal has reached its 

90 % of maximum variation, keeping constant the gas concentration. In a similar way, the 

recovery time (rec) is defined as the duration between the time when a stimuli is interrupted 

and time when the sensor signal has recovered the 90 % of the baseline steady state value. 

See Figure 12 for a visual detail on the definitions of the time characteristics. 

 

Figure 12. Response and recovery time definitions. 

 

3.3. GAS SENSING PRINCIPLES 

In the field of conductometric gas sensors, several processes should be considered. In this 

section, the assumption that the material has been previously annealed and stabilized has been 

made. Then, from a simplified point of view, the surface-gas molecule interactions could be 

reduced to only two main processes: 

 

(1) The gas molecule adsorption. 

(2) The charge transfer between molecules and active material. 
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Adsorption is defined as the accumulation of particles (adsorbate) on a surface (adsorbent). 

Desorption is defined as the reverse process to adsorption. Molecule adsorption is a complex 

issue: the gas sensing mechanisms are highly dependent on the material [2], structure [135] 

and surface chemical states [136], leading to different adsorption isotherms, playing an 

important role as the isotherm provides the understanding of the physical interaction between 

the molecule and the surface. In addition, the adsorbed molecules can interact between them, 

molecules diffusion can occur in material [137] or even complex chemical reactions can take 

place [136]. All the phenomena related occurring in adsorption should be taken into account 

to fully understand the conductometric transduction mechanisms. Nevertheless, 

approximations of the occurring processes can lead to a more simple understanding on the 

issue. 

 

Once the particle has been adsorbed on a material surface, charge transfer should also occur 

in order to electrically detect an analyte. At this point, when the molecule has been adsorbed 

followed by an electrical charge transfer, the electrical sensor signal changes due to the 

presence of gas. The charge transfer is not a unique process, not only dependent on the active 

adsorption sites typology being other key factors grain boundaries [136], reaction with 

preadsorbed molecules [135,138], discontinuities in the crystalline structure [139], adsorption 

sites leading to catalytic reactions [1,140,141].  

3.3.1. Gas adsorption on surfaces 

Usually, two general types of adsorption are considered: 

 

(1) Physical adsorption, named physisorption. 

(2) Chemical adsorption, named chemisorption. 

 

The difference between physisorption and chemisorption lies in the forces retaining the 

molecules on the solid surface. There are three kinds of physisorption: 

 

(1) London forces, dispersion forces appearing between temporal induced dipoles caused 

by the movement of the interacting molecular electrons. 

(2) Debye forces, induced dipole forces which appear from the polarization of a molecule 

with a permanent dipole or multipole.  
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(3) Keesom forces, permanent dipole forces which appear on the interaction of two 

molecules with permanent polarization states. 

 

Each three interactions are completely electrostatic and there is no charge transfer between 

them. 

 

In chemisorption, forces of chemical nature arise and charge transfer exists between the 

molecule and the surface. Chemisorption could be: 

 

(1) Non-dissociative: the molecule maintains its original structure. 

(2) Dissociative: the molecule splits into molecular fragments or atoms. 

Physisorption and chemisorption: different criteria 

There exists controversy about different definitions used for physisorption and chemisorption 

in the bibliography. In fact, usually is considered that chemisorption involves chemical 

bonding arrangement and charge transfer and physisorption not. Some authors also consider 

the existence of low charge transfer or/and low activation energy for adsorption as the main 

difference between both types of adsorption. Moreover, there is not a complete agreement on 

where is the limit of charge transfer or energy involved to distinguish both adsorptions as all 

these criteria could lead to confusion. In order to bring some light to this matter, it should be 

mentioned that both adsorptions could be hard to discriminate, as the existence of 

intermediate states makes fuzzy the frontier between both adsorptions. As an example, a 

Gedankenexperiment has been adapted from T. Wolkenstein  is proposed [142]. There is an 

isolated system with only the atom H and the ion H
+ 

placed at a distance d. At large values of 

d, we can consider that the ion H
+
 is creating a field which is perturbing the atom H leading 

to a polarization state and to Stark splitting of its electronic levels. At some point, as d 

decreases, this explanation will not be correct since we will have to deal with the molecular 

ion H2
+ 

instead of two separate atoms. In conclusion, there will be intermediate states where 

the frontier between physisorption and chemisorption would not be clear. Some authors also 

distinguish between physisorption, weak chemisorption and strong chemisorption [142], 

understanding the difference between ―strong‖ and ―weak‖ as a relative meaning where the 

charged particle plays an important role or not in the formation of a chemical bond.  
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Activated and non-activated adsorption 

Often in the literature it can be observed that the term chemisorption and activated adsorption 

is used indistinctively [142], this interpretation, depending on each case, could not be correct. 

An activated adsorption occurs when an amount of energy is needed to trigger the adsorption 

process. A reaction of the type 

 

 A B C   (7) 

 

where A, B and C are chemical compounds, may often proceed without any activation. 

However, a reaction such as  

 

 AB C AC B     (8) 

 

where the formation of new bonds requires breaking old bonds is always characterized by an 

activation energy. 

 

The absence or the presence of activation energy does not give any information about the 

nature of the adsorption forces. In fact, physisorption could also require extra energy (i.e. in 

order to overcome a repulsive force between the adsorbed molecules) and chemisorption does 

not to be essentially activated (i.e. not all chemical reactions require an activation energy). 

 

Activated adsorption differs from the non-activated one in their kinetics. In absence of an 

activation energy, adsorption proceeds extremely fast, and the lower the temperature the more 

rapidly equilibrium is reached. In presence of activation energy, the equilibrium is reached 

more slowly, and the higher the temperature the faster is the adsorption. It is assumed that the 

constant rate (k) for activated adsorption follows the trend 

 

 

a

B

E
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 (9) 

 

where Ea is the activation energy, kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature in 

Kelvin units. 
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3.3.2. Gas adsorption isotherms 

The study of the adsorption of the gas molecules on the sensor surface is a key issue to 

understand the processes occurring on the surface of the active material. The amount of gas 

molecules adsorbed depends on the nature of the surface and the adsorbate. This phenomenon 

could be described by different models known as adsorption isotherms. 

 

The Langmuir model describes an ideal model for adsorption if the following assumptions 

are taking into account: 

 

(1) There is only monolayer adsorption. 

(2) The number of sites for adsorption is limited. 

(3) All sites have equal probability for adsorption, 

(4) There is no interaction between the adsorbed molecules. 

 

Considering all this assumptions and combined with the gas kinetics theory [142], a ratio 

equation of the adsorption and desorption can be formulated, then assuming steady state for 

the adsorption/desorption process, the following expression, corresponding to the Langmuir 

isotherm equation, can be found 

 

 
1

x

x

bP
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 (10) 

 

where  is the normalized coverage of the surface (number of occupied adsorption sites 

divided per number of total adsorption sites), b is a parameter depending on the adsorbate, the 

adsorbent and temperature and Px is the adsorbate partial pressure. 

 

This isotherm is used in the study of gas sensors [143]. Moreover, a derived model from 

Langmuir, including the dissociation of the adsorbed molecules, the dissociative Langmuir 

model is often choose to modelize the adsorption of dissociated oxygen on MOXs surfaces 

[144]. The isotherm is expressed with the following equation 
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Another isotherm that can also be found in the literature concerning the conductometric gas 

sensing is the Freundlich isotherm [145–149], which is an empirical relation expressed as 

 

 
1/n

xb P     (12) 

 

where , b, and Px are the same variables and parameters as in the Langmuir model and n is a 

constant with n < 1. The type of adsorption has a direct effect on the behavior of the gas 

sensor [135,144,150-152]. Notice that all partial pressures could be written in terms of the 

gas concentration, Cx using 

 

 ·x x totP C P   (13) 

 

where Ptot is the total pressure of the system. 

 

In Appendix A, a more extended discussion about gas isotherms and its derivation is included. 

 

3.3.3. Charge transfer during adsorption 

After gas adsorption, the variations on the sensor signal are due to the charge transfer 

occurring between the gas molecules and the active material. Assuming a steady state 

between the adsorption/desorption process and the existence of three possible states of charge 

molecules (neutral, positive and negative), an expression similar to the Langmuir model 

equation, the so called Wolkenstein’s isotherm can be obtained (see Appendix A for a 

detailed explanation). Then, the charge variation expressed in terms the gas concentration 

(Cx) is expressed as 
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here e corresponds to the absolute value of charge of the electron; 0
,+

, -
, 

 
is the fraction of 

molecules corresponding to the neutral, positive and negative charge, respectively; s is the 

gas effective surface; Ptot is the total pressure; m is the mass of a single gas molecule; kB is 

the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, q0 is the adsorption heat related the 

adsorption/desorption of neutral gas molecules, o
, -

 are the oscillation frequencies for 

each molecule with neutral, positive and negative charge, respectively; EC is the energy level 

corresponding to the minimum of the conduction band of the sensing material and ED and EA 

are the levels of energy for the acceptor and donor levels, respectively. 

 

Thus, the response of a gas sensor is directly dependent on the balance of charge transfer of 

the adsorbed/desorbed molecules on the sensor material surface. Then, this balance of charge 

is a consequence of the adsorbed charged molecules as it is established in eq. (14). 

 

3.4. ILLUMINATION OF GAS SENSORS 

As already mentioned, conductometric solid state gas sensor devices are based on 

semiconductor materials. A semiconductor is a material characterized by a (relatively) small 

energy band gap between the valence and the conductive band. When a photon impinges on a 

semiconductor material, pairs of charge carriers can be formed. That is the process of light 

absorption in semiconductors. Light absorption is based on the creation of electron/hole pairs 

due to photon adsorption. Different kinds of photon adsorption can be distinguished:  

 

(1) Transitions from the balance band into the conduction band (intrinsic absorption). 

(2) Transitions from a local (donor) level into the conduction band (extrinsic absorption). 

(3) Transitions from the valence band to a local (acceptor) level (extrinsic absorption). 

 

All these processes are involved in active light absorption. However, it is worth mentioning 

that photodesorption may also be an apparent effect and have a trivial origin, as an enhanced 

desorption rate which could be attributed to the heating of the adsorbent by light adsorption. 

In this case, illumination is only an indirect effect. 
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The creation of carriers due to light absorption has been proven to alter the adsorptive 

properties of a semiconductor surface [142], changing the balance of the equilibrium 

adsorption and the kinetics on the process (eq. (14)).  

 

First effects of modulation of adsorption due to illumination were discovered on SiO2, where 

oxygen adsorption was promoted thanks to desorption of hydroxyl groups due to the 

illumination of the sample with UV light [153,154]. Several works followed concerning 

adsorption assisted by illumination (photoadsorption) of O2 in MOXs structures (SnO2 [155] 

and TiO2 [156,157]).  

 

From the point of view of gas sensors devices, especially in MOXs based sensors, the use of 

UV light to activate the chemical reactions on the surface of the transducing material 

provides an alternative to the operation of the sensor at high temperatures [4,158]. E. Comini 

et al. demonstrate the capability of the use of UV light instead of the application of 

temperature to sense gas such as NO2 and CO in gas sensor devices based on SnO2 and In2O3. 

In both cases, the UV light provided free electric carriers to activate the reaction of 

chemisorption of oxygen on the sensor surface and enhance the desorption rate of gas 

molecules, achieving reversible gas sensor response without any permanent poisoning of the 

sensor surface [159,160]. 

 

Moreover, illumination can also be used in more complex devices such as the so called solar 

diode sensor, where a gas sensor and solar energy harvesting has been unified in a single 

device [161]. This device overcomes the need of use of UV light towards low energetic 

wavelengths as the visible spectra. 

 

In the case of carbon based materials, the smaller gap compared to the MOXs devices [3], 

makes them also perfect candidates to the use of light modulation. In fact, sensor response 

and adsorption kinetics of CNTs gas sensor devices were modulated by the use of UV 

light [162,163]. The same methodology was also used after in graphene gas sensors [44,164]. 
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4. GAS SENSING CHARACTERIZATION OF CARBON NANOFIBERS 

 

One of the main objectives of this thesis was the evaluation of the carbon nanofibers (CNFs) 

as an active material for conductometric gas sensing devices.  

 

In section 4.1, the CNFs properties towards different stimuli were explored for its use in 

flexible gas sensor devices. 

 

Section 4.2 describes how CNFs were decorated and the sensor was operated at different 

temperatures with a heater fabricated also over a flexible substrate was studied, 

demonstrating the applicability of chemical functionalization and typical sensor operation 

with a heater device, both approaches were used to modulate the sensing characteristics.  

 

Sections 4.1 and 4.2 are based on the first two research articles presented in this dissertation. 

 

From section 4.3.1 to 4.3.4, extensive characterization towards O2, H2O, NO2 and NH3 is 

presented and discussed in detail. 

 

4.1. SCREENING OF CARBON NANOFIBERS PROPERTIES 

In the first paper presented, Article I: Flexible sensor based on carbon nanofibers for 

multifunctional sensing features, the following issues were studied and discussed in detail: 

 

(1) Requirements for sensing material stabilization. 

(2) CNFs behavior towards different stimuli namely: electrical, mechanical, response to 

light and gases. 

(3) Cross-sensitivity effects between the different stimuli. 

 

The main objective of this article was demonstrating the viability to fabricate and operate low 

cost flexible CNFs gas sensor devices. For this reason, Kapton
®
 was used as a support due to 

its chemical stability and dielectric strength [165]. Moreover the electrodes were fabricated 

with inkjet, a highly scalable technique [166]. The sensor was electrically characterized, 

focusing the study in the thermal treatments needed to stabilize the sensor signal. The CNFs 
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response to gases was screened towards CO, H2O and NH3 and extensively studied for H2O 

and NH3. Then, the response towards ultraviolet and visible light was also studied, in order to 

evaluate whether could be of assistance to gas desorption or response to gas modulation. The 

electrical resistance variation with the mechanical stress was also checked due to the flexible 

nature of the sensor substrate. 

 

With this work we learned that CNFs have to be treated (in this case, thermally) to evaporate 

the rest of solvents and probably to partially oxidize the most active points of adsorption (see 

section 4.3.1 for a more detailed explanation). As other carbon nanostructures, the CNFs also 

showed promising sensing capabilities for H2O and NH3 [3]. Moreover, the permanent 

adsorption of gas molecules is also a current problem of carbon nanostructures for 

conductometric gas sensors operated at room temperature [70], this issue is going to be 

further explored in the next section, 4.2. The observed behavior with H2O and NH3 

interaction is explained in sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.4, respectively. In the case of UV and visible 

light, the issue is going to be further explored in section 6. As for the mechanical interaction, 

in case of gas sensor devices in flexible substrate, the mechanical stress is a clear interferent 

to the electrical sensor signal. This variation was attributed to the change of the CNFs film 

percolation level. In conclusion, the CNFs presented suitable properties for conductometric 

gas sensing devices and these properties are explored in detail in the following sections. 

 

This work was carried out in the framework of project CENIT INFINITEX. 

 

Note that sections, equations, figure and table labels and figure, table and reference 

numbering in the reproduced research article follow the ones of the published version. 

 

The article has been reproduced from Talanta; vol. 107; O. Monereo, S. Claramunt, M. 

Martínez de Marigorta, M. Boix, R. Leghrib, J.D. Prades, A. Cornet, P. Merino, C. Merino, 

A. Cirera, ―Flexible sensor based on carbon nanofibers with multifunctional sensing 

features‖; pp. 239-247; 2013; with permission from Elsevier. 
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ABSTRACT 

Herein, we present the fabrication and characterization of a flexible gas sensor based on 

carbon nanofibers. The sensing device is composed of interdigitated silver electrodes 

deposited by inkjet printing on Kapton® substrates, subsequently coated with carbon 

nanofibers as sensing element. Gas sensing response to CO, NH3 and humidity has been 

characterized in detail. Thermal, mechanical and electromagnetic radiation effects have also 

been studied and discussed from the point of view of the cross-sensitivity. The obtained 

results open the door for a new generation of flexible sensors with multifunctional sensing 

features, which are producible with scalable techniques based on low cost nanomaterials. 

 

1. Introduction 

The development of new smart sensor networks for the monitoring of environmental 

parameters for comfort, health, safety, and security purposes demands for new solid state 

gas sensors with better performances. Up to now, considerable effort has been devoted to 

improve operating parameters such as sensitivity, selectivity, and reliability of the sensors. 

 

For on-site monitoring applications, devices with low power consumption, low-cost, high 

efficiency, and portability are highly desirable. Some demonstrations of such devices are 

under investigation and involve the development of sensors based on flexible substrates, 

partially owing to the increasing proliferation of handheld, portable consumer electronics 

[1,2]. Fabrication of flexible sensor platforms has been investigated and provides a wide 

range of applications, featuring low cost, light weight and mechanical flexibility [3]. Devices 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.talanta.2013.01.022
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supported on plastic foils are required to realize intelligent RFID tags for environmental 

monitoring, flexible active matrix displays, electronics skins, flexible solar cells and 

disposable printed electronics [4–7], and represent a cost effective alternative to expensive 

silicon technology, which could eventually find application in wearable systems, smart 

buildings, and in the logistics of perishable products. The pending challenges are not only 

their manufacture, but also the stability of their mechanical, electrical and gas sensing 

properties. 

 

Printed electronics are becoming a more and more mature technology every day, and new 

kinds of products are expected in the near future. Besides, a strong potential for cost-

effective production with a reduced infrastructure, the benefits of printing devices on plastic 

foil include their potential to be lightweight, foldable/rollable, transparent, thin, conformal, 

wearable, and produced on a large scale. In the last decade, inkjet printing has grown to a 

major topic in scientific research. Today, inkjet printing is a competitive method to 

conventional printing techniques such as photolithography for the production of electronic 

devices [8,9]. Furthermore, inkjet printing is compatible with many types of substrates, non-

contact and no-mask patterning, low temperature processing, and no requirement for 

vacuum [10,11]. 

 

There are a limited number of publications on gas sensors on plastic/flexible foils, but this 

number is growing up. Most of these works used substrates as polyethylene-terephthalate 

(PET), poly- ethylene naphthalate (PEN) and polyimide (PI). As a matter of fact, Torsi et al. 

fabricated a thin-film transistor gas sensor, comprising an outermost layer with built-in 

enantioselective properties that exhibits a field-effect amplified sensitivity that enables 

differential detection of optical isomers in the range of tens-of ppm [12]. Other works 

reported on the detection at room temperature of volatile organic compounds, sub-ppm 

levels of ammonia and hydrogen sulphide, and ppm levels of nitrogen oxides, some of which 

using printing technologies (e.g., inkjet printing) to deposit gas-sensitive conducting 

polymers and silver electrodes [13–18]. However, the sensing performance achieved was 

poor and requires further development to meet the sensing performances and reliability 

demanded by the market, as dis- cussed by Subramanian et al. [19]. 

 

In the present paper, a new approach for developing flexible gas sensors based on carbon 

nanofibers is presented. Our aim is to achieve an easy, fast and inexpensive methodology to 

produce low power consumption gas alarms integrable in textile or other non-usual 

localizations. For this purpose, Kapton® was used as flexible substrate, due to its physical 
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and chemical advantages, on which interdigitated silver electrodes were deposited by inkjet 

printing methods. These were later coated with carbon nanofibers by means of spray 

technique [20,21]. Carbon materials, which are well-known by rendering significant 

responses to gases even at room temperature, permit to lower the power consumption of the 

sensor. In order to evaluate the performance of the sensors developed, their gas sensing 

properties to CO, NH3 and humidity at room temperature as well as the effects of thermal, 

mechanical and electromagnetic radiation stimuli were thoroughly studied. 

 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Sensor fabrication 

Kapton® (polyimide) commercially available from DuPont, with thickness of 50 mm, was 

chosen as flexible substrate. It has a typical dielectric strength of 240 kV/mm [22], which 

makes it suitable for electronic circuitry. The key advantages of this polyimide compared to 

other polymers is that it can be heated up to 350 °C, as a second order glass transition 

occurs between 360 °C and 410 °C [22]. Therefore, moderate thermal treatments of the 

materials can be performed even after being deposited. From the mechanical point of view, it 

also displays good flexibility and resistance [22]. Another advantage, which is common in 

most of the polymers, is its low mass, which makes it more resistant to vibration and sudden 

mechanical energy transfers. This makes it appropriate for future devices more reliable in 

environments, such as automotive applications, where mechanical resistance is a special 

concern. All these points justify the election of Kapton® as flexible substrate used in this 

present work. 

 

The fabrication of the metal contacts was made by inkjet deposition of commercial silver ink 

U5603 (SunTronic Inc.,USA) with 20 wt. % of silver. An automatic controlled inkjet system 

with inkjet dispenser Xenjet 4000 (Xennia Technology Ltd., UK). The cartridge was an 

Omnidot 760 (Xaar, Ltd., UK),based on piezo-resistive technology to eject the ink. Once the 

ink was deposited, the circuits were heated to 200 °C for 20 min to stabilize the silver and 

evaporate the ink‘s solvent. Several designs were conceived and implemented: ten 

conductive bars (with widths of 0.7 mm for each bar and pitch of 1 mm between them 

designed following the specifications of a commercial FFC/FPC connector), two conductive 

bars (2 mm wide and pitch of 2.54 mm designed for a clincher commercial socket), 4-probes 

circuit optimized for van der Pauw measurements [23,24], and interdigitated configuration for 

sensor testing. This last one included several alternative variations: terminations for 

FFC/FPC connector and square pads for probe station testing. Examples of interdigitated 

printed circuits used in this work are showed in the Supplementary materials. 
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2.2. Material deposition 

Carbon nanofibers, supplied by Grupo Antolín, having a diameter between 20 and 80 nm 

and lengths of more than 30 mm, were first dispersed in 2-propanol and then deposited over 

interdigitated silver electrodes using spray technique [20,21]. The deposited film was 

homogenous with a thickness of hundreds of nanometers except for the edges, which 

displayed a linearly growing profile. Two kinds of nanofibers were tested, one with a 

graphitization of 70 % (GANF) and one with 100 % (GANFG), further details of these 

nanofibers have been given elsewhere [25]. 

 

2.3. Characterization 

A series of experiments were designed and performed in order to evaluate the electrical, 

thermal, mechanical and sensing properties of the devices based on GANF and GANFG 

nanofibers. The response of the sensor to gas and by radiation was defined as the 

difference between the resistance when there is a change of the physical measured property 

(R), and the initial resistance value (R0) normalized to R0. 

 

 0

0 0

Response (%) 100
R R R

R R

 
     (1) 

 

2.3.1. Electrical and thermal characterization 

To evaluate the electrical properties of the samples, different kinds of measurement were 

conducted using a sourcemeter unit SMU 2400 (Kethley Ltd., USA) and a multimeter 3458A 

(Agilent Inc., USA).All connected to 4-probes station, which featured a temperature controller 

capable of setting the sample‘s temperature from room temperature (25 °C) up to 300 °C. 

Tungsten probe tips (72T-J3 from American Probe & Technologies Inc. USA, with straight 

shape and radius of 7 mm) were used to obtain a reliable and stable contact with the silver 

pads of the samples. All the temperature treatments shown below were carried out in 

ambient atmosphere. First of all, studies of the sheet resistance of the nanofibers were done 

using the van der Pauw method [23,24]. These resistance values were quite independent of 

the asymmetry between contacts of the thermoelectric contributions at each different metal-

fiber interface. 

 

Subsequently, in order to study the contribution of the contacts interface to the total 

resistance of the sample, measurements of the resistance of the fibers films at different 

interelectrode distances were conducted. The total resistance of the sample can be easily 
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rationalized as a contribution from the two contacts and a contribution from the fibers. 

Therefore, we can write: 

 

 2 2measured P sample cR R R     (2) 

 

where Rmeasured_2P is the experimental value of the total resistance (defined as R2P since it is 

the resistance measured in 2-probes studies), Rsample is the intrinsic resistance value of the 

nanofibers film, and Rc is the resistance of each one of the contacts between the nanofibers 

and the silver electrodes. Since the Rsample is expected to be proportional to the distance 

between contacts l, then it is easy to determine Rc by extrapolating the value of the total 

resistance at distance zero from a series of Rmeasured_2P values vs. l. The extrapolated point 

gives a direct measurement of the contribution of the contacts to the total value of measured 

resistance. 

 

2.3.2. Gas testing 

Sensing characterization was carried out in a gas test system conceived to characterize 

micro and nanodevices, which included a MGP-2 gas mixer (Gometrics S.L., Spain) and a 

4200-SCS Semi- conductor Characterization System equipped with 3 sourcemeter units 

(Keithley Ltd., USA). A LabVIEW® program controlled all these components. 

 

Experiments were exclusively performed in a customized chamber (15 ml in volume) in 

which the gas flow was maintained constant at 200 ml/min. Accurate gaseous environments 

were provided by the mass flow controllers of the MGP2 system connected to calibrated 

bottles of dry synthetic air (SA, which contains 21 % of O2 diluted in 79 % of N2), CO (1000 

ppm 71 % in SA) and NH3 (1000 ppm 71 % in SA). The water vapor was introduced in the 

gas mixture bubbling dry synthetic air through a vase containing deionized water at room 

temperature (25 °C). 

 

2.3.3. Mechanical characterization 

Mechanical test were performed in order to check if the flexibility itself by bending can alter 

the signal of the sensor. To that end, a configuration of deflected beam was chosen (see 

more details below). An experimental setup formed by two suspended clamps fixed with 

micropositioners was built. The sample was connected to a board to extract the resistive 

signal using SMU 2400. This configuration allowed us to modulate the bending of the 

substrate. 
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The response is quantified by a parameter called the gauge factor g, defined as the 

difference of resistance change (R = R-R0) produced by a strain  normalized to the initial 

resistance R0: 

 

 
0

1R
g

R 


   (3) 

 

In order to evaluate the strain , a configuration of asymmetric deflected beam was chosen 

due to the fact that knowing the height y and the radius of curvature r of the flexible 

substrate, the strain  can be directly expressed as: 

 

 
y

r
    (4) 

 

Optical images were taken to evaluate y and r of the bend. 

 

2.3.4. Effect of electromagnetic radiation 

Two different energy ranges were studied in order to check the effect of electromagnetic 

radiation on carbon nanofibers: Ultraviolet radiation (UV) and visible light. For the 

measurements with UV, we used a Hamamatsu LC8 lamp (LC8 UV, Hamamatsu Photonics 

Inc., Japan) with a maximum power of 4500 mW/cm2 at a wavelength of 365 nm, with 

dispersion from 220 nm to 580 nm. For the measurements with visible light, a solar simulator 

LS150SN213 was used (Abet Technologies Inc., USA). To evaluate the power applied at the 

samples a UP19K-H power-meter (Gentec-EO, Inc., Canada) was used. Power intensity of 

1140 mW/cm2 was applied in all the experiments. In both cases, the samples were 

electrically probed by means of a Keithley 2400 sourcemeter unit (2400, Kethley Ltd., USA). 

In a semiconductor material under irradiation, the total carrier density can be expressed as 

the sum of the intrinsic one produced by thermal generation (n0) and the carriers due to light 

generation n [26], 

 

 
0n n n    (5) 

 

This process produces a change in the resistance measured 
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where R0 is the initial resistance in dark and ΔR is the change in resistance produced by the 

impinging radiation, σ is the conductivity, L is the length of the material where the current 

goes through, A is the perpendicular area to the current, q is the charge of the electron and μ 

is the carriers charge mobility. This effect turns into a decrease in the resistance value R of 

the sample upon exposure to a pulse of radiation provided for photons which have sufficient 

energy to generate extra carriers. It can be demonstrated that, in moderate illumination 

conditions, the change in resistance is inversely proportional to the flux of light [27]. 

Therefore, pulses of different intensities should lead to different changes in the resistance, 

which makes this parameter suitable to detect and quantify the amount of impinging 

radiation. It can also be demonstrated that the number of generated carriers Δn can be 

expressed as 

 

 
1 phn




 
    (7) 

 

where η is the quantum efficiency, β is the fraction of photons not reflected at the surface, τ 

is the carrier lifetime, α is the absorption coefficient of the material and Φph is the flux of 

photons [27]. Hence, the amount of carriers generated is directly proportional to the photon 

flux and the slope of this lineal law only depends on intrinsic properties of the material as 

analyzed in detail below. Finally, in order to study also the dynamic response of the signals, 

the response time (τresp) was defined as the time to change the resistance a 90 % of the 

response upon exposure to a sudden light pulse; and the recovery time (τrec) was defined as 

the time to recover a 90 % of the total response after switching off the light source. 

 

3. Results and discussions 

3.1. Electrical and thermal characterization 

The intrinsic resistance of the nanofibers film (Rsheet) was first evaluated using the above-

described van der Pauw method, the nanofibers films were previously treated at 270°C to 

evaporate remains of solvent. Van der Pauw method was repeated at different temperatures, 

heating up to 270 °C and cooling the sample cyclically. Rsheet vs. temperature curves were 

repeated after completing the first heating cycle (see supplementary material for more 

information). In these conditions, a weak negative temperature coefficient behavior was 

observed since the resistance tends to decrease with increasing temperature. The GANFG 

sample appears to be more conductive than GANF which is consistent with the material‘s 

degree of crystallinity after graphitization. Measurements of the resistance stability of the 

material at 270 °C vs. time were also carried out (see supplementary material for more 
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information) once the material was previously stabilized at the same temperature (270 °C). 

Results lead to the conclusion that the electrical properties of the materials do not evolve 

significantly in a tens of minutes‘ timescale. In order to characterize the contact resistances 

Rc, series of 2-probes measurements at different temperatures were performed. In this case, 

samples were heated up and cooled down cyclically reaching higher temperatures in each 

cycle. Fig. 1 shows the phenomenological behavior observed in all the samples. It can be 

clearly seen that the 2-probes resistance values (R2P) display significant hysteretic effects 

until the treatment temperature reaches the 270 °C. After reaching this temperature, the 

dependence of the resistance with the temperature is fully repeatable, following a general 

trend similar to the one observed for the Rsheet values. 

 

This results suggest that thermal energies above 270 °C are needed to stabilize the 

electrical properties of the here-prepared devices and that such treatment must be applied 

during sufficient time (> 2 h).  

 

In order to clarify the contribution of Rc to the total resistance value a series of 

measurements in fresh samples with multiple contacts with linear arrangement were carried 

out. This configuration allowed us to decouple the Rc values from the fibers film resistance 

following the previously-described methodology.  

 

 

Fig. 1. 2-probes resistance values of GANF deposited by spray. a) At different temperatures and 

heating cycles. b) At 270 °C after the temperature cycles. 

 

As expected, a linear dependence of the total resistance with the interelectrode distance was 

observed (see supplementary material for more information). The crossing of this linear 

trend with the y-axis allowed us to estimate the Rc values, which were found not negligible, 
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compared to typical values in samples deposited with spray and dropping respectively. This 

effect could be minimized by choosing more adequate sintering process of silver electrodes, 

which can also contribute in this significant contact resistance. 

 

3.2. Gas testing 

The preliminary screening of the gas sensing capabilities of the sensors is shown in Fig. 2. 

In this test the sensor response to a pulse of carbon monoxide, ammonia or humidity (diluted 

in synthetic air) was checked. 

 

On the one hand, the device barely noticed the CO pulse with a negligible response. In 

contrast, the sensor response to humidity and ammonia pulses was remarkably larger. For 

this reason, and from this point on, we focus this first study of the gas sensing properties of 

GANF and GANFG fibers in the cases of NH3 and H2O. On the other hand, we observed that 

the sensor needs a large time to reach the baseline stabilization, possibly due to room 

temperature operation, non-functionalized or decorated materials. 

 

In order to study the response of the sensors to ammonia and humidity, two tests for each 

gas were carried out, which consisted of 5 pulses of decreasing concentration followed by 4 

pulses of maximum concentration. This sequence allowed us to study both, the response of 

the sensor to different concentration and the repeatability and stability of this signal. As for 

the response to ammonia, we obtained a linear relationship between the sensor response 

and the gas concentration. However, this linearity was lost after the first pulses due to a drift 

of the signal‘s baseline upon exposure to relatively high concentration of NH3 (in Fig. 3.b). 

 

To clarify the impact of this effect (which seems to be related to the ability of the carbon-

based nanofibers to get rid of ammonia adsorbate at room temperature) on the repeatability 

of the measurements, the sensors were exposed to three pulses of NH3 at high 

concentration and three pulses at lower concentration (as shown in Fig. 3.c - 3.d). In both 

cases, the response values were similar within the experimental uncertainty. Therefore, the 

repeatability of the sensors was not compromised. Moreover, the drift of the signal was only 

observed in the test with higher concentrations (only first pulse) and no other change in the 

baseline of the sensor appeared. This suggest that these desorption issues seem to reach 

some sort of saturation. Thus, from the technological point of view, this effect must be taken 

into account in order to make meaningful quantitative assessments of the gas presence, 

especially in the high concentrations range. Finally, the characteristic times of the devices 

were resp = 35 minutes and rec = 45 minutes. 
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Fig. 2. Resistance change in response to CO, NH3 and H20 of a sample of GANF deposited by spray. 

The water concentration value corresponds to 100 % of relative humidity at 25 °C and 1 atm. 

 

As for the response to humidity, we observed a linear behavior with the increasing 

concentration of water, as in the case of ammonia. The devices had a good repeatability as 

shown in Fig. 4.b due to the inexistence of the drift seen before. The resp and the rec values 

were similar to the response with ammonia gas. Gas tests in GANFG samples were also 

performed showing properties similar to the one described below for GANF nanofibers. In 

order to clarify whether the sensor is capable to operate in an ambient atmosphere a final 

test with two pulses of ammonia without and with humidity was conducted (Fig. 5). The 

sensor responded similarly in both cases showing only a difference in the baseline, the same 

result was also found with GANFG nanofibers.  

 

To sum up, the here-studied devices were able to detect NH3, H2O and NH3 in an 

atmosphere with RH = 50%. In NH3 and H2O tests linear sensor responses were observed, 

some drift issues in the baseline arose, especially, for relatively high concentrations. 

Therefore, the devices performance as a gas sensor was achieved and the gas response 

found was similar to other studies found in the literature [28, 29].  
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Fig. 3. a) Resistance change in response to a sequence of NH3 pulses of a sample of GANF 

deposited by spray. b) Response to NH3 obtained in the gas test experiment shown in a); the black 

squares correspond to the first pulses of different concentrations and the white squares to the last 

pulses with the same concentration. c) Repeatability test of GANF deposited by spray and exposed to 

c) 1000 ppm and d) 63 ppm of NH3 diluted in synthetic air. 

 

From the point of view of performance, the devices showed a combination of advantages 

and drawbacks that motivates further studies. On one hand, the use for the first time GANF 

based on flexible substrates permit its wear-ability and the detection of gases at room 

temperature which imply low power consumption. On the other hand, a previous thermal 

treatment could contribute to palliate the baseline drifts [30, 31]. Furthermore, the exploration 

of further strategies to speed up the responses is proposed such as temperature and/or 

illumination [32]. Further studies will consider the decoration of the nanofibers to enhance 

sensitivity and improves specificity to a wide range of contaminant gases. 
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Fig. 4. a) Resistance change in response to a sequence of humidity pulses of a sample of GANF 

deposited by spray. b) Response to H2O obtained in the gas test experiment shown in a), the black 

squares correspond to the first pulses of different concentration and the white squares to the last 

pulses with the same concentration.  

 

 

Fig. 5. Comparison of the ammonia sensing response without and with humidity (RH = 50%). 

 

3.3. Mechanical characterization 

As mentioned before, Kapton® can be easily bended, making the material suitable for future 

flexible electronics. Two types of measurements were performed: measurements of the 

resistance at different bending degrees to obtain the gauge factor and repeatability tests 

applying cyclically the same strain values. The samples resistance varied after deflecting the 

devices. Fig. 6 shows these bending results. As expected from eq. (3), the resistance 

change was proportional to the strain applied, and, depending on the curvature sign, the 

value of resistance increased or decreased. Surprisingly, a solid shift in the resistance 

baseline in the two possible directions of deflection was observed. The explanation is a little 
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mechanical perturbation applied in order to create a positive strain in the devices since the 

samples had not the natural tendency to bend with a positive curvature; this perturbation 

affected the baseline resistance without altering significantly the general trend. From the 

point of view of the application as strain sensor, this fact leads to a blind range in the low 

strain region which could be used as a noise filter in bend-triggered applications.  

 

The gauge factor g of each sample was estimated by fitting each series of data points to the 

linear law predicted in eq. (3) (in Table 1).  

 

g  > 0  < 0 

GANF 0.033 ± 0.008 0.023 ± 0.005 

GANFG 0.016 ± 0.006 0.027 ± 0.007 

Table 1. Gauge factor obtained from the linear fitting of data in Fig. 6. 

 

In spite of being quite low compared with conventional gauge sensors (1-200), it has been 

proven the viability of the carbon nanofibers as a possible material for this type of sensors, 

these results agree with other studies [33]. As far as repeatability and stability are 

concerned, the results were very similar for all the pulses in all the tests. It was shown that 

after bending the sensors recover their baseline, which is crucial to find ways to compensate 

its influence in sensor responsiveness.   

 

As for the maximum response of the sensors were about 10% at the maximum bending 

tested, for other applications this mechanical response could interfere with the performance 

of the devices with other stimuli. An appropriate package without mechanical flexion could 

be a simple solution if the response to bending is not desired and flexibility is not required, 

while preserving the conformability of Kapton®.  

 

3.4. Effect of electromagnetic radiation 

The response to electromagnetic radiation was also considered, checking the effects of 

ultraviolet radiation and visible light in the value of resistance of the devices. Previous 

studies showed how carbon materials display a strong interaction in the region of ultraviolet 

and visible ranges [34] and that these materials are excellent candidates for photosensors 

arrays [35].  
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For UV experiments, the samples were tested with pulses of different intensities to check 

sensor response. Samples were also exposed to pulses of the same intensity to check 

repeatability. Fig. 7 shows the results obtained. In both cases, the samples did not fully 

recover the baseline and there was an enormous resistance change after the first time that 

the sensors were exposed to the radiation. 

 

 

Fig. 6. a) Plot of the normalized variation of resistance ΔR/R0 of GANF versus the strain ε caused by 

bending.  Series of equivalent strain pulses applied to GANF with b) ε < 0 and c) ε > 0. Series of 

equivalent pulses applied to GANFG with d) ε < 0 and e) ε > 0. 

 

Generally speaking, the response of GANFG nanofibers tended to be larger than the 

response of GANF (in Fig. 7.c). Moreover, as mentioned before, the change in the 

resistance of the sensor is expected to be inversely proportional to the flux of light [30] in 

moderate illumination conditions. Therefore there should be a linear dependence of the 

response of the sensor with the intensity of UV light applied as it is shown in Fig. 7. Notice 

that here we observed this behavior for all the intensities in GANF but there is a data value 

far away this tendency in the case of GANFG at the maximum intensity. Hence, it seems to 

suggest that there could be an effect of optical annealing produced in the first pulse.  

 

As for the repeatability, the signals acquired at the same intensity had similar responses and 

the sensor was capable of recovering the baseline. However, our results indicate that there 

was an evolution of the response that falls behind the uncertainty of experiment (as shown in 

Fig. 7.d). The resp and the rec were about 2 and 10 minutes for GANF and respectively 
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about 10, 12 minutes for GANFG.  In visible light experiments, a fixed light intensity was 

used due to limitations of the experimental setup. As occurred before with the UV 

experiments, the signal of the GANFG sample had less noise. The response was also larger 

with GANFG than with GANF (see supplementary material for more information). As for the 

response time and recovery time the results were resp = 2.5 seconds and rec = 4.1 seconds, 

which is similarly faster than in the case of UV. Also several voltage vs. current curves were 

obtained once the signals were stabilized, with and without illumination. Using the 

expressions of eq. (6) and (7), the following relationship can be obtained  

 

 0

1

0 0

1
1

ph ph

R n

R n n



   

 
     

 
  (8) 

 

where, the ∑ value only depends on intrinsic properties of the material. The results obtained 

for ∑ are shown in table 2. 

 

 

Fig. 7. Resistance variation in a) GANF and b) GANFG fibres in response to a sequence of UV light 

pulses. c) Response S to increasing intensities of UV radiation of GANF and GANFG.A linear 

dependence is observed: hollow data point corresponds to the first pulse. d) Repeatability results 

obtained for the two samples with UV radiation. 
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Data clearly show that the nanofibers are more sensitive to radiation in the range of visible 

light. In addition to this, GANFG had more carriers activated in both wavelength ranges 

under study. This fact can be directly related to the grade of crystallinity of the fibers after 

graphitization, which is supported by the intrinsic conductivity known by the van der Pauw 

measurements.  

 

To summarize, GANFG displayed a better response to radiation and both types of 

nanofibers presented better and faster response and were more repeatable to visible light 

than UV. With the results obtained it has been demonstrated the viability of the nanofibers as 

electromagnetic radiation sensors, especially in the range of visible, which makes them 

suitable for light sensing. It is also important to notice that the effect of radiation cannot be 

ignored as an interference with other sensing applications.  

 


UV 

(1/(mW/cm²)·10
-5

) 
Visible Light 

(1/(mW/cm²)·10
-5

) 

GANF 2.2 ± 0.3 23 ± 1 

GANFG 9.6 ± 0.1 15 ± 1 

Table 2. Values of Σ. 

 

3.5. Cross-sensitivity effects 

The results presented so far show that the sensing material presents a wide range of 

sensitivities, including mechanical stress and electromagnetic radiation absorption that may 

interfere with the response to gases. In spite of this drawback, carbon nanofibers are much 

cheaper than metal oxides or carbon nanotubes [36] and can be operated even at room 

temperature. These advantages motivate the search for solutions to palliate the cross 

interference effects. Firstly, GANF and GANFG can be thermally stabilized displaying a 

repeatable behavior with temperature cycles (Fig. 1) with a maximum variation of the 

resistance about 10 % in case of GANF and 5 % with GANFG. This fact makes possible 

adding a heater operating at stable temperature, slightly above the environment to improve 

the response and recovery times to gases, as previously reported for other carbon 

nanostructures [37]. Mechanical stress leads to resistance changes around 7 ~ 9 % with 

GANF and 4 ~ 11 % with GANFG (Fig. 6). These variations are large compared with gas 

responses. Therefore, the deformation of the substrate must be kept constant during gas 
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detection sequence by means of a suitable packaging whether a strategy to compensate the 

signal due to the deformation is not taken. Illumination also produces huge variations of the 

resistance around 1 % to 3 0% (Fig. 7). However, this is the easiest influence to control, just 

blocking light or UV radiation with an opaque package. Anyhow, all these complexities can 

also be regarded as an opportunity to integrate multifunctional sensors with specific sensing 

capabilities in the same platform, using only one single material. In order to optimize the gas 

sensing operation, on-going studies are devoted to the decoration of the nanofibers with 

metallic nanoparticles with the aim to improve its response and selectivity. 

 

4. Conclusions 

In this work, we demonstrate the feasibility to fabricate low cost and flexible sensors by 

combining inkjet printing, spray techniques and flexible electronics. The first prototypes were 

implemented and tested. Gas detection properties at room temperature with good selectivity 

to the tested gases were achieved. The responsiveness to gases even at room temperature 

contributes to dramatically moderate the power consumption. 

 

The devices also exhibited sensitivities to temperature, stress/strain/bending and light, 

demonstrating the multifunctionality of the carbon nanofibers and, allowing this kind of 

sensors to be used for several applications, as mechanical strain gauges or light detectors. 

From the point of view of gas sensing, cross-sensitivity issues are discussed, and methods 

to prevent this cross-interference are proposed. All these results open the door to a next 

generation of gas sensors with new sensing features. 
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Supplementary Information 

 

Fig. S1. Inkjet deposited silver electrodes. On the left, detail of interdigitated 2-probe electrodes. On 

the right, interdigitated 2-probe electrodes prepared for the FFC/FPC connector. 

 

 

Fig. S2. Rsheet values at different temperature and during 3 heating cycles up to 270°C. a) GANF and 

b) GANFG samples. 

 

Fig. S3. Plot of the 2-probes value of the resistance of GANF versus interelectrode distance of the first 

four electrodes. 
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Fig. S4. Resistance variation of a) GANF and b) GANFG fibers in response to a sequence of visible 

light pulses. 
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4.2. APPLICABILITY OF CARBON NANOFIBERS TO GAS SENSING 

In the second paper presented, Article II: Flexible gas sensor array with an embedded heater 

based on metal decorated carbon nanofibres, the evident extension of the work presented in 

Article I was continued with  

 

(1) The decoration of the sensing material with Au and Pd nanoparticles to increase the 

response and sensor selectivity to gases. 

(2) The addition of a heater to the flexible substrate. 

(3) The characterization of CNFs response to NO2 and NH3, bare CNFs and metal 

decorated CNFs (Au-CNFs and Pd-CNFs) were studied.  

(4) The characterization of the NH3 response modulation with the temperature (from RT 

to 220 °C) driven by the heater. 

 

The metal decoration resulted in a modulation of the sensing response. The most noteworthy 

result in this aspect was the increase of sensor response to NH3 by two times in the case of 

Pd-CNFs and the decrease of the response also twice in the case of Au-CNFs. Concerning 

temperature modulation, sensor transient characteristics for NH3 sensing were improved at 

higher temperatures, achieving improved recovery times but lower responses. Signal drift 

was also reduced at higher temperatures. All these effects were attributed to the promotion of 

the desorption process with temperature. 

 

This work was carried out in the framework of project CENIT INFINITEX. 

 

Note that sections, equations, figure and table labels and figure, table and reference 

numbering in the reproduced research article follow the ones of the published version. 

 

The article has been reproduced from Sensors and Actuators B: Chemical; vol. 187; 

S. Claramunt, O. Monereo, M. Boix, R. Leghrib, J.D. Prades, A. Cornet, P. Merino, C. 

Merino, A. Cirera, ―Gas sensors based in carbon nanofibers: towards a low power 

consumption approach‖; pp. 401-406; 2013; with permission from Elsevier. 
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ABSTRACT 

Carbon nanofibres decorated with metal nanoparticles were deposited over Kapton®, a 

polyimide flexible substrate, onto which array interdigitated electrodes in one side and a 

common heater in the backside were printed using inkjet printing technique. The control over 

metal type (as-grown, Au, Pd) and the decoration percentage gave us the possibility to 

improve the sensors response, and also enhance the selectivity by taking advantage of the 

different interaction behaviors of tested target gas molecules with different hybrid materials 

that occur at room temperature. 

 

1. Introduction 

In the recent years great efforts have been devoted to the development of smart and 

wireless sensor networks for environmental, health, safety and security purposes, such as 

the detection of hazardous gases, environmental gas monitoring, air quality control and 

chemical process control. In addition to the traditional sensibility, selectivity and stability 

properties, these applications, require other features, such as low-power consumption, low-

cost, high efficiency or portability. Part of these requirements can be achieved using flexible 

substrates. The proliferation of wearable, handheld and portable consumer electronics has 

attracted the interest of many researchers in the area of the sensor devices over flexible 

substrates [1,2]. Also, the use of these materials enables a wide range of applications, low 

cost and novel, due to their lightweight and mechanical flexibility [3]. Moreover, these flexible 

technologies could be a potential alternative to the more expensive silicon technology, and 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.snb.2012.12.093
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could eventually find applications in wearable systems, smart buildings and in the logistics of 

perishable products.  

 

One of the main challenges of the use of flexible substrates is the fabrication of the metal 

electrodes of the sensor. An effective approach is the use of ink-jet printing technology. 

Printed electronics are becoming more consolidated every day and new kinds of products 

are expected in the near future. From the point of view of the fabrication, inkjet printing has 

potential for a cost-effective production based on additive processes with a reduced 

infrastructure, and depending on the processing technology involved, can be adapted to the 

mass scale production [4]. Furthermore, inkjet printing is compatible with many types of 

substrates, as it is a noncontact technique and a low temperature processing. And at last, 

there is no need of using mask, vacuum or other complex fabrication conditions [5,6]. On the 

other hand, printed circuitry is lightweight, is foldable/rollable, thin and conformal.  

 

The sensing layer plays a crucial role in the sensor device performance. Its structural and 

chemical characteristics will affect directly the sensor performance. Sensing layers based on 

nanostructured materials have been shown to display remarkable features from the point of 

view of the sensibility, selectivity, stability, power consumption, etc. One of the more 

promising nanostructured materials are carbon nanotubes (CNT). Discovered in 1994 by 

Ijima [7], soon it was realized that they are potential for the sensing of gases [8] or biological 

molecules [9]. In an effort to industrialize their fabrication, many methods have been 

proposed, but today it is still expensive to synthesize pristine CNT. One option is to 

synthesize the CNT-like nanostructures, such as carbon nanofibers (CNF), which are carbon 

nanostructures less ―perfect‖ that the CNT. Their synthesis conditions are less exigent and in 

consequence, are cheaper to fabricate. Moreover, the defects present naturally at the CNFs 

could be an advantage when used as sensing material, in contrast with the perfect CNT 

surface, which requires a defect generation process to create adsorption sites [10]. 

Moreover, the CNT can be decorated with metal clusters in order to tune their response 

towards some specific gases. In fact, metal clusters have a broad range of diverse structures 

and can provide a wide range of reactivity with different species. The concept of using CNT-

metal cluster hybrids as the sensitive material of a device where the metal cluster surfaces 

act as reactive sites for the adsorption of the target molecules has been introduced recently 

in a theoretical study [11]. 

 

There exist a limited number of publications about gas sensors on plastic/flexible foils, but 

this number is growing up. The development of flexible gas sensor has only begun very 
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recently. Most commonly used substrates are polyethylene-terephthalate (PET), and 

polyethylene naphthalate (PEN) and polyimide (PI), and some on parylene substrates. Torsi 

et al. fabricated a thin-film transistor gas sensor, comprising an outermost layer with built in 

enantioselective properties that exhibits a field-effect amplified sensitivity that enables 

differential detection of optical isomers in the range of tens of ppm [12]. Other works 

reported on the detection at room temperature of volatile organic compounds (VOC) (sub-

ppm of ammonia and hydrogen sulphide and low ppm level of nitrogen oxides). Some 

devices use printing technologies (e.g. inkjet printing) to deposit gas-sensitive conducting 

polymers and silver electrodes [13–19]. However, in general, the sensing performance is still 

poor and requires further development to achieve the required sensing performance and 

reliability needed for commercialization. This issue was discussed by Subramanian et al. 

[20]. 

 

In this work we present a flexible sensor-array based on bare and metal decorated (Au and 

Pd) carbon nanofibers as an active layer. The response of each one of the sensors in the 

array was measured at room-temperature and at higher operation temperatures controlled 

by an ink-jet printed integrated heater. The differences in these responses, as well as their 

practical implications for a better selectivity are discussed in detail. 

 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Sensor fabrication 

Kapton film (poly(4,4_-oxydiphenylene-pyromellitimide)), purchased from DuPont, with 

thickness of 50 µm was chosen as a flexible substrate. This kind of material is suitable for 

electronic circuitry, as it has a typical dielectric strength of 240 kV/mm [21]. Moreover, this 

polyimide can be heated up to 350 °C, as a second order thermal glass transition occurs 

between 360 °C and 410 °C [21]. This is one of the main advantages compared to other 

polymers, as it allows us to do moderate thermal treatments of the materials deposited over 

the Kapton® substrate. This kind of material also displays good flexibility and mechanical 

resistance. Like most of the polymers, Kapton® films have a low mass, which makes it more 

resistant to vibration and sudden mechanical energy transfers. This makes it suitable for 

future devices of enhanced reliability to be used in environments where mechanical 

resistance is a special concern, such as automotive applications. All these points justify the 

election of Kapton®. The metal contacts were fabricated by inkjet printing using commercial 

silver ink U5603 (Suntronic Inc., USA) with 20 wt. % of silver. The inkjet printer used is a 

Xenjet 4000 from Xennia Technology Ltd (UK). The cartridge was an Omnidot 760 (Xaar, 

Ltd., UK), based on piezoresistive technology to eject the ink. Once the ink was deposited, 
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the circuits were cured at a temperature of 150 °C, sufficient for evaporating the ink solvent. 

In Fig. 1 we can see the circuit design used in this work. Both sides of the Kapton® substrate 

were printed (Fig. 1). In the topside, there is an array of 4 interdigitated sensor electrodes 

with their connection pads. In the bottom side, there is a heater that covers all four 

interdigitated electrodes. All the connection pads were designed to fit in a clamp-like 

connector. 

 

 

Fig. 1. (a) Top part of the sensor consisting of four interdigitated electrodes. (b) Heater printed at the 

bottom part of the kapton substrate. It can be seen that covers all the four interdigitated electrodes. 

 

The heater was calibrated applying pulses power from 0 to 450 mW of power and using a 

thermographic camera (NEC Thermoshot F30) to monitor its temperature. Fig. 2 shows an 

infrared image of the heater. We can see that only the heater increase its temperature, 

which seems to be fairly constant in all the structure. In order to stabilize the heater thermal 

response, its temperature was steadily increased. This process revealed a change in the 

slope of the temperature vs. power plot (Fig. 3). Below the curing temperature (150 °C), the 

heater response is stable and repeatable. Above the curing temperature, further annealing of 

the metal seems to occur, possibly related to the elimination of the remaining organic 

residues of the ink. This results suggest that (1) the metal depositions produced by these 

method must be thermally stabilized at temperatures above their expected operation 

temperature, and (2) that the annealing process can be, at least partially, carried out using 

only the self-heating effect in the heater. 
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Fig. 2. Infrared image of the heater during its operation. 

 

Fig. 3. (a) Variation of the heater temperature with respect to the applied power. (b) Variation of the 

heater temperature respect time. It can be seen clearly a change in the heater response around 

150 °C. 

 

2.2. Material decoration and deposition 

As a sensing layer we used carbon nanofibers obtained from Grupo Antolín Ingenieria 

(GANFG, Grupo Antolín Carbon Nanofibers). These GANFG display a helicoldal structure 

with mean diameters of 40 nm [22] (Fig. 4). As-grown GANFG nanofibers and GANFG 

decorated with Au (Au-GANFG) and Pd (Pd-GANFG) metals were used. The decoration 
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process was done as follows. First, a direct mixing of the salt precursors with the nanofibres 

by means of stirring was performed. Then, to completely impregnate the GANFG surface 

with the salt precursor, ball-milling at 250 rpm during 3 h was used. Finally, the product was 

annealed in oxygen at 400 °C to obtain the metal nanoparticles. The deposition of the as-

grown (GANFG) and metal decorated nanofibers was done by spray [23,24]. 

 

 

Fig. 4. TEM images of (a) raw GANFG, (b) Au-GANFG and (c) Pd-GANFG. It can be seen clearly the 

metal nanoparticles in the decorated nanofibres. 

 

2.3. Characterization 

All the samples were morphologically, structurally and chemically characterized. Their 

morphology was studied using a JEOL J-2100 transmission electron microscopy. This 

technique was also used to check locally the crystallinity and the structural properties of the 

metal nanoparticles. Chemical analysis was performed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

(XPS), using a PHI ESCA-5500 spectrometer. The thickness of the layers obtained by the 

spray coating process was measured using a Leica TCS-SPE interferometer. 

 

Sensing characterization was carried out in a gas test system conceived to characterize 

micro and nanodevices, which included a MPG-2 gas mixer (Gometrics S.L., Spain) and a 

Keithley 4200- SCS Semiconductor Characterization System equipped with three 

sourcemeter units. All measurements were performed using direct current (DC). A 

(a) 

(b) (c) 
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LabVIEW® program controlled all these components. The experiments were exclusively 

performed in a customized chamber of 15 ml in volume, using a gas flow of 200 ml/min. 

Accurate gaseous environments were provided by the mass flow controllers of the MGP2 

system connected to calibrated bottles of dry synthetic air (SA, which contains 21 % of O2 

diluted in 79 % of N2), NH3 (1000 ppm ±1 % in SA) and NO2 (5 ppm ±1% in SA). All tests 

were performed with 50 % of relative humidity (RH). The water vapor was introduced in the 

gas mixture bubbling dry synthetic air through a vase containing deionized water at room 

temperature (22 °C). The response of the sensor to gas (response (%)) was defined as the 

difference between the measured resistance when there is a change in the atmosphere 

composition (R) and the initial resistance value (R0) normalized to R0. 

 

 0

0 0

Response (%) 100
R R R

R R

 
     (1) 

 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Carbon nanofibers 

Fig. 4 shows TEM images of the products of the decoration process described in Section 2. 

Au and Pd nanoparticles are clearly visible. XPS confirmed that the average atomic 

concentration of metal material for Au and Pd is around 2 %. After the decoration process, 

we deposited a layer of nanofibres over the interdigitated substrate via a spray coating 

method. As a vehicle for the nanofiber deposition we use isopropanol, with an approximate 

concentration of 0.1 mg/ml. This organic solvent is one of the most adequate solvents 

because (1) the treated nanofibres are fully stable in this medium, and (2) its boiling point is 

low enough to permit the small droplets generated from the spray to evaporate almost 

immediately on the heated substrate. 

In order to selectively deposit the material on top of one single electrode we used a 

micromachined mask. Fig. 5 shows the 4-array sensor where three of the interdigitated 

electrodes were covered with GANFG, Au-GANFG and Pd-GANFG, respectively. The 

deposition conditions were tuned to obtain a homogeneous layer of nanofibres of around 

300 nm thick, according to interferometric measurements.  
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Fig. 5. Coated interdigitated electrodes after the spray process. 

 

3.2. Sensor characterization 

The resulting sensors were characterized in a test chamber. Fig. 6 shows the response at 

room temperature (22 °C) of the raw GANFG in presence of NH3. We found that, at room 

temperature, the sensors were sensitive to gases but a poisoning effect appeared. The 

detection at room temperature is not surprising, as compared to other materials used in 

conductometric gas sensors, such as metal oxides [25], carbon based nanostructures are 

expected to display gas sensing response even at room temperature [26,27] which is an 

advantage from the point of view of power consumption. For NH3, the sensor response was 

linear with the gas concentration. However, consecutive pulses of 1000 ppm NH3 resulted in 

a decrease in the response, which is indicative of a persistent adsorption on the surface of 

the GANFG. This suggests that a process to clean and reset the nanofibre surface will be 

necessary. 

 

The resulting sensors were characterized in a test chamber. Fig. 6 shows the response at 

room temperature (22 °C) of the raw GANFG in presence of NH3. We found that, at room 

temperature, the sensors were sensitive to gases but a poisoning effect appeared. The 

detection at room-temperature is not surprising, as compared to other materials used in 

conductometric gas sensors, such as metal oxides [25], carbon-based nanostructures are 

expected to display gas sensing response even at room temperature [26,27] which is an 

advantage from the point of view of power consumption. For NH3, the sensor response was 

linear with the gas concentration. However, consecutive pulses of 1000 ppm NH3 resulted in 

a decrease in the response, which is indicative of a persistent adsorption on the surface of 

the GANFG. This suggests that a process to clean and reset the nanofibre surface will be 

necessary. 
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The influence of humidity, still at room temperature, was also studied, as this is the most 

common interfering gas in real working conditions. We compare the response of the sensor 

against NH3 with and without a reference relative humidity (RH) of 50 %. We found that with 

humidity a shift in the baseline appears. Remark-ably, the response to the different pulses of 

NH3 can still be clearly detected in presence of humidity, and no significant variation in the 

relative sensor response was observed (Fig. 6). For this reason, we choose to undergo all 

the following measurements at 50 % RH. 

 

 

Fig. 6. (a) Variation of the response of the raw GANFG with the NH3 concentration. (b) Effect of the 

presence of the humidity with the raw GANFG and NH3. All the measurements were done at 22 °C. 

 

Metal decorated GANFG show different responses to different gases (Fig. 7). To 500 ppm of 

NH3 in 50 % RH we found that the response of Au-GANFG was lower than the one obtained 

with the reference GANFG sample, while the Pd-GANFG sample displayed larger 

responses. Using 5 ppm of NO2 at 50 % RH, the response is lower for the two types of 

metal. 

 

 

Fig. 7. Response of the sensors in the presence of (a) NH3 (500 ppm) and (b) NO2 (5 ppm). All the 

measurements were done at 22 °C. 
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The decoration of the nanofiber with metal nanoparticles affects the total electronic density 

of states (DOS) of valence bands and increases its work function. The effective electronic 

interaction between metal nanoparticles and the CNF facilitates the detection of gases 

through the change in the electrical conductivity of mats formed by these hybrid 

nanomaterials. Two possible gas molecule sensing mechanisms can be expected for the 

hybrid nanomaterials: (1) the gas molecule directly adsorbs onto defects located at the CNF 

sidewall, inducing electron transfer and changing the electrical conductivity of the hybrid 

nanomaterial; or (2) the gas molecule adsorbs onto a metal nanoparticle and this results in a 

significant charge transfer between the nanoparticle and the CNF, which eventually changes 

the electrical conductivity of the hybrid nanomaterial. This second mechanism corresponds 

to what is theoretically described in [11]. 

 

These results demonstrate that the here-proposed decoration method effectively modifies 

the response of GANFG to gases and open the door to further strategies to modulate the 

sensor selectivity, even at room temperature. 

 

The next step was the study of the sensor response activating the heater printed in the 

bottom side of the substrate. It was expected that the increase of temperature would clean 

and reset the surface of the nanofibers, forcing desorption of the chemical species that 

change the sensor response. 

 

Using an automated routine, the temperature was increased by steps. For every step, two 

consecutive pulses of NH3 (500 ppm in SA) were applied. This strategy was chosen to 

obtain information about the response time and the response magnitude for each 

temperature, as well as detecting repeatability issues and any poisoning effect at each of the 

temperatures studied. Fig. 8a-c shows the results of this routine. We can see that the 

response time decreases dramatically with the temperature, from around 25 min at 42 °C to 

less than 5 min at 220 °C. Moreover, similar responses were obtained for each pair of 

equivalent pulses, which guarantee the repeatability of the measurements. Concerning the 

magnitude of the response, data shown in Fig. 8B indicate that the response increases until 

a maximum at around 70 °C, and then decreases again at higher temperatures. This 

maximum corresponds to a temperature where adsorption and desorption of molecules are 

almost balanced. At higher temperatures, desorption is higher than adsorption, leading to a 

decrease in the overall signal [28]. This also implies that saturation will be reached faster, or 

in other words, the response time will be faster. These results suggest that a compromise 

between the response magnitude and the response time must, and can, be found. 
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Specifically, found 110 – 120 °C was the optimum operation temperature of these sensors to 

500 ppm of NH3 in 50 % RH, in which the response time is around 5 min and the response 

reaches 3 %. 

 

 

 

Fig. 8. (a) Routine performed for calibrating the sensor using the heater. (b) Plot corresponding to the 

Response time versus temperature. (c) Plot corresponding to the response versus temperature. 

 

4. Conclusions 

A sensor array based on as-grown, Au and Pd decorated carbon nanofibers (GANFG) was 

fabricated. The interdigitated sensor electrodes were fabricated by the ink-jet printing 

technique using silver ink. The Kapton® substrate was printed on both sides, one being the 

sensor and the other the heater. GANFG were deposited by spray coating, obtaining 300 nm 

thick layers. 

 

We found that the sensor can operate at room temperature, and that the metal decoration 

with Au and Pd gives different responses to different gases, opening the door to use this 

decoration technique to enhance the selectivity of these carbon-based sensing materials. As 

a matter of fact, Pd increases the response to NH3 while Au diminishes it. The 4 

interdigitated electrodes design will permit us to deposit GANFG with new types of 

decoration, like Rh or metal oxides. 
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The study of the effect of the temperature showed us that the optimum working temperature 

is around 110-120 °C, obtaining responses around 3 % with response time of 5 min to NH3 

in 50 % RH. 
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4.3. EXTENSIVE STUDY OF THE RESPONSE TO GASES 

The gas response of CNFs gas sensor devices towards different gases, in particular O2, H2O, 

NO2 and NH3, were extensively studied. Those gases were chosen for different reasons, in the 

case of O2 due to the inexistence of an exhaustive study of the interaction of carbonaceous 

materials with this gas. In the case of H2O, NO2 and NH3, those gases are typical reactive 

gases for carbon based devices [41,57,134,163,167–173]. However, we do not enter to 

discuss the origin of this assumption, several authors established that the dipole moment 

could be related to the sensing mechanism of conductometric carbon based devices [42,174]. 

 

For the studies included in this section, the CNFs were drop-casted over Pt interdigitated 

electrodes over a ceramic substrate with an embedded heater. In order to perform an 

exhaustive study of the gas response of the CNFs, the sensor was operated continuously with 

the heater device.  

 

For the different gases, experiments consisting in pulses of the target gas (O2, H2O, NO2 and 

NH3) diluted with several concentrations for each gas, all in SA atmospheres, were 

performed. 

 

4.3.1. Interaction with O2 

Carbon oxidation 

Reaction of oxygen with carbon surfaces could be regarded as one of the simplest reactions 

as only two reactant species are involved in the reaction. Despite this fact, the study of this 

subject could be developed as an extremely complex issue. 

 

At low temperatures (below 80 K), oxygen is physisorbed on the surface and edges of carbon. 

When temperature rises, the molecule tends to react resulting in the oxidation of the material 

[175]. It is well-known that oxygen reacts with the surfaces of carbon creating functional 

groups (i.e. sets of atoms or bonds within molecules responsible of its specific reactivity of 

those molecules) at the carbon active sites (i.e. points where a chemical process has more 

probability to occur). 
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Various factors are involved in the formation of different functional groups: 

 

(1) Crystal geometry: The edge of the carbon is more reactive due to have only one 

remaining atom on the surface (sites C, see Figure 13). Moreover, two edges can be 

found in the surface (sites C, see Figure 13), depending on the crystal plane which 

correspond the surface. The two possible configurations leads to different oxidation 

speeds, a functional group bounded to ―zig-zag‖ surface would be energetically 

different than the same functional group bonded to an ―arm-chair‖ surface [176].In 

graphite, carbon atoms on the edge have unpaired 
-
 electrons, which are available to 

form bonds with chemisorbed oxygen. In contrast, carbon atoms in the basal plane 

have their  electrons tied up in chemical bonds with the adjacent atoms [177] (site A, 

see Figure 13). Although the basal plane of carbon is very stable (e.g. graphite), that 

does not mean than oxidation could never occur there.  

 

(2) Impurities: contamination as metal particles, in small amounts, can strongly catalyze 

the reaction of carbon with oxidizing gases [177]. 

 

(3) Defects: defecting sites can lower the energy for the adsorption of the molecular 

oxygen [178–180]. 

 

(4) Temperature: it affects the carbon surface homogeneity, leading to different 

absorption energies depending on the temperature which has been supported by the 

surface [176]. 

 

(5) Oxidation process: different oxidation processes could lead to different functional 

groups [172]. 

 

 

Figure 13. Illustration of the basal and edge planes in graphite, extracted from [181]. 
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As for the groups formed on the surface, an overview from two different sources can be 

found in Figure 14.  

 

 

Figure 14. Decomposition of carbon surface groups. Extracted from [182]. 

 

Spectroscopy techniques as X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) [183–185], Fourier 

transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) [186–188], diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier 

transform spectroscopy (DRIFT) [182,189], Raman spectroscopy [190–193] and temperature 

programmable desorption (TPD) [194–197] were used to quantify the amount of molecules 

for each chemical group. J. Figueiredo et al. showed that different temperature treatments and 

different oxidation processes (pure O2, N2O, HNO3 and H2O2) lead to different surface 

complexes [182]. In particular, the samples without oxidation process show quinone, ether, 

anhydride and carboxylic groups. The activated carbon treated samples with acid and 

temperature treatments at oxygen based gas atmospheres show an increase in the oxygen 

content compared to non-treated, basically gas treatments with pure O2 increased quinone, 

anhydride and carbonyl groups while the liquid phase treatments increase the hydroxyl, 

anhydrides and carboxylic acids groups. Different reactions can lead to the formation of the 

surface groups, a first physisorption process leading to different kinds of chemisorption and 

migration processes (see Table 4). 
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Table 4. Proposed reaction mechanisms by [198]. 

Oxygen sensing response 

The oxygen interaction with the CNFs was studied in detail. In fact, below temperatures of 

150 °C was not found any sensing response. The only process occurring during a variation of 

oxygen concentration was a small offset on the resistance level, lowering the resistivity of 

CNFs. Figure 15 shows the qualitative behavior of the CNFs sensor signal in a nitrogen 

atmosphere with a sequence of 20 % of oxygen pulses at different temperatures (150, 100, 70 

and 40 °C).  

 

Figure 15. Transient resistance signal of a CNFs sensor at different temperatures. 
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Then, in order study the interaction of oxygen with the CNFs gas sensors, a gas test with the 

oxygen concentrations of 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100 % was performed at the 

sensing operation temperatures from 20 to 325 °C with steps of 25 °C. Each gas pulse had 

duration of two hours. The gas flow was maintained constant at 400 ml/min. Each test began 

with an initialization step consisting on heating up the device at 350 °C during four hours in 

pure nitrogen atmosphere in order to initialize the active sensing material. Afterwards, sensor 

baseline was stabilized during four hours at the desired temperature test which, after this 

point, the temperature was maintained stable until the end of the test.  

 

Below 150°C, no oxygen sensing response was observed. From 150 °C up to higher 

temperatures, oxygen response was observed to increase with temperature. Several transient 

resistance dynamics at the temperatures of 125, 200 and 275 °C are shown in Figure 16. 

 

From the point of view of CNF gas sensor devices, we found that oxygen interaction with the 

CNFs depends on great measure of the temperature of operation of the sensor device.  

 

The performed gas tests show that electrical interaction between the oxygen and the CNFs 

occurs. In fact, there exist many processes for electrical transfer involving the oxygen 

molecule (see Table 5). Nevertheless, most of oxygen species are not spontaneously formed 

and even if they are already formed, they will have a very short lifetime.  

For most gas sensors, especially for MOXs based devices, gas sensing is highly related to the 

processes involving charge transfer with oxygen species, especially the oxygen dissociation 

process [200] (see Figure 17). 

 

Figure 18 shows the response vs. O2 concentration for six different sensing operation 

temperatures. The response data was fitted to a Langmuir equation in which it was included 

the dissociation of the adsorbate: 

 

  
 

 

'
Response %

1 '
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  (14) 
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where  is a proportionality factor which will be indicative of the maximum response 

corresponding to the saturation of adsorption, b´ a factor including the physical 

characteristics of the adsorbate and adsorbent and Cx is the concentration of gas. See 

Appendix A for a further explanation of the dissociative adsorption models. In Table 6, the 

fitted parameters for each temperature can be found. 

 

 

Figure 16. Transient resistance signal of a CNFs sensor at the operation temperatures of 125, 200 

and 275 °C during the exposure to oxygen gas test. 
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Process H (kJ/mol) Process H (kJ/mol) 

2 2O O  493.7 2

2 2O e O     688.9 

O e O    -441.3 
2 2O O e    1165.0 

2O e O     752.7 
2O O O    394.8 

22O e O    611.3 
2 2O e O     253.5 

O O e    1273.6 2

2 2O O   -435.4 
2O O e     3389 2

2 4 2O e O    1716 

2 2O e O    -42.47 2 3O O O   142.3 

2O e O O     347.4 
3 3O e O    -189.3 

2 2 2O e O    211.0 
2 3O O O    -144.4 

2

2 22O e O    646.4   

Table 5. Formation enthalpies of different oxygen species in gas phase, extracted from [199]. 

 

 

Figure 17. Oxygen species detected at different temperatures at SnO2 surfaces with IR (infrared 

spectroscopy), TPD (temperature programmed desorption) and EPR (electron paramagnetic 

resonance). Reproduced from [200]. 
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Figure 18. Response dependence with oxygen concentration. The data was fitted to eq.(14), 

corresponding to a Langmuir’s model including the chemical dissociation of the adsorbate. Only a 

few curves are represented for better visualization of data. Intermediate temperatures between 150 

and 313 °C also followed the same trend. 

 

Temperature (°C)  n b´ r 

150 2.0 ± 0.2 0.6 ± 0.1 0.5 ± 0.1 0.98 

175 5 ± 1 0.4 ± 0.1 0.5 ± 0.2 0.94 

200 5.9 ± 0.6 0.43 ± 0.08 0.6 ± 0.1 0.97 

213 8 ± 2 0.35 ± 0.07 0.5 ± 0.1 0.990 

225 5.5 ± 0.7 0.34 ± 0.08 0.9 ± 0.2 0.98 

250 5.3 ± 0.2 0.52 ± 0.04 0.79 ± 0.05 0.995 

267 6.0 ± 0.2 0.53 ± 0.05 1.4 ± 0.1 0.995 

275 6.9 ± 0.3 0.46 ± 0.08 2.1 ± 0.3 0.98 

288 6.1 ± 0.1 0.52 ± 0.06 2.2 ± 0.2 0.991 

300 7.26 ± 0.07 0.60 ± 0.05 4.8 ± 0.4 0.994 

313 9.6 ± 0.2 0.63 ± 0.06 2.7 ± 0.3 0.97 

Table 6. Fitted parameters of eq. (14) extracted from the O2 gas tests measurements. 
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 parameter indicates an increasing of the sensing response with temperature. The index n 

shows values near the 0.5 value, which would be an indication for the oxygen dissociation 

process [144]. In fact, the calculation of the mean value of the index n results in nmean = 0.48 

± 0.07. The factor b’ does not follow any appreciable trend, this factor includes all the 

physicochemical properties (see Appendix A). The Langmuir’s model is based in ideal 

assumptions in which, b´ takes only into account one single reaction and the active adsorption 

points are considered independent between them. Both assumptions are feasible to be 

uncertain. Anyhow, the most plausible processes related to the CNFs gas adsorption of 

oxygen could be differentiated in two mechanisms. At temperatures below 150 °C, oxygen is 

adsorbed on the surface and electrons are transferred from the CNFs material to the oxygen 

molecule: 

  

 
2 2O e O     (15) 

 

At temperatures above 150 °C, the dissociation of oxygen begins and this is when the real 

sensing process begins:  

 

 2 2 2O e O  
 

(16) 

 

Raman spectroscopy of CNFs  

In order to corroborate the phenomena occurring during the gas test experiments at high 

temperatures (> 150 °C), Raman spectroscopy on CNF films was conducted. Extense 

revisions on the principles used in Raman spectroscopy and other details about this 

experimental technique can be found elsewhere [201–206]. 

 

Raman spectra of all carbon allotropes show two common features: a G peak at ~1580 cm
-1

 

(the most prominent peak in graphite due to E2g mode) and a D peak at ~1355 cm
-1

. Those are 

the major contributions in carbonaceous materials. The G peak originates through the 

vibrations of the plane bond stretching of all pairs of sp2 carbon atoms and does not require 

the presence of six fold carbon atom rings. G peak could split into two peaks called G
-
 and G

+ 

(also called D’ in the most recent literature), corresponding to the composed symmetry modes 

A and E1 [207]. In CNTs, G splitting can be explained as a lowering of the symmetry of the 

system, distinguishing the axial (G
+
) and circumferential directions (G

-
). The D peak is 
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related to the presence of six fold rings and represents the breathing modes of sp2 atoms in 

the rings, the D peak is forbidden in perfect graphene layer structures [208], this fact has been 

studied by Ferrari et al., the D peak has not been experimentally observed in the center of 

graphene layers and only observed at the sample edges [191], usually it is assigned to K-point 

phonons of A1g symmetry, respectively [192]. Figure 19 shows several examples of Raman 

spectra obtained from different carbonaceous materials. 

 

 

Figure 19. Typical Raman spectra for a) graphite and graphene, b) MWCNTs and c) CNFs; extracted 

from [191] and [209].  

 

There are also other peaks in Raman spectra of carbon forms, disordered graphite presents, in 

addition to the G and D peak, a band centered at ~2700 cm
-1

, historically named G’, as the 

second most prominent peak measured in graphite samples (see Figure 19). In most of the 

bibliography, for clarity, G’ band is named as 2D, as this band relates to the second order of 

zone boundary phonons [191] and has nothing to do with the G peak. 2D peak could consist 

in many different components depending on the material and the crystalline structure [191].  
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Ferrari et al. show how 2D band evolve from one single graphene layer to bulk graphite, 

graphene has a single 2D peak and it splits in four components in bilayer graphene, as more 

layers are added the spectra acquired become more similar to the graphite 2D band (5 layers 

are enough). The 2D peak in graphene is due to phonons with opposite momentum (A’1 

symmetry at K), the four 2D peak components in bilayer graphene are related to the splitting 

of electronic bands [191].  

 

At 1100 cm
-1

 and 1480 cm
-1 

appear two broadened low intensity peaks [192,209–212] named 

here T1 and T2. The peak at 1100 cm
-1

 has been associated to the non-centered optical 

phonons [212]. The 1480 cm
-1

 peak has been attributed to C-O vibrations of oxidized species 

[213] and to inherent graphite lattice variations [214]. Weak second-order bands around 

2450, 2930, 3180 and 3235 cm
-1

 can be observed [209]. The exact origin of the peak at ~2450 

cm
-1

 is still unknown and several interpretations are suggested in the bibliography, according 

to T. Shimada et al., this band is related to second order scattering [210]. P. Tan et al. explain 

the origin of the band as an overtone of the D band and the modulation peak at ~1100 cm
-1 

[211,212]. The band around 2930 cm
-1

 has been related to the combined overtone of the D 

and G bands, also called D+G or D’’. The band at 3180 cm
-1

 (2G) and 3235 cm
-1

 (2D’) have 

been attributed to the overtone of the respectively G and D’ peaks [209,215].  

 

In Figure 20 we can see the spectra obtained from a freshly deposited sensor and a sensor 

oxidized after weeks of operation under oxygen and finally destroyed by overheating it above 

the safe operation temperature of the sensor, leading to the loss of conductivity. 

 

Although the two spectra are quite similar, there are some noticeable differences. For clarity, 

we separate the analysis of the lower bands, from 700 cm
-1

 to 2100 cm
-1

 and the upper bands, 

from 2100 cm
-1

 to 3500 cm
-1

. All intensity appreciations are compared with the G peak 

intensity as reference. 

 

In the lower bands (see Figure 21), one can observe the following peaks (from lower to 

higher wavelength): T1, D, T2, G and D’. The principal characteristics extracted from a visual 

comparison are:  
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(1) T1 peak and T2 peak have very low intensity in both samples and there are no 

appreciable changes between the two measurements. 

(2) D peak lowers its intensity after the exposition with oxygen. 

(3) G peak have not any appreciable difference.  

(4) D’ heightens its intensity after oxygen exposure.  

 

In the higher bands (see Figure 22) we have the peaks (from lower to higher wavelength) 

D+T1, 2D, D+G and 2D’. The main characteristics observed are: 

 

(1) D + G, 2D and 2D’ are not modified. 

(2) D + T1 and 2D’ have higher intensity after temperature treatments.  

 

 

Figure 20. Normalized Raman spectra obtained from two samples of CNFs, one from a recently 

deposited sensor called Fresh CNF sensor compared with a CNF sensor operated during weeks with 

the final loss of conductivity, called Dead CNF sensor. The peaks with more intensity counts are 

marked in the graph. 
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Figure 21. Detail of lower wavelength band from Raman spectra obtained from (a) a recently 

deposited CNF sensor and (b) a destroyed CNF sensor. T1, D, T2, G and D’ peaks deconvolution of 

Raman spectra are shown. 
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Figure 22. Detail of higher wavelength band from Raman spectra obtained from (a) a recently 

deposited CNF sensor and (b) a destroyed CNF sensor. D + T1, 2D, D + G, 2D’ peaks deconvolution 

of Raman spectra are shown. 
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All the parameters from the fittings of deconvulated peaks are shown in Table 7 and Table 8. 

The data obtained from the deconvolution of both spectra is consistent with the enumerated 

facts extracted from a visual inspection.  

 

 

Data from fresh sensor (r=0.9990) Data from the destroyed sensor (r=0.998) 

Center 

(cm
-1

) 

FWHM 

(cm
-1

) 
Area Height 

Center 

(cm
-1

) 

FWHM 

(cm
-1

) 
Area Height 

T1 1115 ± 1 113 ± 14 
2.8 ± 

0.3 

0.016 ± 

0.001 
1114 ± 1 175 ± 21 

4.5 ± 

0.5 

0.016 ± 

0.001 

D 1336 ± 1 50.8 ± 0.3 
32.4 ± 

0.2 

0.407 ± 

0.002 
1335 ± 1 45.6 ± 1 

20.6 ± 

0.2 

0.287 ± 

0.002 

T2 1475 ± 1 25 ± 10 
0.4 ± 

0.1 

0.010 ± 

0.002 
1476 ± 1 35 ± 5 

0.6 ± 

0.3 

0.010 ± 

0.002 

G 
1565.5 ± 

0.5 
29.9 ± 0.1 

46.4 ± 

0.2 

0.986 ±  

0.003 
1563 ± 1 24.6 ± 0.1 

38.6 ± 

0.1 

1.001 ± 

0.003 

D’ 1597 ± 1 34 ± 2 
4.5 ± 

0.2 

0.083 ± 

0.002 
1603 ± 1 15.7 ± 0.7 

3.0 ± 

0.1 

0.122 ± 

0.004 

Table 7. Parameters extracted from the Lorentzian fittings of deconvulated peaks in the lower band 

(700-2100 cm
-1

) of Raman spectra for the as deposit sensor and the destroyed sensor. 

 

 

Data from fresh sensor (r=0.997) Data from the destroyed sensor (r=0.998) 

Center 

(cm
-1

) 

FWHM 

(cm
-1

) 
Area Height 

Center 

(cm
-1

) 

FWHM 

(cm
-1

) 
Area Height 

D+T1 2436 ± 2 104 ±6 
4.7 ± 

0.2 

0.029 ± 

0.001 
2437 ± 3 120 ± 20 

19.6 ± 

0.4 

0.051 ± 

0.002 

2D 
2668.5 ± 

0.1 
76.5 ± 0.3 

53.1 ± 

0.2 

0.441 ± 

0.001 
2666 ± 2 70 ± 2 

104 ± 

1 

0.466 ± 

0.006 

D+G 2922 ± 2 75 ± 5 
3.5 ± 

0.2 

0.030 ± 

0.001 
2923 ± 1 147 ± 4 

12.7 ± 

0.5 

0.027 ± 

0.001 

2D’ 3211 ± 2 103 ± 3 
4.1 ± 

0.2 

0.025 ± 

0.001 
3214 ± 1 96 ± 3 

18.6  ± 

0.2 

0.061 ± 

0.001 

Table 8. Parameters extracted from the Lorentzian fittings of deconvulated peaks in the upper band 

(2100-3500 cm
-1

) of Raman spectra for the as deposit sensor and the destroyed sensor. 

 

Then, the main differences between the spectra before and after sensor operation are: 

 

(1) D peak lowers its intensity. 

(2) D’, D+T1 and 2D’ increase their intensity. 
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D peak lowering after the exposition of oxygen is attributed to the loss of the plane edges 

[190], treated CNFs with temperature promote the curvature of the edges plane and finally 

creating a join between planes. This effect also contributes to increase the D’ and 2D’ 

intensity. Similar results were found by H. V. Varela [190]. D+T1 peak is not well understood 

why increases its intensity but as observed in experimental data found elsewhere [216] as 

observed in Figure 22, the intensity of this band should be related to the oxidation of carbon. 

 

Gasification of CNF gas sensors  

In carbon allotropes, the process of gasification (or combustion) of the surface complexes 

appears with increasing temperature. The chemical reaction pathways of carbon combustion 

have been widely studied [198] as they are an indirect method to study the surface complexes 

[194–197]. In Table 4, an overview of complex groups and decomposition products can be 

observed, as the range of temperatures within reaction can occur. 

 

Despite the lack of a consensus on the exact reaction pathway has not been reached, in order 

to simplify, the reaction is described as only a direct and simple chemical reaction as  

 

 
2

2 2

2

1

2

C CO CO

CO O CO

 

 
 (17) 

 

A more complex reaction pathway have been proposed by P.Campbell [198] (see Table 4). 

From the point of view of heterogeneous catalysis in carbon, it has been established that the 

following phenomena are significant aspects for the oxidation of carbon surfaces: 

 

(1) The oxygen molecule must attach itself to the carbon surface, forming an intermediate 

complex. 

 

(2) Different types of carbon sites having different stability and reactivity exist within the 

same lattice structure. 

 

(3) Different types of oxide complexes or functional groups having different stability and 

reactivity are formed during oxidation. 

 

(4) There can be direct interactions between oxide complexes on the surface and gaseous 

oxygen. 
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(5) Surface species can migrate, diffuse, and interact with each other. 

 

The stability and reactivity of these oxygen complexes could be of high importance for gas 

detection issues. It can be expected that depending on the temperature, a carbon 

conductometric sensor will be oxidized modifying the electrical properties of the active 

sensing material. Furthermore, at higher temperatures, the gasification process will become 

appreciable and the sensor signal will be modified accordingly with the mass loss leading to 

the loss of conductivity and the destruction of the sensor device. CNF gas sensors gasification 

occurs with high temperature treatments (350 °C < T < 600 °C). With increasing 

concentration of oxygen atmospheres, the combustion processes occurring on the surfaces of 

carbon allotropes [189] are promoted. In order to check this effect in the CNF sensor devices, 

we performed temperature ramps (5 °C increase every 5 minutes, from 25 °C to 600 °C) at 

five different sensor devices, each one surrounded by a different oxygen atmosphere (0 %, 

0.5 %, 5 %, 20 %, 50 % and 80 %). The resistance signal for each sensor was recorded until 

the loss of CNF electrical signal (see Figure 23).  

 

 

Figure 23. Resistance vs. temperature applied to several CNFs sensors, each one was maintained at a 

different oxygen atmospheres (0 %, 0.5 %, 5 %, 20 %, 50 % and 80 %)  during a linear heating cycle 

(5 °C increase every  5 minutes).Inset: Temperature when gas sensing device breakdown occur 

depending on the oxygen concentration in the gas test atmosphere.  
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As expected, the CNF sensor devices show dependence with the amount of oxygen in the 

atmosphere, at higher concentrations, the CNFs present higher combustion rate. Therefore, it 

is not advisable to operate CNF sensors at temperatures high enough to activate the 

dissociated oxygen chemisorption (> 150 °C). Moderate temperature of operations below the 

mentioned temperature should be used in order to prevent the combustion processes. From 

the point of view of a possible application, these devices could be useful as gas detectors in 

systems or atmospheres without oxygen content. 

 

4.3.2. Interaction with H2O 

A full study about the water vapor interaction with the CNFs surface is included in section 

5.1 of this dissertation (Article III: Self-heating effects in large arrangements of randomly 

oriented carbon nanofibers: Applications to gas sensors), the study was used also to show the 

applicability of continuous self-heating operation and external heater and self-heating 

operation were compared using majorly the CNFs response to water moisture.  

 

An overview on the water interaction with the CNFs outlining the most important issues will 

be described in this section.  

 

In the case of water vapor sensing, temperatures from 20 °C to 150 °C were checked and 

relative humidity concentrations from 0 % to 100 %. Water moisture concentrations were 

provided by synthetic air flowing through a bubbler with deionized water, all gas tests 

experiments shown in this section were performed in synthetic air atmosphere. 

 

Water molecules adsorption at defective sites of the active material’s surface is considered to 

be the main mechanism for gas sensing in conductometric carbon based devices. The H2O 

molecules act as electron donors in p-type semiconductors like CNFs [217,218]. In Figure 24, 

typical sensing behavior of a CNFs resistance signal towards pulses of humidity is shown for 

operation temperatures of 45, 38 and 32 °C. At temperatures of operation near room 

temperature, CNFs present permanent H2O molecule adsorption which could be prevented by 

the use of moderate temperature. However, sensing response was also reduced with higher 

operation temperatures (see Figure 25). CNFs response to water was found to follow 

Arrhenius dependence with temperature (see Figure 26), this behavior and the adsorption heat 

(Q, see Figure 26) were consistent with a Langmuir model for water adsorption over the 
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CNFs surface (see Article III: Self-heating effects in large arrangements of randomly 

oriented carbon nanofibers: Applications to gas sensors for further details).  

 

 

Figure 24. Transient resistance signal of a CNFs sensor at temperatures of operation of 45, 38 and 

32 C° obtained during a relative humidity test consisting of 100, 50, 25 and 50 % of water 

concentration. 

 

Figure 25. Sensor response for a pulse of 100 % of relative humidity and normalized signal drift 

obtained for each gas test at operation temperatures from 25 °C to 150 °C (see Article III: Self-

heating effects in large arrangements of randomly oriented carbon nanofibers: Applications to gas 

sensors for further details). 
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Figure 26. Gas sensor response vs. temperature obtained for pulses of 95, 50, 25 and 50 % of relative 

humidity (RH). Adsorption heat calculated from Arrhenius representation of the same data is 

displayed in the graph legend (for more details in adsorption heat definition, see Appendix A. 

Discussion about adsorption isotherms).  

 

4.3.3. Interaction with NO2 

NO2 adsorption on carbonaceous material has been widely studied [167,170,171,173,219–

234] and there are many mechanism proposed for the adsorption/desorption processes (see 

Table 9). The adsorption of NO2 involves a series of reactions resulting in the formation of 

surface complexes based on C(NO2), C(O) and C(ONO2) [223] and NO3 [225]. Once NO2 

has been adsorbed, temperature programmed desorption (TPD) experiments showed that the 

desorption processes generate NO2, NO, CO2 and CO products [235]. 

 

From the point of view of carbon based gas sensor devices, typically in p-type semiconductor 

carbonaceous materials, the resistivity is lowered with the interaction of NO2 molecules 

[168,170,171,227,230,231,233], such as in the case of the CNFs as can be seen in Figure 27. 
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Table 9. Overview of adsorption and desorption mechanism over carbonaceous materials for NO2, 

adapted from [235]. 

 

NO2 characterization was gas experiments were performed for operation temperatures from 

20 °C to 330 °C. The tests consisted in pulses of 313, 625 and 1250 ppb of NO2 gas 

concentration followed by two more pulses of 625 ppb in synthetic air atmosphere. 

 

The sensor response magnitude obtained for each tested operation temperature is represented 

in Figure 28. NO2 presents lower response with increasing moderates temperatures 

(T < 50 °C), followed by a range of temperatures with stable gas response 

(50 °C < T < 150 °C). Then, a slightly increase of response near to 225 °C followed by a 

consequent decrease up to 330 °C, when NO2 response became negligible.  
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Figure 27. CNF’s gas sensor resistance signal to pulses of NO2 gas (313, 625 and 1250 ppb) in 

synthetic air atmosphere at temperatures of operation from 20 to 100 °C. Before each cycle, the 

sensor was heated at 350 °C in order to initialize the sensor surface. 

 

Figure 28. Response vs. temperature dependence of gas pulses at different concentration of NO2. 
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At low temperatures (T < 150 °C), NO2 get adsorbed at the CNF surface, in this reaction, 

electrons are transferred to the NO2 molecules and the following reactions are likely to 

occur [221,236,237]: 

 

 

2 2

2 2

2 2

2 2

2 2

NO NO O

NO NO O

NO e NO

 

 

 

 

 

  (18) 

 

As temperature increases (T > 200 °C), the presence of NOx species have to be taken into 

consideration [238], the dissociation of NO2 to NO could be related to the increase of 

response near 225 °C. Then, at higher temperatures, O2 dissociation have a major impact by 

chemical processes involving the following reaction or similar processes [225], 

 

2NO O NO   

 

When this process occurs, gas response should decay meaning that the NO conversion and 

reaction with the dissociated oxygen results in a reaction without any net charge transfer. In 

order to corroborate this last assumption, the NO2 response was compared to the response to 

60 % of O2 (see Figure 29). At higher temperatures, the gasification of carbon begins to be 

the most significant process (see section 4.3.1). In most of the range of tested temperatures, 

drift was found due to permanent adsorption of NO2, probably involving the formation of 

surface complexes. Only at higher temperatures (T > 250 °C) drift became negligible.   

 

Summarizing, 

 

(1) At temperatures below 200 °C, NO2 gets weakly adsorbed in the CNFs surface, the 

process involves charge transfer. 

(2) At temperatures near 225 °C, response increases due to the presence of an increasing 

on the concentration of NOx species. 

(3) At higher temperatures, response decay due to the promotion of NO2 formation. 

  

From the point of view of gas sensor devices, CNFs could serve to detect NO2 at low 

temperatures of operation, in this case, NO2 poisoning was found an issue, only at 
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temperatures from 250 °C became irrelevant. Nevertheless, at these temperatures, the process 

of carbon gasification has also to be taken into consideration. 

 

 

Figure 29. Response vs. temperature dependence of pulses of 625 ppb of NO2 concentration in 

atmospheres with different composition in O2. For comparison, response to 60 % of O2 concentration 

is represented. 

 

4.3.4. Interaction with NH3 

NH3 is also a gas of interest concerning the carbon based gas sensors [171,173,219,231,239]. 

Typically, in conductometric carbon based sensors, NH3 increases the resistance signal, 

withdrawing holes from the active material. As in the case of the other gases, signal drift at 

low sensing operation temperature (< 100 °C) due to permanent adsorption [71,72]. This 

typical behavior can also be observed in the CNFs sensors (see Figure 30).  
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Figure 30. CNF‘s gas sensor resistance signal towards different concentrations of NH3 gas at 

operation temperatures of 25, 50 and 100 °C. 

 

Gas test studies consisting in pulses of ammonia gas of 20, 40, 60, 75 and 100 ppm diluted in 

synthetic air atmosphere from 25 to 475 °C were performed. The responses for each pulse 

and temperature are shown in Figure 31. 
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Figure 31. Response vs. temperature dependence of gas pulses at different concentration of NH3. 

 

As in the case of the other gases, at low temperature of operation, NH3 is weakly adsorbed on 

the CNF surface as it is adsorbed in other carbon allotropes [61,171,219,240]. Another 

process likely to occur, similar as in conductometric MOX sensors is the creation of NO and 

H2O with the weakly adsorbed oxygen [241]: 

 

3 2 24 5 4 6 5NH O NO H O e      

 

This process is reported to occur in the range of temperatures from 20 to 200 °C [241]. When 

dissociated chemisorbed oxygen presence becomes significant [241], the major reaction 

occurring is 

 

3 2 22 3 3 3NH O N H O e      
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At higher temperatures than 200 °C, according to our measurements, the gas response of the 

CNFs devices correspond with the gasification of the carbon structure as explained in section 

4.3.1. In this case, NH3 response increased until irreversible sensor damaging, which is 

contrary to the case with NO2, where the sensing response when O2 and NO2 were present 

was negligible. 

 

4.4. SUMMARY OF THE CARBON NANOFIBER RESPONSE TO GASES 

In section 4.3, the results from the experiments performed to comprehend the behavior of 

CNFs gas sensors towards O2, H2O, NO2 and NH3 are discussed. From all the experiments, 

some conclusions can be  

 

(1) O2 is sensed from 150 °C to 300 °C due to the dissociation of the chemisorbed oxygen 

on the CNF surface following the behavior of a Langmuir adsorption model. At 

higher temperatures, the process of carbon gasification irreversibly damages the 

sensor device. 

 

(2) H2O is sensed at temperatures below 150 °C due to weak adsorption of water 

molecules. Response to H2O is linear in the range of studied temperatures. At low 

temperatures (< 100 °C), drift is a concerned that can be partially solved with the use 

of moderate temperature. 

 

(3) NO2 is sensed from room temperature to 200 °C. Sensor signal drift at low 

temperatures is also present due to permanent molecule adsorption. At temperatures 

higher than 200 °C, NO2 gas response decreases due to the interaction with the 

dissociated O2. 

 

(4) NH3 is sensed from room temperature to 200 °C with decreasing magnitude of 

response with temperature. Again, signal drift is also present due to permanent 

molecule adsorption which could be prevented by moderate temperature of operation. 

At temperatures higher than 200 °C, the process of carbon gasification damages 

irreversibly the sensor. 
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5. SELF-HEATED CARBON NANOFIBERS SENSORS 

 

The use of self-heating was already proven to be an effective mode to operate conductometric 

gas sensor devices for systems with high symmetry, such as the 1D nanowire [121], as it was 

mentioned in section 2.3.2. To the best of our knowledge, the use of self-heating for large 

arrays of nanostructured nanowires has not been studied. Surprisingly, thin films of randomly 

distributed CNFs exhibit self-heating effects with power efficiencies close to the ones found 

for sensors based on one single nanowire [121]. 

 

In this chapter, continuous self-heating operation is presented as a highly efficient sensing 

mode of operation for CNFs, with power savings down to a few µW. Moreover, pulsed self-

heating operation is also shown as an improvement to reduce the sensing drift and further 

increase the power savings. Pulsed self-heated temperature modulation has the benefits of 

working between different temperature states, combining the benefits of two sensing 

modulation conditions with the power savings of self-heating operation mode. Finally, the 

study of the origin of efficient self-heating effects in large arrays of CNFs is presented. 

Infrared thermography (IRT) was used, in combination of Raman spectroscopy to map the 

temperature of the CNFs film in order to bring some light to the issue. Simulations of 

resistive networks of nanostructures were performed to understand the obtained results.  

 

In all the studies include in section 5, the CNFs films were deposited over a ceramic substrate 

from Francisco Albero S.A. [242]. The substrates included an interdigitated electrode and an 

embedded heater. 

 

5.1. CONTINUOUS OPERATION 

In the third paper presented, Article III: Self-heating effects in large arrangements of 

randomly oriented carbon nanofibers: Application to gas sensors, the use of self-heating 

effect to operate CNFs gas sensor devices based on random arrangements of the nanofibers 

was explored. In the mentioned work, the following actions were performed: 

 

(1) CNFs deposition by drop-casting and paint-brushing, generating randomly arrays of 

nanostructures. 
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(2) Calibration of self-heating operation in N2 and SA. 

(3) Self-heated thermal stabilization. 

(4) Calibration based only on two points. 

(5) Comparison of heater operation and self-heating continuous operation for relative 

humidity sensing. 

(6) Assess the modulation of the response to NH3 and NO2 with self-heating operation. 

 

The approach of using self-heating operation with CNF sensors fabricated with low cost 

techniques is a key point of all this work. Moreover, self-heating operation implies the 

reduction of the fabrication cost and power consumption during sensor operation. 

 

Other highly important issue addressed on the article was the calibration of the sensor 

operation state (i.e. temperature) during self-heating, and as a consequence of this, the 

comparison of the sensing response between heater and self-heating operation. Other matters 

like the stability on the use of self-heating and the limitations of self-heating operation were 

also discussed. 

 

In summary, self-heating effect occurred in low-cost sensor devices based on large 

arrangement of CNFs. Self-heating operation could be easily calibrated, because of the low 

range of temperatures used and the linear behavior of CNFs in this temperature span. 

Therefore, the calibration could also be made with only two points. Moreover, the response to 

gases was found to be equivalent between heater00 and self-heating operation. Other issue 

that arouse during the development of this work was the nature of the transduction 

mechanism, whether even during self-heating operation, the main transduction mechanism 

was still charge transfer and not the detection of the temperature variation due to gas 

interaction. From the analysis of the power consumption, it was determined that the 

temperature variation was negligible compare to charge transfer. Finally, the nature of the 

CNFs (gasification of carbon at temperature over 350 °C) made not possible the use of self-

heating for high temperature regimes, suggesting the extension of this work to other materials 

capable of withstanding higher temperatures such as MOXs. 

 

Note that sections, equations, figure and table labels and figure, table and reference 

numbering in the reproduced research article follow the ones of the published version. 
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The article has been reproduced from Sensors and Actuators B Chem., vol. 211; O. Monereo, 

J.D. Prades, A. Cirera, ―Self-heating effects in large arrangements of randomly oriented 

carbon nanofibers: Applications to gas sensors‖; pp. 489-497; 2015; with permission from 

Elsevier. 
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ABSTRACT 

Herein, we prove that self-heating effects occur in sensor films made of randomly oriented 

nanoparticles (electro-sprayed, drop-casted and paint-brushed films of carbon nanofibers). A 

2-point calibration method, reliable enough to overcome the lack of reproducibility of low cost 

fabrication methods, is also proposed. Self-heating operation makes possible reaching 

temperatures up to 250 °C with power consumptions in the range of tens of mW. For certain 

low-temperature applications (< 100 °C) typical power consumptions are as low as tens of 

µW. The method is suitable to modulate the response towards gases, such as humidity, NH3 

or NO2. This approach overcomes the complex fabrication requirements of previous self-

heating investigations and opens the door to use this effect in cost-effective devices. 

 

1. Introduction 

Conductometric gas sensors usually operate at high temperatures, typically from 100 °C to 

500 °C [1], in order to optimize the sensor signal by tuning the chemical processes occurring 

at the surface of the active material. To that end, sensors are equipped with external 

heaters, which are the most energetically demanding component of the device. Commercial 

solid state gas sensors based in metal oxides typically require from 200 mW to 1 W to reach 

the operating temperatures [2]. Most attempts to lower these power needs focus on: (1) 

Fabricating more efficient heating systems. (2) Using alternative sources of energy, such as 

ultraviolet light. (3) Modifying the active material to lower the temperature requirements. 

 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.snb.2015.01.095
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The first approach focuses in lowering the heat losses, e.g. with micro-machined heaters 

mounted on thermally insulated membranes [2–4]. In the second case, an efficient light 

source (such as a LED) is integrated in the sensor device reaching power needs comparable 

to those of conventionally heated sensors [5–8]. In the third case, sensor active layer 

functionalization [9,10], material decoration [11,12] and the use of hybrid materials [11,13,14] 

are traditional strategies to enhance and modify the active film properties, and hence the 

gas-surface interaction mechanism. In one way or another, state of the art gas sensors still 

require more than 10-100 mW (research devices) to maintain the elevated temperatures for 

good sensing performance, which limits their use in mobile distributed systems [15]. 

 

A more recent approach to solve this issue is harnessing the Joule dissipation that occurs in 

the sensor material itself. This so-called self-heating effect has been already studied in 

nanosized gas sensor devices [16–20], achieving very low power figures. Specifically, self-

heating was first proven in one single SnO2 nanowire, obtaining reliable devices operated 

with less than 10 µW [18–22]. To the best of our knowledge, self-heating has further been 

studied in sensor devices with highly ordered nanostructures, such as suspended nanowires 

[15,19,20], or catalytically activated materials [17]. All these studies involved complex 

fabrication steps and laboratory fabrication methods hardly transferable to a higher 

production scale, hampering the widespread application of this promising approach. Here, 

we provide evidences that self-heating-modulated response to gases also occurs in 

randomly ordered nanomaterials deposited by simple and scalable methods such as electro-

spraying, drop-casting and paint-brushing; achieving similar power savings than those 

observed in highly ordered nanostructures. 

 

In the last few years, carbon nanomaterials have gained uprising interest as their electrical, 

optical and mechanical properties make them good candidates for a new generation of low-

cost devices [23–26]. Carbon based structures can be obtained with many diverse 

techniques; e.g. chemical vapor deposition [27], arc discharge [28], pyrolysis [29], chemical 

[30] and thermal reduction [31], offering different materials qualities and scalability costs [32–

34]. The gas sensing properties of carbon materials have been widely demonstrated [35–

41]. In many carbon nanomaterials, sensing at room temperature or temperatures well below 

100 °C is possible [24,35]. Some authors have proposed the use of pulses at moderate 

temperature just to ―clean‖ the gas adsorbate from the surface [42]. Therefore the interest of 

heating in carbon materials is well different than in the case of metal oxide based gas 

sensor. In any case, the possibility to avoid the heater in the sensor substrate will 

significantly decrease the price of the device.  
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Self-heating effects have also been proven in individual carbon nanotubes operated with a 

few µW [15,43]. In this work, we used carbon nanofibers [44] (from now on CNFs), a carbon 

allotrope offering characteristics and sensing capabilities [41,45] comparable to carbon 

nanotubes and graphene [46] at a much lower production cost.  

 

In this work, we show that the probing voltage (or current) used to interrogate the electrical 

resistance of a film of randomly distributed CNFs can be used to achieve gas responses 

similar to those obtained with an external heating element (i.e. self-heating).We also 

demonstrate that a simple 2-point calibration procedure is enough to determine the 

equivalent operation temperature. All this simplifies the use of self-heating dramatically, both 

in terms of fabrication requirements and operation procedures. 

 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Sensor fabrication 

Interdigitated platinum electrodes (IDE) over a ceramic substrate with an integrated heater 

and a thermoresistance, fabricated by Francisco Albero S.A.U. [47], were used. The 

thermoresistance embedded in these devices was used for temperature calibration. 

Commercially available CNFs were synthesized by Grupo Antolín S.A. by means of CVD 

floating catalyst technique. The fibers presented diameters ranging from 30 nm to 80 nm and 

lengths up to 75 µm, further details can be found elsewhere [48]. CNFs were dispersed in 2-

propanol with a concentration of 1 mg/ml, the resulting dispersion was stable for several 

days. Then, the CNFs‘ dispersion was electro-sprayed over the IDE (Fig. 1(a)–(c)), a voltage 

about 13 kV was applied between an ejection syringe and a target electrode at a distance of 

15 cm with deposition times ranging from 5 min to 20 min. Other simple deposition 

techniques were also used for comparison, such as drop-casting and paint-brushing the 

same dispersion, obtaining equivalent functional properties (i.e. self-heating, calibration and 

response to gases). Electrical resistance was monitored during the deposition process with a 

digital multimeter Agilent 34401A to assess the continuity of the film. More than 20 different 

devices presenting resistance values ranging from hundreds of ohms to mega ohms were 

studied in this work. Through this paper, error bars in figures correspond to the standard 

deviation of at least 5 measurements in equivalent conditions. 
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Fig. 1. (a) Optical image of an electro-sprayed CNFs film over an IDE. (b) Transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM) image and (c) high resolution TEM image of a single CNF showing a fishbone-like 

structure of graphene platelets. (d) Thermographic image of a CNF sensor with an applied probing 

voltage of 5 V to the CNFs film (CEN value correspond to the temperature in the central image point 

in °C). 

 

2.2. Gas sensing experiments 

Self-heated sensors were calibrated in atmospheres of N2 and synthetic air (SA, 21 % in O2 

and 79 % in N2) as described below. Gas sensing experiments were conducted in a 

customized chamber of 15 ml in volume, the gas flow was maintained at 200 ml/min during 

all the experiments. Reference gaseous atmospheres were provided by several independent 

mass flows controllers blending N2, SA, NH3 (100 ppm in SA) and NO2 (10 ppm in SA). 

Humid air was obtained by bubbling dry SA into deionized water. The gas sensing response 

was calculated according to the following definition: Response (%) =100 · (R − R0) / R0, 

where R is the steady sensor resistance signal reached in each experiment and R0 is the 

baseline value of sensor resistance. Electrical measurements during gas test experiments 

were performed with a Keithley 2401 source-meter unit. 

 

2.3. Temperature calibration 

The deposition method offered no control on the microscopic arrangement of the CNFs over 

the IDE. Thus, a calibration step was necessary before operating them in self-heating mode. 

First, a temperature vs. resistance curve was obtained by means of the calibrated heater 

inside the ceramic substrate. Then, the resistance vs. the probing voltage applied to the 

CNFs film in self-heating operation was measured. Finally, combining the electrical 
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resistance values of both curves; the calibration curve of temperature vs. probing voltage 

applied to the CNFs film was calculated. Alternative direct calibration procedures, such as 

thermography imaging, were also attempted and discarded: self-heating was qualitatively 

observed but the quantitative temperature estimations were found unreliable. 

 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Self-heating in N2 and SA atmosphere 

Self-heated CNFs sensors were first tested in inert N2 atmosphere. Fig. 2(a) shows the 

sensor resistance during a calibration sequence. First, the heater temperature was 

increased in 5 °C steps from 25 °C to 110 °C producing a sequential and reversible 

decrease in the CNFs resistance, which reveals their semiconductor character (see Fig. 

2(b)). Then, a similar resistance evolution was observed when increasing the probing 

voltage applied to the CNFs film in 0.5 V steps from 1 V to 10 V. This result provides a first 

evidence of the self-heating effect occurring in the CNFs film. Fig. 2(c) shows a calibration 

curve for that effect, obtained by correlating the resistance values of both measurements. 

The same experiment was repeated in SA atmosphere finding an equivalent behavior, with 

sensor resistance values shifted downwards due to a partial adsorption of oxygen molecules 

on the CNFs surface [49]. Additional direct evidences of the self-heating occurring in the film 

were obtained in thermographic images (see Fig. 1(d)). However, this technique was not 

suitable for practical calibration purposes, as self-heating driven temperature varies widely 

across the film, making complex the assignment of a meaningful average temperature. 

 

In all the experiments, a linear dependence of the temperature against the applied voltage 

was found, opening the door to define the simple calibration procedure proposed below. For 

small temperature variations, the temperature dependence of the CNFs film resistance (so-

called R in the previous section) can be regarded linear, 

 

  0 1 CNFsR R T     (1) 

 

the relationship between the dissipated electrical power and the temperature reached is: 

 

 
 

2 2

0 1

V V
P

R R T
 

 
  (2) 

 

which fits well the experimental observation (see Fig. 2(d)). 
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Fig. 2. (a) Comparison of the resistance changes caused by temperature variations driven by an 

external heater and by the self-heating effect. (b) Sensor resistance vs. temperature curve obtained 

with an external heater (in N2 and SA). (c) Calibration curves (voltage vs. temperature) obtained 

correlating the value of CNFs resistance with the voltage applied to the film. (d) Comparison of the 

power needs of an external heater and the self-heating effect: the later reduces consumption more 

than two orders of magnitude. Data points were fitted to Eq. (2), leading to R0 = 9060.9 ± 0.2  and  

= (9.23 ± 0.01) · 10
−4

 /K, (r = 0.9995). 

 

The main advantage of the self-heating approach shows up when comparing the power 

needed to reach equivalent temperatures with both methods: for temperatures from 25 °C to 

250 °C, power consumption in self-heating is reduced from 4 to 2 orders of magnitude with 

respect to the heater. In absolute values, our simplified approach to self-heating mode 

requires always less than10 mW, which is comparable to the needs of advanced micro-

heaters [50]. 

 

Concerning the thermal response dynamics, thermal stabilization times were 7.2 ± 0.2 

seconds in average for the temperature range under study. 
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3.2. Endurance 

3.2.1. Initial thermal stabilization 

The deposition method leaves solvent residues in the as-deposited material that cause 

resistance drifts until solvents are fully removed. A good practice to overcome this issue is 

heating the material to reduce the evaporation time of the residues for full signal stabilization 

[41]. We observed that self-heating can also be used for that purpose. The as-deposited 

sensors were heated up and cooled down several times controlling the power applied to the 

film in self-heating operation. After the first warm up sequence, the sensors always showed 

fully reversible and repeatable resistance values (see Fig. 3), even in long-term operation, as 

discussed next. 

 

3.2.2. Stability, reversibility, repeatability 

Sensors stability under self-heating conditions was also verified for several hours, alternating 

two voltages values (0.1 V and 5.0 V) applied to the CNFs film (inset in Fig. 3). The sensor 

temperature oscillated between 25 °C and 65 °C showing no degeneration or any other 

significant change in resistance. Temperature was fully reversible and stability at each step 

was better than ± 2 °C. From a long term perspective, these features were again tested for 

repeatability showing similar results after numerous weeks since fabrication. 

 

Fig. 3. Thermal stabilization sequence. Repetitive behavior after the first cycle was found. Inset: 

Transient response of a CNF sensor (after stabilization) to square pulses of voltage (0.1 V and 5.0 V) 

in SA. Resistance and temperature records show full signal reversibility and stability. 
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3.3. 2-Point calibration procedure 

The deposition method leads to sensor devices with different initial resistance values R0. 

These values are the macroscopic evidence of different microscopic arrangements and 

connections in the CNFs mat. The influence of this fact on the calibration and the possibility 

to obtain a general calibration rule was studied in detail. 

 

Fig. 4 presents the calibration curves for four different sensors with R0 values at room 

temperature ranging from 4.9 k to 258 k. These results show that the higher the 

resistance (i.e. less CNF material), the less power was needed to heat the sensors to 

equivalent temperatures, leading to different threshold in the initial voltage needed to make 

appreciable the self-heating effect. Unfortunately, we could not find any quantitative and 

universal relationship between the slope of the temperature vs. voltage calibration and the 

R0 values, possibly due to the complex combination of heat dissipation and transport 

mechanisms occurring in the intricate random film. Therefore, specific calibrations should be 

performed for each and every sensor. 

 

Fig. 4. (a) Calibrations of four CNFs sensors presenting different resistance values at room 

temperature (R0). (b) Calibration of a sensor using only two points (solid spheres and solid line), the 

rest of the points, laying close to the calibration line, were measured afterwards to check the validity of 

the 2-point calibration. The numbers in the boxes correspond to the measurement sequence. 

 

Luckily, all sensors reproduced the linear tendencies described before, opening the door to 

simplify this calibration step to the determination of just the two extreme points. Fig. 4(b) 

shows that the calibration curve estimated by evaluating the resistance–voltage–temperature 

connection at room temperature and at a high temperature point is enough to accurately 

predict intermediate set-points, selected in a fully random sequence ( = 4.4 °C in deviation 

with respect nominal calibration values). Therefore, the 2-point calibration is proven to be a 
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fast, reliable and easy method to calibrate the sensors without losing any significant 

information; being straightforward to imagine how this methodology can be implemented in 

large scale fabrication processes. 

 

3.4. Application to gas sensing 

3.4.1. Humidity 

The utility of the self-heating effect occurring in randomly oriented materials to modulate the 

response to gases was also studied, comparing the response to humidity (one of the most 

well described target gases for CNF [51]) obtained with an external heater and with self-

heating operation. 

 

First, sensors operated at temperatures ranging from 22 °C to 115 °C were exposed to one 

single pulse of 95 % of relative humidity (RH) (Fig. 5). Results show nearly identical 

response records in both operations modes, demonstrating that equivalent conditions could 

be achieved by both means. Then, a second test with pulses of 95 %, 50 %, 25 % and again 

50 % of RH concentrations was carried out to assess the quantification and repeatability 

potential of the method (Fig. 6 shows an example at 45 °C), obtaining sensor signals fully 

reversible, repeatable and linearly proportional to the humidity content. 

 

Fig. 5. Transient response to one pulse of 95% of RH in SA at different temperatures controlled with 

an external heater and in self-heating operation. Operation temperature given by heater device and 

average power consumption in equivalent self-heating operation mode is shown in each panel. 
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Fig. 6. Transient sensor response of a CNF sensor to humidity pulses. Sensor signal obtained by self-

heating (1.5 V applied to the film) and external heater operation is shown. Transient temperature 

curve (extracted from power signal) is also represented, the resistance signal correcting the 

temperature deviation is superposed to sensor signals. Inset: Response dependence with 

concentration, the white square correspond to the repetition of the pulse at 50% of RH. 

 

The sensor response dependence with temperature was also found to be linear in an 

Arrhenius representation at all concentrations and in both operation modes (see Fig. 7). The 

adsorption heat values for water adsorption observed in both modes (95 ± 4 meV) were 

consistent and in accordance with the calculated ones reported elsewhere [59,60]. 

Response time dependence with temperature is also a direct evidence of a thermally 

activated process. The Arrhenius representations of the response time lead again to 

adsorption heats of 103 ± 6 meV for water adsorption, in agreement with the energies found 

in the response magnitude (see Fig. 7(b)). Such a coincidence is consistent with the thermal 

activation of the gas–surface interaction mechanisms expected for water and carbonaceous 

materials. In a first approximation, the charge transfer, and consequently the sensor 

response can be considered directly proportional to the adsorption isotherm [61]. Moreover, 

assuming that adsorption follows the Langmuir model [62], the differential transient equation 

can be written as 
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where  is the surface coverage, t is the time, s is the effective surface of a gas molecule, 

Ptot is the total pressure, Cx is the gas concentration, m is the mass of a single molecule, kB 

is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, k0 is the sticking probability (also called 

condensation coefficient), Eads is the activation energy for adsorption,  is the frequency of 

oscillation of adsorbed molecules and Edes is the activation energy for desorption. The first 

term of Eq. (3) takes into account the adsorption rate and the second term corresponds to 

the desorption rate. The solution of Eq. (3) leads to 
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where Q is the adsorption heat (Q = Edes− Eabs) and    0 0 2 Bb k s mk T 
 

and 

b’0 = Ptot · b0. From Eq. (4) we can clearly see that our definition of response has to be 

proportional to the term (b’Cx) / (1 + b’Cx), 
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where  is the proportionality constant between the response and the coverage   at t → ∞. 

As observed in the inset of Fig. 6, response was found linear. Thus, the condition needed to 

consider the response linear to the model is b’Cx << 1. Analyzing the order of magnitude of 

b’, using Ptot = 1 atm (ambient pressure), k0 = 1 (considering worst case), S = 10 Å, 

 = 1013 s−1 [61], T = 300 K (near ambient temperature), m = 18 g/mol ∼ 3 × 10−26 kg (H2O 

molecular weight), and Q = 0.1 eV (see Fig. 7(b)), we obtain a value of b’≈ 0.5. As water 

concentration in air rarely exceeds 4 % [63], therefore in a worst case scenario, b’ · Cx ≈ 

0.02 << 1. Then, Response (%) ≈ 100 · b’Cx and thus, response and response time share 
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the same exponential dependency with Q, explaining the similar activation energy value 

found in the Arrhenius representation for both magnitudes. In the above analysis the 

coefficient b0 was considered independent on temperature within the studied range (i.e. 

    3 1/21/ 300 1/ 450 8 10K K K    ). Summarizing, the Langmuir linear approximation 

was found to be an appropriate model for water adsorption on CNFs sensors as predicted by 

the resulting electrical behavior, furthermore the resulting low adsorption heat value 

extracted from the measured data (∼ 0.1 eV) agrees with the non-dissociative adsorption 

used in the model, being these results consistent with other works found in refs. [64–67]. 

 

 

Fig. 7. (a) Gas sensor response vs. 1000/T obtained for the pulses of 9 5%, 50 %, 25 %and 50 % of 

RH in SA, for temperatures ranging from 22 °C to 75 °C controlled with an external heater and in self-

heating operation. (b) Rise time vs. 1000/T is shown in an Arrhenius plot. 

 

From the power consumption perspective, optimum humidity sensing performances were 

obtained at 45 °C with less than 50 µW, to be compared with the 30 mW needed for the 

heater. 

 

All these results demonstrate (1) that the self-heating thermalization can bring a disordered 

film of nanoparticles to operation conditions fully equivalent to those reached with an 

external heating system and (2) that this approach is suitable to modulate the response of 

randomly oriented nanomaterials to gases. 

 

3.4.2. Other gases 

We have also observed that self-heating is an effective way to modulate the detection of 

other gases of interest, for which the response of CNF has been reported [51] (Fig. 8). 
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In the case of NH3, temperature increase rapidly reduces the molecule residence time on the 

surface, lowering the overall response signal [68]. In the case of NO2, temperature 

accelerates the response time and reduces signal drift, but again lowering the response 

magnitude [68]. All these findings are consistent with the well-known temperature-dependent 

responses of carbon materials to these target gases. 

 

 

Fig. 8. Self-heating modulation for (a) NH3and (b) NO2 gas response. 

 

4. Limitations 

Self-heating in CNFs sensor has been proven to be a useful methodology to operate these 

simply fabricated devices in low power conditions. However, these findings open new 

questions deserving further investigation. 

 

A first fundamental issue appears when the same resistance is used to interact with gases 

and dissipate heat. The resistance change due to gas interaction causes a variation in the 

electrical power dissipated in the sensor and therefore, in the active‘s material temperature. 

To maintain a steady operation point, this gas-induced resistance variation should be small. 
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In the CNFs sensor, responses are relatively low, assuring a good steady point of operation. 

For the results shown in Fig. 6, a maximum deviation of temperature about 3 % was found, 

meaning a difference of 1.35 °C at 45 °C. Such a deviation is comparable to the uncertainty 

in the temperature set-point of standard heating elements [1,40]. 

 

The previous point makes us wonder if charge transfer is still the main transduction 

mechanism, in thermally coupled systems. Charge transfer induced resistance variations 

may cause temperature differences that could be seen as even larger variations in the 

overall resistance. To determine the dominant transduction mechanism, we corrected the 

sensor resistance signal (R) using the temperature dependence described in Eq. (1), 

observing that this correction is small compared to the direct electrical interaction with gases 

(Fig. 6). Therefore, the conductometric nature of CNFs sensors is proven to be the main 

transduction mechanism. 

 

In any case, the two previous effects strongly depend on the resistance dependence of the 

active material and would deserve a detailed analysis in future applications to other 

materials of the here-presented approach. 

 

Finally, carbonaceous materials can degrade, if operated at high temperatures, much easily 

than other materials typically used for gas sensors (e.g. MOXs [40]). At sufficiently high 

temperatures, oxygen species contribute to the gasification of carbon, forming CO, CO2, etc. 

[69]. This fact limits the temperatures that can be achieved with CNFs in self-heating 

operation; especially in gas sensing applications, where the presence of additional oxidizing 

compounds could further accelerate this process. 

 

In order to better understand the effect of gasification in our CNFs sensors, we intentionally 

tried to burn the CNFs film with self-heating. 

 

Interestingly, we found that the appearance of degradation and eventual destruction was 

independent on the initial resistance of the film (see supporting information, Fig. A). This 

suggests again that the self-heating effect in randomly oriented systems is related to the 

microscopic arrangement of the nanoparticles. Thus, the films would become useless (i.e. 

open circuit resistance) when the last conduction paths are destroyed by local heating. In 

any case, experiments show that such destruction is highly unlikely to occur at moderate 

operation temperatures. 
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These results are also an indirect evidence of the local differences of power dissipation due 

to the dispersion CNFs dimensions, the local heat dissipated by each fiber would be different 

and also depending on the conduction paths formed during the deposition process. 

Probably, due to the creation of hot-spot point effect between nanofibers junctions and the 

heat dissipation variation between nanofibers with different dimensions. These assumptions 

lead to consider that the gas sensing characteristics of the nanofibers film is modulated 

locally and differs from one point to another of the nanofibers mat. However, the use of a 

high amount of randomly deposited CNFs, with its dispersion of diameters and lengths, 

should compensate the local modification of the film gas sensing properties and 

consequently, achieving a global self-heating effect through the mat. 

 

Finally, the low specificity is a known issue for carbon based gas sensors [41], self-heating 

could provide a low power method to improve the differentiation of different target gases 

through temperature modulation [22]. 

 

Therefore, the extension of this principle to other nanomaterials suitable for higher 

temperature operation (such as MOX or MOX–carbon compounds [70]) and the study of the 

microscopic temperature variations across randomly oriented films are worth-investigating 

open questions. 

 

5. Conclusions 

We have demonstrated that self-heating effect occurs in films made of randomly oriented 

nanoparticles (electro-sprayed, drop-casted and paint-brushed films of carbon nanofibers 

CNFs), overcoming the complex fabrication requirements of previous attempts and opening 

the door to the use of this effect in cost effective devices. 

 

Taking advantage of the linear temperature-voltage dependence, a 2-point fast calibration 

method has also been proposed. This calibration procedure is reliable enough to overcome 

the lack of reproducibility of low cost fabrication methods. 

 

Self-heating operation made possible reaching temperatures up to 225 °C with power 

consumption in the range of tens of mW, reaching efficiencies comparable to state of the art 

micro-heaters with a much simpler approach. For certain low-temperature applications 

(< 100 °C) typical power consumptions are in the range of tens of µW.  
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From the applications point of view, the method is suitable to activate the response towards 

gases, such as humidity, NH3 or NO2. 
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Supplementary Information 

Figure FF shows the transient sensor signal with increasing temperature applied by self-

heating. Most of the sensors survived and others were destroyed (e.g. the one with 

Ro=39k). At high temperature (> 350 °C) sensors show instability due to partial gasification 

of local hot points.  

 

Figure FF. Transient sensor signal recorded with increasing temperature steps.  
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5.2. PULSED OPERATION 

In the fourth paper presented, Article IV: Self-heating in pulsed mode for signal quality 

improvement Application to carbon nanostructure-based sensors, the use of pulsed self-

heating is presented as a sensor operation technique to enhance the signal stability and further 

reduce the power consumption. In the article, the following issues were studied: 

 

(1) The use of self-heating in a pulsed mode. 

(2) The dependence of the signal transient regimes with humidity. 

(3) The variation of the higher temperature state. 

(4) The variation of the pulse period. 

(5) The variation of the pulse duty cycle. 

(6) Applicability of the technique to sense NO2 and NH3. 

(7) The sensor long term stability. 

(8) The specificity towards relative humidity, NO2 and NH3. 

(9) The implementation of the methodology in a real environment. 

 

The use of self-heated operation was tested and analyzed in different atmospheres (low 

vacuum, 3·10
-2

 hPa; N2 and SA) and its response towards humidity was characterized. This 

methodology was based on the subtraction of two resistance levels corresponding to two 

operation points. The CNFs film was subjected to structural and chemical modifications 

during gas sensing operation. These changes, inherent to the material, could manifest in a 

wide range of the sensor operation temperatures. Therefore, undesired signal drifts, which are 

present in two of these operation points, could be filtered out by using the sensor signals 

corresponding to a high and low temperature state. 

 

The effects on the gas response of the pulse characteristics variation (temperature points of 

operation, period, duty cycle and long term stability) were studied. The applicability of 

pulsed self-heated CNFs sensors to detect NO2 and NH3 was also tested. Finally, 

implementation of the pulsed self-heated modulation technique in real environments was also 

studied and discussed. 

 

Pulsed self-heated operation of CNFs gas sensor devices is presented as a powerful technique 

to improve sensor stability, reduce signal drift and lower the power consumption. Moreover, 
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the operation temperatures, the pulse period and duty cycle are characteristics that can be 

used to modulate the sensor response and its transient characteristics. Concerning the long 

term stability, the sensor was operated during 150 hours and the sensing response 

repeatability was verified during more than 60 hours. The results showed that after a few 

hours of stabilization, the sensing response became stable. Pulsed self-heated operation also 

served to improve specificity to other gases. Finally, an example of its applicability to show 

the low requirements needed for the implementation of the pulsed self-heated modulation 

technique is presented. In conclusion, self-heating allows for the operation gas sensors with 

simple fabrication requirements (heater-free devices) compatible with sensor systems 

operating at low energy. 

 

Note that sections, equations, figure and table labels and figure, table and reference 

numbering in the reproduced research article follow the ones of the published version. 

 

The article has been reproduced from Sensors and Actuators B: Chemical; vol. 226; 

O. Monereo, O. Casals, J.D. Prades, A. Cirera, ―Self-heating in pulsed mode for signal 

quality improvement: Application to carbon nanostructures-based sensors‖; pp. 254-264; 

2016; with permission from Elsevier. 
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ABSTRACT 

Sensor signal instability and drift are still unresolved challenges in conductometric gas 

sensors. Here, the use of self-heating effect to operate a gas sensor in a pulsed temperature 

modulation mode (pulsed self-heating operation) is presented as an effective method to 

enhance signal stability and reduce consumption figures down to a few µW. The sensor 

operation temperature was pulsed periodically between two levels, obtaining two different 

sensing states from one single device driven with self-heating, i.e. free of heater. The signal 

differences between both operating points correlated well with gas concentrations and 

displayed no drift. This methodology is exemplified with a thorough study of the response of 

carbon nanofibers to humidity. Specifically, after analyzing the influence of the pulse 

characteristics (i.e. temperature variation, pulse period and pulse duty cycle) on the sensor 

performance, thumb rules to select suitable pulsing conditions are provided. The 

methodology is successfully extended to other target gases, such as NO2 and NH3. Finally, 

its implementation in a real-time sensing system with low computational requirements is 

demonstrated and discussed in detail.  

 

1. Introduction 

Sensor instability is a usual, still unsolved, issue in conductometric gas sensing devices [1]. 

Usually, the transduction mechanisms of conductometric sensors rely on complex chemical 

interactions that can modify the sensing material properties. Such chemical modifications 

(that include formation of surface complexes [2], molecule migration [3], surface poisoning 

with strong analyte adsorption [4–6], and gas diffusion inside the material [7]) can cause 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.snb.2015.11.049
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.snb.2015.11.049
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non-reversible changes of the sensor resistance. Additionally, the device structure itself can 

evolve during operation, suffering structural [8,9] and phase [10] transformations of the 

sensing layer, or degradation of the contacts [11] and heating elements [12], leading to 

permanent sensor modifications. All these effects can deteriorate the sensing capacity 

causing signal drift, baseline offsets, decay of sensing response or conductivity loses. 

Typically, in order to compensate these issues and prevent false readings, tedious periodic 

sensor calibration is required. 

 

Improvements in baseline stability and reversibility can also be obtained by modifying the 

operation conditions. Traditionally, this means (1) modulating the sensor temperature [13–

15] or (2) applying other energy sources as ultraviolet light [16] or visible light [17]. However, 

these techniques increase the power budget (typically 100 mW to 1 W in commercial 

devices [18]) and the device complexity and cost. Today, the most efficient designs can 

reduce power consumption down to tens of mW (with state-of-the-art micro heaters [19,20] 

or LEDs [21]). 

 

A cost-effective alternative [22] is the use of the Joule effect or the so-called self-heating 

effect [6,21,23]. In this mode of operation, the power dissipated by the probing 

current/voltage applied to measure the resistance heats up the sensor material. The self-

heating effect was first observed in one single SnO2 nanowire [24,25], obtaining devices 

operated with less than 10 µW. During the last years, self-heating was used in devices 

formed by one single nanostructure [26,27] or a few ordered nanostructures [24]. The 

complexity of these configurations hampered the widespread use of this approach. Recent 

reports demonstrate that the self-heating effect also occurs in large arrays of randomly 

deposited nanofibers [22], achieving power savings similar to those observed in highly 

ordered nanostructures (∼ µW) [24,25] with the advantage of a less complex fabrication. 

 

Temperature modulation was used in the past to enhance the selectivity towards the desired 

target gases [23,28] or to (partially) regenerate the sensor surface to the initial state by 

means of temperature cycling operation [29]. In addition, the application of temperature 

cycles is compatible with multidimensional data processing techniques (e.g. principal 

component analysis, PCA or/and linear discriminant analysis, LDA [30–33]) as the different 

spectra of temperatures applied to the sensor could be considered as a multidimensional 

stream of data for a particular odor. 

 

In this article, self-heating and pulsed temperature modulation is used to obtain two signals 

corresponding to two operation states (i.e. low and high temperature). The results 
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demonstrate, that the combination of these two operation points is enough to detect and 

correct signal instabilities and drift. 

 

Here, the advantages of pulsed self-heating operation are exemplified using carbon 

nanofibers [34,35] (from now on CNFs) as the active sensing material. CNFs are a carbon 

allotrope with sensing characteristics similar to carbon nanotubes and graphene [35–46] 

(e.g. low temperature gas sensing, below 100 °C). 

 

In the following article, the role of the pulsing characteristics on the sensor performance is 

analyzed in detail for humidity sensing. The method is then extended to other gases and 

implemented in a real-time sensing system. All this demonstrates that pulsed self-heating 

operation is a convenient strategy to improve signal quality while keeping low the power and 

cost budget in simple, heater-free, devices. 

 

2. Materials and methods  

Sensor platforms formed by interdigitated platinum electrodes (IDE) over a ceramic 

substrate fabricated by Francisco Albero S.A. [47] were used [48]. The sensor platform 

included an embedded thermoresistance and a heater. These elements were only employed 

for temperature calibration of self-heating operation (detailed information can be found 

elsewhere [22]) and for comparison between sensor operation at constant temperature and 

pulsed self-heating methodology. Commercially available CNFs, synthesized by means of 

CVD floating catalyst technique by Grupo Antolín Antolín S.A. [49], were used. The fibers 

presented diameters ranging from 30 to 80 nm and lengths up to 75 µm. Additional details of 

this material can be found elsewhere [50]. CNFs were dispersed in 2-propanol at a 

concentration of 1 mg/ml. Then, the dispersion was drop-casted over the IDE. Electrical 

resistance was monitored during the deposition process with a digital multimeter Agilent 

34401A to assess the continuity of the film. 

 

The electrical measurements of sensor resistance were recorded using a Keithley 2401 

source meter. The same unit served as a measurement system and as a power source to 

activate the self-heating effects. Gas sensing experiments were conducted in a customized 

chamber of 15 ml in volume. The gas flow was maintained at 200 ml/min during all the 

experiments. In these conditions, the gas chamber can be fully flushed five times in less than 

20 seconds. Reference gaseous atmospheres were provided by several independent mass 

flow controllers blending dry N2, synthetic air (SA, 79 % of N2 and 21 % of O2), NH3 (100 

ppm in SA) and NO2 (10 ppm in SA). Constant relative humidity (from now on RH) levels 
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were obtained by bubbling dry SA into deionized water (relative humidity obtained at a 

constant temperature of 25 °C at a pressure of 1 atm). 

 

2.1. Signal response definition  

In the presented work, the sensors were operated using two methodologies: at constant 

operation temperature (for comparison purposes) and pulsed self-heating mode (see Fig. 1).  

 

 

Fig. 1. Comparison between (a) classic sensor operation working at constant temperature (60 °C, 12 

mW) and (b) pulsed self-heating operation, where two temperatures are used (25 °C, 10 µW; 60 °C, 

10 mW) with Tp= 60 s and D = 50%. Both sensors were exposed to pulses of 50% of RH during 10 

min. From the upper and lower envelopes, a new signal (R) can be extracted. 

 

The first method implies using a single operation temperature during all the experiment (see 

Fig. 1(a)). In this case, the sensor response (from now on, classic sensor response or Sclassic) 

was defined as Sclassic (%) = 100 · (R − Ro) / Ro, where R is the steady resistance signal in 

each exposure to gas and Ro is the baseline value of sensor resistance. For the second 

method, the pulsed self-heating mode, the sensor temperature was pulsed between two 

states by applying two DC voltage levels with a constant period (from now on Tp) (see Fig. 

1(b)). Different measurements were also performed varying the pulse duty cycle (from now 
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on, D). D was defined with respect to the high temperature state (D = 10 % corresponds to 

10 % of the period at high temperature and 90 % at low temperature). Using the pulsed 

methodology, the sensing response was no longer defined directly in terms of the sensor 

resistances but in relation to the difference of resistance between both sensing states (from 

now on R), extracted as the difference of the upper envelope of the resistance signal 

(corresponding to the lower temperature state) and the lower envelope of the resistance 

signal (corresponding to the higher temperature state): R = Upper Envelope – Lower 

Envelope (see Fig. 1(b)). Therefore, the sensor response was defined as SR (%) = 100 × 

(R − Ro) / Ro, where R is the steady difference of resistance in presence of gas 

between the high and low temperature states and Ro is the baseline difference of 

resistance between the high and low temperature states. 

 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Intrinsic sensor signal instability 

Conductometric sensor signals usually present signal instabilities due to several phenomena 

occurring at the sensor active material or in the device structure. Fig. 2(a) shows the typical 

resistance record of CNFs at a constant temperature. At room temperature, CNFs display 

significant drift and poor reversibility. In fact, the signal is extremely sensitive to the previous 

sensor history: exposure to high humidity contents leads to signal instabilities that are not 

fully recovered after removing the moisture. This situation improves slightly at a higher 

temperature (60 °C), but Sclassic is reduced. Fig. 2(b) shows a summary of this trade off: 

temperature is an effective method to reduce drift but reducing systematically the response 

and increasing the power consumption. Anyhow, the drift improvement is not complete until 

the sensor response is almost vanished (T > 120 °C). Therefore, constant temperature 

excitation does not solve in full the signal instability issues. 

 

3.2. Instability correction 

Usually, the classical signal response to gases is modulated by the operation temperature of 

the sensor. The adsorption of gas molecules on the sensor active material surface is 

dependent on the temperature (e.g. Langmuir adsorption model [51], Freundlich and Temkin 

isotherms [52], etc.). Following the methods described previously, sensor temperature was 

pulsed periodically between two levels by means of the self-heating effect (see Fig. 1 and 

Fig. 3(a)) in order to obtain information from the high and low temperature operation states. 

Since CNFs display semiconductor behavior, temperature changes lead to two sensor 

resistance values: lower resistance at high temperature and higher resistance at low 

temperature.  
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Fig. 2. (a) CNFs sensor signals obtained for a pseudo-random sequence of relative humidity 

concentrations at temperatures (T) of 25 °C and 60 °C. (b) Sensor response (Sclassic) for a pulse of 

100 % of relative humidity (squares), its signal drift normalized to the initial value of sensor resistance 

(Ro) in each experiment (circles) and the power consumed by the embedded heater (triangles). 

 

Therefore, an upper and a lower envelope of the pulsed resistance signal could be extracted 

(e.g. maximum and minimum resistance values reached in each pulse step). The envelopes 

corresponding to both states were subtracted to obtain R, a signal presenting an amplitude 
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modulation proportional to gas concentration (see Fig. 3(b)). This dependence is related to 

the differences in surface adsorption due to temperature. 

 

Moreover, as R is a combination of two sensing states originated in the same sensor, both 

baseline signals are completely correlated: simple subtraction seems to be enough to 

remove instability effects as undesired changes of the active film properties (i.e. poisoning, 

chemical states modification, degradation, etc.),which are simultaneous to both operation 

conditions. At the same time, R shares the good characteristics of both envelopes: good 

response at low temperature and fast response at high temperature. 

 

In essence, with a pulsed self-heating operation, two signals can be extracted from the same 

sensor device helping to improve the sensing characteristics dramatically (see Fig. 3(a) vs. 

Fig. 3(b)), without increasing the amount of system components. In contrast with sensor 

arrays, all signals are generated in the same device. Therefore, all of them are submitted to 

the same instabilities, in full correlation. 

 

3.3. Thermal influence vs. gas effects 

In self-heated systems, the temperature variation can be much faster than in their heater-

driven counterparts [53]. For comparison, Fig. 4(a) shows the resistance variation in 

equivalent pulsed heating conditions (between 25 °C and 70 °C), driven with self-heating 

and with the substrate heater. A pulse with Tp= 120 s was used to ensure full thermal 

stabilization. In all the tested devices, the self-heating response was almost four times faster. 

This is due to the much higher thermal inertia in the heater-driven system, in which the 

dissipated power heats not only the CNFs array, but also, the heater/substrate mass. 

Consequently, in heater-driven systems more power dissipation is needed for equivalent 

temperatures, and longer thermal stabilization times are expected. 

 

A detailed analysis of the resistance records in self-heating operation, showed two dynamic 

regimes during the heating/cooling process (Fig. 4(a)): a fast initial variation (in the scale of 

milliseconds) followed by a slower stabilization of the signal (in the scale of seconds). The 

phenomena occur symmetrically both in heating and cooling cycles. 

 

In atmospheres that are typically non-reactive for the CNFs, such as low vacuum 

(3 × 10−5 hPa), N2, and SA atmospheres (see Fig. 4(b)), both regimes are insensitive to the 

presence of one or another gas. 
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Fig. 3. (a) Pulsed CNFs sensor between 25 °C and 60 °C by means of self-heating. Signal envelopes 

corresponding to a high and low sensor operation point are plotted. In the upper-left inset: pulse 

characteristics scheme for the probing voltage, equivalent temperature is also shown. In the upper-

right inset: detail of the transient CNFs signal. (b) Difference of the extracted envelopes: R. Inset: 

Response obtained from R signal (SR). 
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Fig. 4. (a) Relative difference of the CNFs sensor signal pulsed in equivalent conditions using the 

external heater and self-heating operation, the time needed to reach the 90 % of the total relative 

change is shown (90 %). (b) Transient resistance signal of a pulsed CNFs sensor between 0.1 V 

(25 °C) and 3 V (60 °C) in N2 and SA atmospheres, no change in the sensor signal is appreciable. 

Upper-left inset: pulse characteristics for the probing voltage and equivalent temperature is also 

displayed. Upper-right inset: comparison of the pulsed resistance signal (25 °C - 60 °C) in vacuum 

(3 × 10
−2

 h Pa), N2 and SA atmosphere. 
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In contrast, in presence of humidity (25 %, 50 % and 100 %, Fig. 5(a)), significant 

differences are observed in the resistance change during the slow regime (slow processes 

labeled as I and III in Fig. 5). The fast processes, in turn, were insensitive to humidity 

variations with a nearly constant resistance change (fast processes II and IV). 

 

Therefore, the fast processes (cooling II and heating IV) are exclusively related to the 

temperature, and the slow processes (cooling I and heating III) correlate with the presence 

of gases (Fig. 5(b)). This explains why the magnitude R (which is the accumulated 

resistance change occurred after I, II, III and IV) reflects the signal variation only dependent 

on the gas concentration. 

 

3.4. Thermal influence vs. gas effects 

In order to elucidate the dependence of R magnitude on the self-heating pulse conditions, 

the pulsed temperatures, period (TP) and duty cycle (DC) were studied in detail for humidity 

sensing. 

 

3.4.1. Pulsed temperatures 

Fig. 6(a) shows the response to different humidity contents of a sensor pulsed between a 

reference temperature (25 °C set with 0.1 V) and different high temperature states (200 °C, 

100 °C, 50 °C and 35 °C, set with 8 V, 5 V, 3 V and 1 V, respectively). After extracting the 

envelopes and their difference, the  signal (Fig. 6(b)) was fully stable throughout the 

experiment and scaled up with the relative humidity content. In general, larger o values 

were obtained increasing the temperature difference in the pulses but also similar S . Thus, 

for this particular target gas, larger temperature spans do not lead to any particular benefit. 

In low temperature span measurements, a large response only to pulses of saturated 

humidity was detected. This behavior is attributed to a partial wetting [54] of the sensor 

surface. 

 

3.4.2. Pulsed period (Tp) 

Pulsed temperature operation keeps the sensor surface swinging between two gas/surface 

interaction states. Such periodic transition involves the adsorption and subsequent 

desorption of gaseous molecules from the surface. Only for long Tp, the adsorption and 

desorption processes are completed reaching steady resistance values. In fast pulsing 

periods (with low Tp) adsorption and desorption are suddenly interrupted by a temperature 

change. Therefore, the resistance readings always correspond to surface transient states in 

which the sensor surface sites are not completely fill or empty (Fig. 7(a)). 
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Fig. 5. (a) Transient resistance signal of a pulsed CNFs sensor between 0.1 V (2 5°C) and 3 V (60 °C) 

in SA atmospheres with 0 %, 25 %, 50 % and 100 % of relative humidity. Signal envelopes are 

displayed and normalized to the resistance corresponding to the lower envelope (RLower Envelope). (b) R 

corresponding to the different processes occurring during pulse: slow cooling (I) and heating (III), fast 

cooling (II) and heating (IV). 
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Fig. 6. Transient sensor response and R obtained for a series of relative humidity pulses (100 %, 

50 %, 25 % and 50 %). Sensor resistance pulsed between 25 °C and 200 °C, 100 °C, 50 °C and 

35 °C. Inset: Responses obtained from R signal. 
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In this context, the concepts of response and recovery times are artificial and essentially 

related to the Tp value of choice. According to our definition of R (i.e. the difference 

between the envelopes, or the maximum and minimum resistance values during the hot and 

cold semiperiods (Tp/2)), the R signal is sampled once in every pulsing period and this 

defines the effective ―response and recovery‖ times of the sensor system. Therefore, we 

could consider that the R signal changes ―immediately‖ after the temperature change, 

provided that there has been a change in the gas concentration. 

 

Therefore, the period of the pulsed signal should be enough to ensure, at least, a partial gas 

adsorption-desorption process. In addition, it is possible to lower the pulsed period to 

improve the response and recovery times almost at will. 

 

 

Fig. 7. (a) Detail of the transient resistance signal for pulse period of 5, 15, 30, 60 and 120 seconds in 

an atmosphere of RH = 100 %. (b) Dependence of R with the pulsed signal period. The response 

time for continuous sensing mode at 25 °C is marked with a vertical dashed line. 

 

A summary of the dependence of R with the pulsing period is shown in Fig. 7(b). All curves 

follow a behavior similar to that of a low-pass frequency filter modulated by the gas 

concentration: as water molecules have more time to interact with CNFs surface during each 

TP/2, R increases with both the amount of humidity and with Tp. In this sense, very short 

periods lead to very low R variations. Interestingly, the pulsed response S  is constant for 

pulse periods longer than the typical response time to humidity in constant temperature 

operation (e.g. 60 s for 100 % of RH at 25 °C in constant operation [22]). 

 

Summarizing, the pulsing period Tp determines the response and recovery times of the pulsed signal. 

At the same time, the pulsing period serves to adjust the R variation with humidity, obtaining larger 

responses for longer periods, until reaching the steady response limit. All this leads to a compromise 
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between response dynamics and response magnitude that could be used to provide some specificity 

over different target gases. 

 

3.4.3. Pulsed duty cycle (DC) 

Different pulse duty cycles D (10 %, 30 %, 50 %, 70 % and 90 %) were tested in similar conditions 

(see Fig. 8). Essentially, the lower the D the lesser the time the sensor remains at the higher 

temperature state with the benefit of reducing the power consumption. From the gas/surface 

interaction perspective, D tailors the adsorption/desorption balance. 

 

 

Fig. 8. (a) Pulsed self-heating measurements using voltages of 0.1 V and 2 V (corresponding to 25 °C 

and 45 °C) with a pulse period of 1 minute in different concentrations of humidity (100 %, 50 %, 25 % 

and 50 %). On the right, detail of the last humidity pulse at 50 % of relative humidity (shaded time 

frame). (b) Extracted signal R from the data showed at (a). 

 

For a given period configuration and provided that the D is large enough to ensure a 

quantifiable gas adsorption-desorption process between both temperature states, the shape 

of R does not vary significantly with D (see Fig. 8(b)). 

 

Therefore, D modulation offers chances to further reduce the power consumption. The 

average power (Pavg) consumed in pulsed operation can be calculated as 

Pavg = D · Phigh + (1 − D) × Plow, where D is the duty cycle of the pulsed signal, Phigh and Plow is 

the aver-age power consumed at the high and low temperature sensing condition, 

respectively. Since Plow << Phigh, the dependence in Pavg approximates to Pavg ≈ D × Phigh, in 
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accordance with the results shown in Fig. 9. Consequently, Pavg can be reduced up to two 

orders of magnitude varying the DC from 90 % to 10 % (the lowest Pavg value obtained was 

(9.58 ± 0.02) µW, Fig. 9), without losing any sensing capability. 

 

 

Fig. 9. Average power, Pavg, vs. duty cycle (D) dependence for three sensors with different baseline 

resistance Ro (the value Ro was obtained in steady state conditions, being the sensor in a SA 

atmosphere during two hours). Inset: Pavg dependence with the baseline resistance, Ro. 

 

3.5. Long term stability 

The baseline stability and the sensing response repeatability were analyzed. A CNFs sensor 

was maintained at stable atmosphere of pure SA for 78 hours and at 50 % of RH for 72 h 

(Fig. 10(a)). The resistance sensor signal drifted along the measurement due to variations of 

the ambient temperature. In contrast, the signal  was found to reduce the deviation of the 

sensor signal by a 10 factor for both the SA and with 50 % of RH. A humidity test with RH 

concentrations of 15 %, 50 %, 75 % and again 50 % was repeated during 66 h. The R 

magnitude showed an initial stabilization period of about 15 h. After that, the responses were 

sufficiently stable to discriminate each concentration. In summary, the pulsed self-heating 

methodology presents a highly repeatable behavior without losing sensing capabilities. 
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Fig. 10. (a) Long term stability study for a pulsed self-heated CNFs sensor for 150 h (78 h at pure SA 

atmosphere and 72 hours at 50 % of relative humidity). Resistance and R signal represented with 

same span. (b) Repeatability of the Ro (0 % of RH) and R magnitude to pulses of humidity (25 %, 

50 %, 75 % and 50 % of RH), the gas test sequence was repeated uninterruptedly during 67 hours. 

On the right: Gaussian distributions fitted to the histograms of R measurements at each 

concentration. 
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3.6. NO2 and NH3 pulsed sensing 

Carbon materials, such as CNFs, are also sensitive to other gases such as NO2 and NH3 

[35]. In order to prove that the pulsed self-heated methodology is suitable to sense gases 

other than water vapor, experiments with NO2 and NH3 were conducted at different pulsing 

temperatures (reference temperature at 25 °C and high temperature states at 30 °C, 35 °C, 

45 °C, 70 °C and 80 °C). Fig. 11 shows that the benefits in signal stability are also obtained 

in presence of NO2 and NH3. At low temperature spans, the response to NO2 and NH3 

almost overlap for the extracted R signal. This effect is due to the low difference of 

response to these both gases for the bare CNFs, an issue that can be improved by the 

functionalization of this material [55] or the use of other carbon allotropes such as carbon 

nanotubes [37], graphene [56] or reduced graphene oxide [39]. Despite that, the differences 

in R response to NO2 and NH3 are much larger at higher temperature variation during the 

pulse. Therefore, the use of different pulsing conditions partially modifies the selectivity 

towards different gases, opening the door to further investigations on the role of pulsed self-

heating in gas selective-sensing. 

 

3.7. Implementation in real environments 

The results presented so far relay on the processing of the pulsed resistance values to 

extract the R signal. In this section we show that the R calculation is a very simple 

procedure that could be implemented in an embedded microcontroller, with low computing 

power. 

 

A system to extract the R magnitude should carry out the following tasks: 

 

1. Set the probing voltage to the high temperature operation point. 

2. Wait for a settling time, defined by Td · D, to reach the high temperature state. 

3. Acquire one measurement corresponding to one data point of the lower envelope 

signal (Rh). 

4. Set the probing voltage to the low temperature operation point. 

5. Wait for the setting time, defined by Td × (1 − D), to reach the low temperature state. 

6. Acquire one measurement corresponding to one data point of the upper envelope signal 

(Rl). 

7. Calculate one signal sample as R = Rl – Rh with the last pair of data values acquired. 

8. Repeat from 1. 
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Fig. 11. Resistance signal and R for five tests of 100 ppm of NH3, 50 % of RH and 2.5 ppm of NO2. 

Test temperatures between room temperature (25 °C) and 30 °C, 35 °C, 45 °C, 70 °C and 80 °C. 
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With this algorithm, no filtering is needed to extract the envelopes and no large data buffers 

are required: only the difference between two consecutive data points is calculated. 

 

In order to exemplify the feasibility of implementing such approach in a real-time system, a 

LabVIEW® software was designed to pulse the sensor temperature with the probing voltage 

provided by a source-meter, to acquire the sensor resistance values and to compute the R 

signal. The software also allowed us to change the pulsed conditions (high and low pulsing 

voltage levels, pulse period and pulse duty cycle) in real time during the measurements. 

Fig. 12(a)-(c) shows the effect of the pulse conditions of the real time signal extracted from 

the sensor, which are essentially the same issues discussed in the previous sections. To 

prove the capability of the system to detect ambient gas variations in real time, the sensor 

was kept in an ambient atmosphere and exposed to human breath (Fig. 12(d)), displaying 

fast responses (less than 1 s), full signal recovery and no drift with power consumption of 

less than 1 mW. This easy implementation could be used for breath analysis applications in 

e.g. cancer detection [42–44]. 

 

In summary, the computing power needed to perform the described tasks should be 

compatible with sensor systems operating at low energy, which could be assured because of 

the low power, heater-free, operation of the sensor device. 

 

4. Conclusions 

Pulsed self-heating is a reliable method to extract a highly stable signal only dependent on 

the gas presence. The methodology successfully removes drifts due to the sensor 

instabilities, such as chemical surface modification or structural degradation. The 

methodology reduces the deviation of the sensor signal by a 10 factor for SA and humidity 

atmospheres. 

 

With this approach, it is also possible to reduce the power consumption needs down to a few 

µW, in an extremely simple, and cost effective, heater-free configuration. 

 

The pulsed temperatures, the period of the pulse and the duty cycle of the probing signal 

can be used to modulate the resulting gas sensing response, optimizing response time, 

response magnitude and power consumption respectively. Whether sensing conditions such 

as the pulse period could also provide specificity is still an open question. 
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The presented methodology was used to sense humidity, NO2 and NH3 with carbon based 

sensors (CNFs sensors), suggesting that the same approach could be extended to other 

gases and materials, such as metal oxides. 

 

 

Fig. 12. Test performed with a source-meter unit controlled by a LabVIEW
®
 software. The program 

compute the R with a pair of points, both acquired just before the change of sensor operation point 

and allow in-situ modification of the pulsing conditions to the user. (a) Modification of the high and low 

voltage levels. (b) Modification of the period. (c) Modification of the signal duty cycle. (d) Detection of 

human breath in ambient atmosphere. Resistance signal and the computed R are shown. 
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5.3. UNDERSTANDING EFFICIENT SELF-HEATING EFFECT IN LARGE ARRAYS OF 

CARBON NANOFIBERS 

In the fifth paper presented, Article V: Localized self-heating in large arrays of 1D 

nanostructures, the origin of efficient self-heating effect was studied. In order to bring some 

light to the question, the following studies were performed: 

 

(1) Infrared thermography (IRT) of the CNFs thin film during heater operation compared 

to self-heating operation. 

(2) Raman spectroscopy of the CNFs thin film in similar conditions (heater vs. self-

heating operation). 

(3) Simulation of power dissipation in a resistive network of nanostructured nanowires. 

(4) Temperature profile evaluation of the CNFs film under mechanical modification of 

CNFs arrangement. 

 

IRT and Raman spectroscopy were chosen to evaluate the CNFs thin film temperature. IRT 

technique provides the temperature map of a heated body by measuring the emitted IR 

radiation with resolutions down to a few µm [243]. Raman spectroscopy was used (1) to 

corroborate the findings of IRT and (2) lower the resolution scale of the CNFs film 

temperature profiles under study. A toy model of a resistive network was also used to validate 

the experimental results and understand the dissipated power configuration of the CNFs 

network. Finally, the CNFs film was mechanically modified to identify the role of the 

different films area with its contribution to the temperature profile. 

 

The results show how the heating mainly is produced in the hot-spots, and not uniformly over 

the CNFs film. Therefore, this explains how power consumption of self-heated CNFs films 

can be of the same order of magnitude than that of a single 1D nanostructure. Moreover, it 

was found that the electrical resistance mostly reflects changes in the hot-spots. The observed 

dynamics could also be explained with the same argument. Then, if we take into account a 

thermally modulated process as the interaction of the gas molecules with the CNFs, the 

electrical resistance variations would essentially account for the interactions occurring at the 

hot-spots. Moreover, the fact that a large random network of nanoresistors exhibit hot-spots, 
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as it was also found in the simulations, suggests that this functionality emerges from the self-

organization of the system.  

 

Finally, all suggest that a set of hot-spots is defined for a given nanowire distribution and that 

their temperature can be calibrated and monitored just tracking the macroscopic resistance, 

opening a path to the fabrication of efficient self-heated systems (i.e. gas sensing devices) 

based on random distributions of nanostructures. 

 

The IRT studies were performed in collaboration with the Saarland University under the 

supervision of Dr. Tilman Sauerwald and the help of Mr. Marvin Schmidt, on the Laboratory 

of Measurement Technology leaded by Professor Andreas Schütze. 

 

Note that sections, equations, figure and table labels and figure, table and reference 

numbering in the reproduced research article follow the ones of the published version. 

 

The article has been reproduced from Nanoscale, vol. 8; O. Monereo, S. Illera, A Varea, M 

Schmidt, T Sauerwald, A Schütze, A Cirera, JD Prades, ―Localized self-heating in large 

arrays of 1D nanostructures‖, pp. 5082-5088, 2016; with permission from The Royal Society 

of Chemistry. 
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ABSTRACT 

One dimensional (1D) nanostructures offer a promising path towards highly efficient heating 

and temperature control in integrated microsystems. The so called self-heating effect can be 

used to modulate the response of solid state gas sensor devices. In this work, efficient self-

heating was found to occur at random networks of nanostructured systems with similar 

power requirements to highly ordered systems (e.g. individual nanowires, where their 

thermal efficiency was attributed to the small dimensions of the objects). Infrared 

thermography and Raman spectroscopy were used to map the temperature profiles of films 

based on random arrangements of carbon nanofibers during self-heating. Both the 

techniques demonstrate consistently that heating concentrates in small regions, the here-

called ―hot-spots‖. On correlating dynamic temperature mapping with electrical 

measurements, we also observed that these minute hot-spots rule the resistance values 

observed macroscopically. A physical model of a random network of 1D resistors helped us 

to explain this observation. The model shows that, for a given random arrangement of 1D 

nanowires, current spreading through the network ends up defining a set of spots that 

dominate both the electrical resistance and power dissipation. Such highly localized heating 

explains the high power savings observed in larger nanostructured systems. This 

understanding opens a path to design highly efficient self-heating systems, based on 

random or pseudo-random distributions of 1D nanostructures. 

 

 

 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/C5NR07158E
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Introduction 

Electrical measurements in nanostructures can produce remarkable heating effects, even 

with very low probing signals.1–6 This so-called self-heating effect was first regarded as an 

experimental problem in electronic devices based on nanowires that should be prevented in 

all circumstances.7–13 Later, advancements in low power instrumentation14 showed that it 

was possible to control the self-heating level to the point that it could be used to set the 

temperature at the nanoscale, without additional heating components.15,16 In fields requiring 

temperature control, such as solid state gas sensing, integrating both heating and sensing 

functionalities in the nanowire itself was a remarkable advantage.17 More importantly, studies 

revealed that the self-heating effects in individual nanowires could be used to lower the 

power consumption figures more than 1000 times compared to state-of-the art 

microdevices,15 due to the small dimensions of the nanowires. As a matter of fact, reports 

demonstrated that operation temperatures of more than 200 °C with less than 20 μW were 

atreach.15 Moreover, the time needed to thermalize such small masses was explicitly fast, in 

the range of milliseconds.18 These timings were comparable to the residence time of many 

molecules on the top of solid surfaces, opening the door to track their interactions and detect 

them with high specificity.19 

 

However, all these findings relied on the electrical access to individual nanowires. In spite of 

the advances of the last years, the fabrication of such devices is still a complex, hardly 

reproducible process.20 Novel methods of top-down nanostructuring with higher yield have 

been reported,21 however still major difficulties in terms of nanowire size and thermal 

isolation have to be resolved. This is the reason why this promising approach has just 

remained as an object of research, with limited applicability.22 

 

In the last year, studies based on the arrays of 1D nanostructures (e.g. nanowires,23 

nanotubes24 and nanofibers25) showed that the requirement of individual nanowires was a 

misconception. In fact, randomly deposited nanofibers exhibit self-heating effects with 

performance figures for power dissipation and thermalization time comparable to those of 

individual nanowires.22 For example, operation temperatures of 150 °C with less than 50 μW 

and thermalization times of less than 50 ms were reported26 in carbon nanofibers (CNFs) 

deposited on the top of macroscopic interdigitated electrodes (IDE) by techniques as simple 

as drop casting. Similar results were reported for nearly-random ensembles of metal oxide 

nanowires connected by means of dielectrophoresis.23 These figures are close to the figures 

previously achieved with single nanowire sensors, temperatures of 200 °C were reached 
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with thermalization times below 10 ms and power consumption lower than 30 μW.18 Despite 

the fact that single 1D nanostructures may present better characteristics, the simple 

techniques required to fabricate non single nanowire sensors facilitate dramatically the 

applicability of the self-heating effects, reviving again the interest in this approach. 

 

This context raises a fundamental question on the origin of the high power efficiency of the 

self-heating effects. Earlier studies with individual nanowires proposed that the minute 

dimensions of the structures lead to remarkably high Joule dissipated power densities in the 

nanostructure, even at very low current/voltage levels. Also, the less contact with the 

surroundings minimized thermal losses, providing the high thermal efficiency observed.15,17 

These arguments justified the need for individual nanostructures, and suggested that such 

effects were just unfeasible in large arrangements of nanowires.27 However, as previously 

stated, recent experiments show that this is not the case: efficient self-heating can also be 

achieved in random arrangements of multiple 1D nanostructures.23,25 This work aims to shed 

some light on the issue, identifying a broad, general cause for efficient self-heating in 

nanostructured systems. 

 

Results and discussion 

 

Temperature mapping 

 

Infrared thermography 

To start, the self-heating occurring in films of CNFs28 was examined by infrared 

thermography at high spatial resolution.29,30 The CNFs were deposited on the top of a pair of 

Pt electrodes. The devices also contained a calibrated heater element for comparison 

purposes. Before imaging, the temperature reached in self-heating operation was calibrated 

by monitoring the CNFs film resistance and comparing the values obtained with the heater 

with those obtained by self-heating. Using this standard procedure,20,25,31–34 the nominal self-

heating temperature was that of the heater at an equivalent resistance drop. 

 

Fig. 1a shows the thermal images of the CNFs film at 100 °C reached with self-heating and a 

heater. Clearly, the self-heating thermal pattern (left picture) is much more inhomogeneous 

than that observed in the case of the heater (right picture) (see also the histogram in Fig. 

1b). These thermal images clearly suggest that the self-heating is mostly localized in a few 

―hot spots‖ that reach temperatures remarkably higher than the film average temperature. 
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Raman spectroscopy 

To confirm this observation and to discard any possible artifact due to the differences in 

infrared emissivity of the different sample regions, temperature distributions in self-heating 

operation were also measured by in situ spatial Raman mapping of the displacement in the 

G band of carbonaceous materials.35–37 Fig. 1c shows an example of such Raman maps 

under different conditions of self-heating, together with temperature distribution histograms. 

The results are fully equivalent to those observed by direct thermal microscopy: the 

temperature distribution by self-heating is highly inhomogeneous and characterized by a few 

spots at remarkably higher temperatures, supporting the idea that self-heating concentrates 

in hot spots. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Thermographic image of a CNFs film heated up to a nominal temperature of 100 °C by means 

of self-heating (left image) and by an external heater (right image). (b) Histograms of temperature 

distributions extracted from (a). (c) Raman mapping of the temperature distribution in a CNFs region 

self-heated at three different nominal temperatures. The left panels show the histograms of the 

temperature distribution extracted from the corresponding maps (right panels). 

 

In order to understand the origin of the hot-spots, the temperature and the electrical 

resistance of the CNFs film were monitored, subjecting the sample to two equivalent heat 

pulses, first with the heater and then by self-heating. Fig. 2 shows the record of the 

maximum, average and minimum temperatures of the thermographic images of the CNFs 

film, synchronized with the electrical resistance measurements. The electrical recording 

during the heater-driven pulse is smooth and comparable to the average temperature 

evolution. In contrast, the electrical recording by self-heating exhibits a sudden change in the 

thermalization times less than 2.5 ms (process A) followed by a slower stabilization process 

that extends for a few seconds (process B). Interestingly, the maximum temperature values 
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in self-heating thermal mapping (by definition, the hot-spot) show exactly the same dynamic 

behavior (see Fig. 2a vs. Fig. 2b). This strongly suggests that the sudden resistance 

changes (i.e. process A) are somehow related to the existence of hot-spots. The first 

process is covering a large portion of the total thermal emission (in the given example 2/3 of 

the mean temperature change; see mean temperature signal in Fig. 2a during self-heating 

warm up). 

 

 

Fig. 2. (a) Maximum, average and minimum temperatures of a CNFs film and its corresponding (b) 

resistance value measured along a heating sequence consisting of five steps: room temperature (RT, 

25 °C), 100 °C driven by heater, RT again, 100 °C driven by self-heating (self-heating nominal 

temperature, taking the resistance signal as in ref. 34) and RT again. 

 

In a network of randomly oriented 1D nanostructures, the intrinsic dispersion of the nanowire 

properties (e.g. electrical and geometrical), and the specific connections established among 

them (e.g. in number and topology, but also in contact resistance) will certainly determine 

the current paths through the network, and thus, the electrical power dissipated at each 

point. However, due to the branched topology of the structure, predicting which element 

concentrates most of the power, and thus becomes a hot-spot, is far from being evident. For 

example, in a simple case of only two resistors in parallel, most of the power would be 

dissipated in the less resistive one (since, for the same voltage drop, most of the current will 

flow through that branch). In contrast, in the case of only two resistors in series, most of the 
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power would be dissipated in the most resistive one (since, for one single current path, the 

largest voltage drop will develop across the biggest resistance). 

 

Resistor Network Model  

In order to clarify this situation in an arbitrarily complex network, a toy model for a random 

network of 1D nanostructures was built based on the following assumptions. (i) The network 

is composed of wire segments distributed between the two electrodes. These segments are 

randomly placed. Connection nodes appear when two or more wires cross at the same 

point. Wire segments only connected at one end do not contribute to the electron transport, 

and are thus not included in the model. All this defines multiple current paths running from 

one electrode to the other. (ii) The wires are homogeneous nanostructures, i.e. their 

respective resistance is directly proportional to their length. The temperature dependence is 

also included being the ith wire resistance: 
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       (1) 

 

where ρ is the material resistivity, Li is the wire length and S the section (uniform thickness 

for all wires is assumed). The term RCN (Ti) includes linear temperature dependence. 

 

This approximation assumes a slowly varying semiconductor resistance for a small 

temperature range, it does not compromise the generality of the model, and it is valid for the 

materials used in our experiments.22,38 None other singularities (such as surface or structural 

defects) were taken into account. 

 

The temperature at each wire segment is assumed to be uniform; thus, it is characterized by 

one single Ti value per segment. (iii) The wire-to-wire contacts (i.e. at the connection nodes) 

are assumed to be proportional to the average resistance of the wires connecting at this 

node, being the contact resistance for the jth node: 

 

  , /j j

C R W i i jR R l T N    (2) 

 

where Nj is the number of wires connected at the jth point and αR is a constant. This 

approximation accounts for the variability among the contacts expected in connections built 

by the ―soft‖ contact between the wires. The αR factor scales the contact resistance value 

with respect to the wire resistance value, and can be used as the weighing factor to directly 

compare the influence of wires and contacts. 
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To sum up, the total resistance includes contributions from the wire segments (Rj
W) and from 

the wire-to-wire contacts (Rj
C) in random combinations of series and parallel arrangements, 

which fully mimic the topology of a random array of nanowires lying between a pair of 

electrodes. Kirchhoff‘s laws allowed us to determine the current Ik flowing through each wire 

segment and crossing each contact resistance under an external voltage V applied across 

the electrodes. The electrical power dissipated in each kth element (either wire or contact) 

can be simply calculated as Pk = Ik
2
·Rk. In order to account for the heat produced, a first 

order system description is used. Thus, a lineal relationship between the dissipated power 

and the temperature increment is assumed to be ΔTk = θ·Pk, where θ is the thermal 

resistance and ΔTk is the temperature increment.10 This approximation would correspond to 

the steady solution of a system including heat dissipation and thermal losses (i.e. by 

conduction, convection, radiation). Since the resistance at each circuit element depends on 

its temperature, the resistance was updated to account for the heating effects. 

 

Fig. 3 shows a summary of the results obtained assuming geometrical and electrical 

conditions comparable to the experiments carried out later (resistivity39 of 1.4 × 10−3 Ω cm, 

wire to wire length up to 20 μm, electrode distance of 40 μm, having approximately 1.2 × 

10−2 wires per μm2, and bias voltage of 2 V). Fig. 3a shows the plot of the power dissipated 

Pk in each wire and contact, as a function of their corresponding resistance value Rk, for two 

different αR values. As expected by construction, the contact resistances increase with αR, 

whereas the wire resistances remain constant. Generally speaking, simulations show that 

the most dissipative elements (i.e. the elements that could possibly reach the highest 

temperatures) are the most resistive elements. Equivalently, for each αR value, most of the 

power is dissipated in the most resistive elements: wires for low αR and contacts for high αR.  

 

Temperature maps of Fig. 3b–c provide a visual evidence of the same effect: the most 

resistive elements (wires for low αR, Fig. 3b, and contacts for high αR, Fig. 3c) dissipated 

most of the power and are thus more likely to reach higher temperatures. Temperature maps 

also show that this conclusion is true only if the element is properly connected to both 

electrodes (see blue spots in Fig. 3b–c where no dissipation occurs). In conclusion, in 

random networks of resistors (i) most of the heat dissipation concentrates in the most 

resistive elements (ii) provided that they are properly connected. If the network is large 

enough and built in a truly random manner, there will easily be highly resistive elements 

appropriately connected, and accountable for most of the heat dissipation. All this implies 
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that self-heating in random networks concentrates in some specific points, the previously 

observed hot-spots, which could possibly correspond to the most resistive regions. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Simulations of power dissipation in a random network of resistors. (a) Dissipated power in each 

element of the system (circles and triangles for contact and wires, respectively) as a function of its 

resistance for two different values of the scaling parameter αR. When the scaling parameter increases, 

the power is mainly dissipated in the contacts since they become the most resistive elements. (b-c) 

Power dissipation map sketching contact nodes as circles and wire segments as lines. Bias voltage 

was applied from the left to the right edge. The color code corresponds to the power dissipated (i.e. 

temperature increment) at each element. Each simulation corresponds to a different αR value. (d) 

Change in the equivalent network resistance Req. as a function of the power Pk dissipated in each 

resistor Rk for different resistor variations ΔRk. 

 

This toy model could also serve to understand the relationship between the temperature 

evolution observed in the hotspots and the macroscopic measurements of the electrical 

resistance. Fig. 3d shows the influence of each one of the resistors in the network on the 

total equivalent resistance value (this is the value measured experimentally). To this end 

each resistor value Rk was varied, independently, by the same percent ΔRk, and the 
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resulting equivalent resistance of the network Req. was then recalculated. The data were 

plotted versus the power dissipated Pk in the resistor being varied in each case. In a general 

trend, it is clear that the resistors dissipating most of the power have the largest impact on 

the total equivalent resistance since, by construction, the system can be described as 

branches of serial resistances placed in a parallel arrangement. In other words, the hot-spots 

seem to be accountable for most of the variations in the measured resistance. In more 

advanced studies, it would be of much interest to introduce singularities in the model, which 

could also contribute to the emergence of localized hot-spots. 

 

Localized film modification  

To support this conclusion, the CNFs film was selectively damaged, to identify the role of the 

different temperature regions on the overall resistance. Fig. 4a shows the record of the 

resistance of a CNFs film and the temperature evolution at a selected hot-spot (ψ region, 

see Fig. 4b) during three self-heating pulses on (I) the original film; (II) after mechanically 

scratching a cold region (κ, see Fig. 4b) and (III) after scratching the hot-spot ψ. Comparing 

(I) and (II), before and after modifying a cold region, the observed change on the resistance 

values and on the temperature profile are very small. Also, the temperature at the hot-spot ψ 

shows essentially the same transient behavior: a fast process A followed by a slower 

process B, which was characteristic of a hot-spot. In contrast, at (III) (i.e., after destroying a 

hot-spot) the resistance value changed dramatically and the thermalization only displayed 

the slower trend (process B). 

 

Functional effects of localized self-heating 

These results are consistent with the behavior predicted by the model, proving that the 

resistance measurements are extremely sensitive to the hot-spot properties. Therefore, self-

heating calibration methods based on monitoring the electrical resistance value are mainly 

calibrating the hot-spots, and not the mean film temperature, as assumed in previous 

studies.22,26,34 Conversely, this also means that the electrical resistance mostly reflects 

changes in the hot-spots. For example, in the case of interactions with gases, which are 

thermally activated processes used in gas sensing, the electrical resistance variations would 

essentially account for the interactions occurring at the hot-spots. Equally, this 

understanding can help to prevent the interference of local heating in quantum transport 

experiments in highly confined materials. Concerning power consumption, the fact that the 

heating effect (and their electrical consequences) concentrate in specific (small) regions, 

explains why self-heating in films of nanowires is comparable in efficiency to self-heating in 

individual nanowires. The same argument applies for the comparable response dynamics 
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recently observed. Finally, the fact that a large random network of nanoresistors exhibit hot-

spots, mainly corresponding to high resistance regions with proper connectivity, suggests 

that this functionality emerges from the self-organization of the system. For a given nanowire 

distribution, a set of hot-spots is defined, and their temperature can be calibrated and 

monitored just by tracking the macroscopic resistance. 

 

 

Fig. 4. (a) Electrical resistance of the CNFs film and temperature at region ψ (see images in (b)) 

recorded during three self-heating processes. Along the experiments, the CNFs film was mechanically 

scratched: first the region κ (an area without hot-spots) and then, the region ψ (an area with hotspots). 

(b) Thermographic images acquired at the steady state of each one of the three self-heating pulses. 

 

Conclusions 

Temperature distribution in a self-heated random network on nanostructures in self-heating 

operation is highly inhomogeneous and heat concentrates in certain hot-spots. Such highly 

localized heating could explain the high power efficiencies observed in relatively large 

systems, provided that they are not compact and homogeneous but formed by a fine mesh 

of e.g. 1D nanostructures. This understanding opens a path to design highly efficient self-

heating systems, based on random or pseudo-random distributions of 1D nanowires. 
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Supplementary Information 

 

Sample Preparation 

Sensor platforms formed by interdigitated Pt electrodes over a ceramic substrate fabricated 

by Francisco Albero S.A.1 were used.2 The sensor platform included an embedded 

thermoresistance and a heater. Commercially available carbon nanofibers (CNFs), 

synthesized by means of CVD floating technique by Grupo Antolín S.A.,3 were used. The 

fibers presented diameters ranging from 30 to 80 nm and lengths up to several mm. 

Additional details of this material can be found elsewhere.4 CNFs were dispersed in 2-

propanol at a concentration of 1 mg/ml. Then, the dispersion was drop-casted over the Pt 

electrodes. In Figure S.1 is shown an image of the film over the electrodes and a single CNF 

at different scales.  

 

 

FIG. S.1. (a) Optical image of the carbon nanofibers (CNFs) film over the Pt electrodes. (b) 

Transmission electron microscope image of a single CNF and (c) transmission electron microscope 

image of a CNF at high resolution. 

 

Electrical and thermographic measurements: experimental details 

A two channel sourcemeter Keithley® Series 2602 SourceMeter was used for all electrical 

measurements, including heater powering and self-heating driving. 

 

A thermographic camera ImageIR® 9300 was used for thermographic measurements. 
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Raman measurements: experimental details 

For the Raman analyses, CNFs were deposited across the Pt electrodes forming one single 

conduction path, in order to guarantee that all the current flows through the observed region 

(Figure S.2). 

 

Before the Raman measurements, the CNFs were annealed at 230 ºC in nitrogen for 15 

minutes using the heater embedded in the substrate and a gas tight chamber. The same 

chamber was equipped with an optical window. The nitrogen atmosphere was maintained 

with a flow rate of 200 ml/min during the Raman measurements to prevent any G band 

displacement due to gas molecules interaction (e.g. oxidizing species). After the first 

annealing process, the electrical film resistance decreased from (8.73 ± 0.01) kΩ to (8.12 ± 

0.01) kΩ. Subsequent annealing processes in nitrogen lead to no significant change in the 

electrical resistance.  

 

 

FIG. S.2. Optical image of the region analyzed by Raman spectroscopy. Pixel size are 5 and 3 μm for 

x and y spacing respectively. 

 

Spatial Raman mappings were carried out using a Jovin Yvon HR800 LabRam. The laser 

excitation wavelength was set at 532 nm and a 50X long-working-distance objective was 

used. Laser power was set to 0.6 mW in all measurements in order to prevent laser-induced 
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heating. The analyzed area was 30 x 50 μm2 (see Figure S.2) and the corresponding pixel 

size was 3 μm by 5 μm in the x and y directions respectively. Each spectrum analyzed was 

the average of 5 different spectra acquired along 8 seconds. The baseline subtraction over 

the corresponding spectral range (1100 – 1800 cm-1) and the G band position determination 

(1550 - 1600 cm-1) for each pixel was extracted by MatLab® software following the procedure 

described elsewhere. 5 

 

The G band displacement due to temperature variations was calibrated for each analyzed 

pixel. For this, a first series of Raman mappings were acquired at room temperature and by 

applying different potentials (from 0.3 to 1.2 V with a potential step of 0.3 V) in heater 

operation mode. The heater operation assures a constant temperature for the entire sample, 

and a linear dependence between Δω and T can be obtained for each pixel. To draw the 

temperature mappings distribution for self-heating process, a second series of Raman 

mappings were acquired. Different applied potentials (0, 3.2, 5.2, 6.2 and 8.2 V) were 

applied in self-heating operation. Then, the G band position displacement can be related 

with the local temperature value of each pixel by using the previously obtained calibration. 

 

Electrical simulations 

The electrical model is grounded on decomposing the wires in two different kinds of 

resistance contributions: contact and wire. Thus, the total resistance of the wire network 

includes contributions from the wire segments ( i

WR ) and from the wire-to-wire contacts ( j

CR  ) 

in random combinations of series and parallel arrangements. Figure S.3(a) shows the 

electrical scheme of two example situations: one single wire connecting the two electrodes 

and two wires creating a contact node. The decomposition of the system in the different 

resistance elements is also shown. In real simulations, larger wire networks (more than 100 

wires), such as the one shown in Fig. S.3(b) were used.  

 

The simulations were performed under an external bias voltage V = 2 V. The distance 

between both electrodes was 40 µm and a uniform wire length of 20 µm was considered. 

The total equivalent circuit resistance and the total dissipated power are shown in Fig. S.4 

for different R values.  When aR increases, the equivalent resistance also increases and the 

dissipated power decreases. 
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FIGURE S.3. (a) Basic electrical scheme of the system under consideration. The two electrodes (red 

squares) are bridged by three wires (dashed black boxes) randomly distributed. The wires are 

decomposed in three parts: two point contact resistances Rc at the ends, and a wire segment 

resistance Rw. In this example, there are two wires connected between them creating a point contact 

node (dashed green circle). (b) Scheme of the simulated resistance network: the wires (black lines) 

are connected between them forming contact nodes (green circles) and to both electrodes (red 

blocks). 

 

 

FIGURE S.4. Total equivalent resistance Req and the total power Ptotal for different scale parameters. 
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5.4. APPLICATION OF SELF-HEATING TO OTHER MATERIALS 

In previous papers presented in this thesis (Articles III, IV and V) are demonstrated that 

efficient self-heating effect could also occur in large arrangements of CNFs nanostructures. 

Moreover, it was suggested that efficient self-heating effect should also occur in other 

nanostructured materials. In order to prove this statement, self-heating effect was also studied 

in carbon nanotubes (CNTs), reduced graphene oxide (rGO) and MOXs sensors.  

 

5.4.1. Other self-heated carbon based sensors (CNTs and rGO) 

As in the case of CNFs sensors devices presented in section 5.3, CNTs and rGO were 

dispersed in 2-propanol and then drop-casted over Pt IDEs, which also included an embedded 

heater. Then, calibration processes consisting in operating the sensor with the embedded 

heater at temperatures from RT to high temperature (200 °C for the CNTs sensor and 150 °C 

for the rGO sensor) followed by the sensor operation by self-heating with a variation of the 

probing voltage (from 0.1 V to 5.5 V for the CNTs sensors and from 0.1 V to 0.9 V for the 

rGO sensors) were performed. An example of these calibrations is shown in Figure 33. 

 

 

Figure 33. Transient resistance signal, self-heating voltage and heater temperature of a (a) CNTs and 

(b) rGO sensor during three heater/self-heating operation cycles. 
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The comparison of the resistance levels between the heater and self-heating operation 

allowed again the correlation of the temperature of the sensor when this is operated by the 

heater with the self-heating probing magnitude (that is the voltage in the case of Figure 33). 

The calibration curve for the three calibration cycles is shown for both CNTs and rGO sensor 

in Figure 34.  

 

Figure 34. Temperature versus self-heating voltage obtained with three calibrations of heater/self-

heating operation cycles for the (a) CNTs and (b) rGO sensor. 
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As in the case of the CNFs presented in the section 5.1, the power used during self-heating 

operation was reduced several orders of magnitude, from hundreds of mW to 1 mW in the 

case of rGO and to 1 W in the case of CNTs (see Figure 35).  

 

Figure 35. Power consumption vs. temperature dependence during self-heating operation for the 

CNTs and rGO sensors, 3 repetitions of the same calibration are shown for each sensor. The power 

consumption of the embedded ceramic heater used for calibration purposes is also shown. 

 

Nevertheless, the results presented in Figure 35 should not be considered as a demonstration 

than self-heating operation is much more efficient than in CNFs than in rGO, as the baseline 

resistances of both samples were different (~ 35 kfor the CNTs sensor and ~ 5 k for 

rGO). In fact, the value of baseline resistance of the sensor seems to be critical to optimize 

the power efficiency. Anyway, both nanostructures fulfill the requirement of low thermal 

mass and random localization of nanostructures which facilitates the formation of hot-spots. 
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As efficient self-heating operation was found feasible with CNFs and rGO, further gas 

sensing studies were carried out. The rGO sensor was tested with different concentrations of 

relative humidity in in self-heating continuous mode (see Figure 36).  

 

 

Figure 36. Resistance signal of a rGO sensor operated by heater and self-heating at different constant 

temperatures (40 °C, 55 °C and 72 °C) of operation during a relative humidity test. 

 

In addition, both sensors were pulsed between two temperature states by means of the self-

heating effect and tested with a pseudo-random sequence of relative humidity concentrations, 

all results were similar to the ones observed with the CNFs sensors (see Figure 38 for the 

CNTs sensor and for the rGO sensor). Therefore, the self-heating operation and methodology 
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implemented with the CNFs sensors was found to be transferable to other carbon based 

nanostructures (i.e. CNTs and rGO), achieving power savings about several orders of 

magnitude compared to the heater (from 10
-2

 to 10
-4

).  

 

Figure 37. (a) Pulsed CNTs sensor between 25 °C and 55 °C by means of self-heating with a pulse 

period of 2 minutes. Signal envelopes corresponding to a high and low sensor operation state are 

plotted. In the upper-right inset: detail of the transient CNTs resistance signal and envelopes. (b) 

Difference of the extracted envelopes. 
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Figure 38. (a) Pulsed rGO sensor between 25 °C and 80 °C by means of self-heating with a pulse 

period of 2 minutes. Signal envelopes corresponding to a high and low sensor operation state are 

plotted. In the upper-right inset: detail of the transient rGOs resistance signal and envelopes. (b) 

Difference of the extracted envelopes. 
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The gas sensor response obtained for the CNFs, CNTs and rGO devices is shown in Figure 

39, where the average of the response for all the measures is plotted. Despite the fact that the 

sensors had different resistance baseline, all sensors present a similar behavior with relative 

humidity. The non-linear behavior, as explained in section 5.1, could be attributed to a partial 

wetting of the sensor surface [244]. 

 

 

Figure 39. Response dependence with relative humidity concentration for the CNFs, CNTs and rGO 

gas sensors. The plotted data is the average of the experiments performed in pulsed mode for each 

material. 

 

5.4.2. Self-heated metal oxides (MOXs) sensors 

As it has been stated before (see section 5.3), efficient self-heating effect was already proven 

to occur in highly ordered MOX systems [5,245]. Nevertheless, the capability to use the self-

heating effect in random large arrays of nanostructured MOXs will be of much interest from 
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the point of view of reducing the device fabrication budget (compatibility with low cost and 

scalable fabrication techniques such as drop-casting) and the device energy consumption.  

 

In this dissertation, self-heated large arrays of random networks of MOXs nanostructures are 

not analyzed in detail. Nevertheless, an example of the applicability of the technique is 

shown. Self-heating calibrations of a ZnO sensor (drop-casted commercially available 

nanowires (300 nm of diameter per 4-5 µm of longitude, from Sigma-Aldrich Co.) over the Pt 

IDEs) are shown in Figure 40. In comparison with the behavior of the CNFs, the calibrations 

present a non-linear behavior at the temperatures where chemisorbed oxygen begins to 

dissociate (around 250 °C).  

 

 

Figure 40. (a) Temperature vs voltage and (b) power versus temperature calibrations obtained for a 

ZnO sensor device. 

 

In Figure 41 there is displayed a relative humidity test of another ZnO sensor. The results 

show a modulation of the sensing response towards humidity when the sensor is measured 

with different probing voltages (0.1, 2.5, 5.0 and 10.0 V). However, the non-linear behavior 

of ZnO complicated to establish a nominal temperature for self-heating operation. 

 

In this case, this opens an area of research of great interest concerning the use of the most 

extended conductometric gas sensor (i.e. MOXs solid state devices [2]) with the increasing 

interest for more efficient electronic systems and devices.  
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Figure 41. Transient resistance signal for a ZnO sensor during a relative humidity gas test for 10.0, 

5.0, 2.5, and 0.1 V of self-heating voltage. 
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6. ULTRAVIOLET (UV) AND VISIBLE LIGHT MODULATION OF 

CARBON NANOFIBER SENSORS 

 

 

The use of illumination to activate or modulate the sensor response has been studied as an 

alternative to the use of heater devices. In order to follow the same trend, the CNFs gas 

sensing response was modulated with UV light (LC8 UV lamp from Hamamatsu Photonics 

K. K.) and visible light (commercial LED centered in 460 nm from Kingbright Elec. Co. Ltd. 

with reference KA-8070QB10Z1S). As in the case of the self-heating methodology, the 

continuous and pulsed operation was studied. 

 

6.1. CONTINUOUS OPERATION 

First, a CNFs sensor was exposed to two pulses of 500 ppm of NH3 and 5 ppm of NO2. After 

each gas exposure, the sensor was illuminated with UV in order to demonstrate that UV light 

improves desorption rate and it is capable to stabilize the sensor signal (see Figure 42).  

 

Figure 42. Normalized response of a CNFs sensor during the exposure of two pulses of 500 ppm of 

NH3 and two pulses of 5 ppm of NO2. After each gas pulse, the sensor was illuminated with UV 

radiation (50 % of normalized power lamp at 5 cm distance).   
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Then, the CNFs sensing response to NH3 under UV illumination was compared to room 

temperature conditions (see Figure 43).   

 

Figure 43. CNFs gas sensing response to two pulses of 500 ppm of NH3 at room temperature and 

under UV illumination.   

 

The UV illumination stabilized the sensor signal, following the same trend than the use of 

moderate temperature. Absolute sensing response was lowered, probably due to a decrease of 

adsorption rate and an increase of desorption rate. However, it remains unclear whether these 

modifications are due to two different mechanisms: (1) to the increase of charge carriers 

created during light adsorption [162,163] or due (2) to the increase of the active material 

temperature by means of the illumination. 

 

Similar tests were performed with a blue LED in order to check the use of visible light with 

CNFs (see Figure 44). In this case, recovery was less than the one obtained with UV 

illumination. 

 

Therefore, it was shown that UV and visible light illumination serves to modulate the sensor 

response and could be an alternative to the use of temperature in carbon based sensors.  
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Figure 44. (a) Transient resistance signal of a CNFs sensor exposed to visible light exposure (LED 

centered at  = 460 nm), steps sequence of LED driven current is shown. (b) CNFs sensor response to 

a gas pulse of 500 ppm of NH3 at room temperature conditions and under LED illumination ( = 460 

nm). 
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6.2. PULSED OPERATION 

Once the modulation by illumination on continuous sensing operation was confirmed (see 

section 6.1), the sensor was pulsed following the same strategy than in the case of continuous 

vs. pulsed self-heating modulation. The R extracted also serves to distinguish the NH3 and 

NO2 gases (see Figure 45) and also different concentration of these gases (see Figure 46) as 

in the case of self-heated pulsed operation of the sensor. 

 

 

Figure 45. Transient resistance signal of a CNFs gas sensor pulsed with UV illumination (50 % of 

normalized power lamp at 5 cm distance with a period of 120 seconds) exposed to two pulses of 500 

ppm of NH3 and two pulses of 5 ppm of NO2 Extracted upper and lower envelopes are also 

represented. Signal R extracted from the subtraction of both envelopes is plotted. 
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As in the case of pulsed self-heating modulation, the R signal presents an enhancement in 

the signal stability and an improvement in the transient characteristics (response and recovery 

times of minutes or hours at room temperature operation versus a few minutes or less with the 

pulsed UV operation). 

 

Figure 46. Transient resistance signal of a CNFs gas sensor pulsed with UV illumination (50 % of 

normalized power lamp at 5 cm distance with a period of 120 seconds) exposed to different (a) NH3 

gas concentrations (30, 65, 125, 250 and 500 ppm) and different (b) NO2 gas concentrations (0.313, 

0.625, 1.25, 2.5 and 5 ppm), all the gas were diluted in SA atmospheres. Extracted upper and lower 

envelopes are also represented. Signal R extracted from the subtraction of both envelopes is plotted. 

 

The explanation for the better sensing characteristics obtained with pulsed illumination 

modulation is similar to the same arguments given for the improvement with pulsed self-

heating modulation: (1) both sensing states (with and without illumination) present similar 

chemical modifications which effect to the signal drift and stability and (2) there is a 

difference in the gas response magnitude due to illumination. Therefore, subtracting the 

envelopes serves to decorrelate the signal drift and improve stability and obtain a signal also 

proportional to gas concentration.  
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Concerning the power consumption used in the illumination experiments, it was order of 

magnitudes higher than self-heating as the UV lamp require of 280 W in order to operate and 

the LEDs used power up to 1 W. Nevertheless, this approach should not be directly rejected, 

as the improvement on LED technology and the use of new state of the art LEDs [246] could 

be competitive with other sensing modulation approach or additionally could be used in 

environments where the use of temperature is not recommended [4]. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 

 

The main conclusions of this thesis are presented in this section. General and specific 

conclusions are included. The former are referred to the overall vision of the work performed 

on this dissertation and the latter are referred to detailed conclusions for each subject treated 

on the dissertation. 

 

7.1. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

(1) Carbon nanofibers, as other carbon based sensing materials, present gas adsorption 

and charge transfer at room temperature. At higher temperatures, sensing response 

towards O2, NO2, NH3 and H2O is modified. First lowering the response in low 

temperature regimes (T < 150 °C) and after increasing the response due to the 

activation oxygen chemisorption (150 °C < T < 300 °C). In ranges of higher 

temperatures (T > 300 °C), carbon gasification destroys the material due to 

combustion processes occurring on the nanofiber surface. 

 

(2) Carbon nanofibers, and even large arrangements of them, present efficient self-heating 

effect; suitable for gas sensing operation modulation with temperature. Self-heated 

sensing operation can be successfully used in other carbon based materials such 

carbon nanotubes and reduced graphene oxide and also in nanostructured metal oxide 

gas sensors. Moreover, continuous and pulsed self-heating operation could reduce the 

sensor power consumption down to the order of magnitude of tens of µW. 

 

(3) The gas sensing characteristics of carbon nanofibers are affected by ultraviolet and 

visible illumination and serve as alternative to the temperature modulation techniques. 
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7.2. SPECIFIC CONCLUSIONS 

Gas sensing characterization of carbon nanofibers 

 

(1) The feasibility to fabricate low cost gas sensors with carbon nanofibers was 

demonstrated. Moreover, carbon nanofibers present multifunctional sensing 

capabilities between different stimuli: gas, UV illumination or visible light and 

mechanical deformation.  

 

(2) O2 is sensed from 150 °C to 300 °C due to the dissociation of the chemisorbed oxygen 

on the CNF surface following the behavior of a Langmuir adsorption model. H2O, 

NO2 and NH3 are sensed at temperatures below 150 °C in the case of H2O and below 

200 °C in the case of NO2 and NH3. For these ranges of temperature and gases, gas 

response decreases with increasing operation temperature. At temperatures higher 

than 300 °C, the process of carbon gasification damages irreversibly the sensor 

device.  

 

(3) H2O, NO2 and NH3 present signal drift due to permanent molecule adsorption which 

could be partially reduced by operating the sensor at moderate temperature (50 °C – 

150 °C).  

 

Self-heated carbon nanofibers sensors 

 

(1) Self-heating effect occurs in films made of randomly oriented nanostructures. In the 

case of the carbon nanofibers, gas sensors can be linearly calibrated (nominal 

temperature versus probing magnitude) for self-heating operation. Self-heating 

operation made possible reaching nominal temperatures up to 225 °C with power 

consumptions in the range of ~ 10 mW, similar to the ones of an standard heater. For 

low temperature applications (< 100 °C), power consumption can reach values down 

the order of µW. 
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(2) Pulsed self-heating is a reliable method to extract a highly stable signal only 

dependent on the gas presence. The methodology removes drifts and sensor 

instabilities such as chemical surface modification or structural degradation. This 

mode of operation further reduces the power consumption requirements in 

comparison to the continuous self-heating operation, in an extremely simple, cost 

effective and heater-free configuration. The properties of the pulse (operation 

temperatures, period, duty cycle) modulates gas sensing response, response and 

recovery time and power consumption.   

 

(3) Temperature distribution in self-heated random networks on nanostructures in self-

heating operation is highly inhomogeneous and heat concentrates in hot-spots. The 

localized heating explains the high power efficiencies observed in relatively large 

systems.  

 

(4) The hot-spots are the areas of the nanostructured film presenting higher resistance, 

implying higher local temperature variation and therefore the spots that became more 

sensitive to the difference on the ratio of the adsorption/desorption processes 

occurring along the nanostructured film. 

 

UV and visible light of modulation of carbon nanofibers sensors 

 

(1) Carbon nanofibers exposure to UV light serves to enhance gas desorption. In addition, 

UV and visible illumination modulates the gas sensing response of the sensors. 

Illumination in pulsed operation mode improves signal stability and response and 

recovery times, as in the case of pulsed self-heating operation. 
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Appendix A. Discussion about adsorption isotherms 

It has been reported that conductometric gas sensors can present different types of adsorption 

isotherms [142,144,150,247,248]. Nevertheless, conductometric gas sensors normally operate 

at conditions where adsorption can be approximated to the ideal model [247]. 

 

The Langmuir model 

The first well-known simple model of adsorption is the Langmuir model [144] proposed by 

Irving Langmuir in 1916 to describe the gas-solid phase adsorption onto activated carbon. In 

this model is assumed that 

 

(1) Only monolayer adsorption occurs. 

(2) Adsorption can only occur at a fixed number of localized sites. 

(3) All sites are equivalent. 

(4) There is no interaction between adsorbed molecules. 

 

A derivation of (3) and (4) assumptions is that the activation energy for adsorption and 

desorption remains constant during time and there are independent on the surface coverage. 

In other perspective: adsorbent surface is homogenous. Langmuir isotherm can be derived 

from the gas kinetics theory [142] following the equation (A.1) 

 

 

 *

2

ads des

tot x B B
o

B

E E

sP CdN k T k T
k e N N e N

dt mk T




   
    

     
   
   
   

  (A.1) 

 

where N is the number of adsorbed molecules, t is the time, s is the gas effective surface, Ptot 

is the total pressure, Cx is the gas concentration of a gas x, m is the mass of a single gas 

molecule, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, ko is the sticking probability 

(also called condensation coefficient), Eads is the activation energy for adsorption, N
*
 is the 

total number of available sites,  is the frequency of oscillation of adsorbed molecules and 

Edes is the activation energy for desorption. Normally, this equation is also presented as a 
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function of the surface coverage (), dividing all the equation by N
*

 and defining the 

coverage as 

 
*

N

N
 

 (A.2)
 

 

Then, eq. (A.1) becomes  
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The first, term of eq. (A.3) takes into account the adsorption rate and the second term 

corresponds to the desorption rate. The solution of eq. (A.3) leads to 
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 (A.5) 

 

and where Q is the  adsorption heat (Q = Edes - Eabs) and    2o o Bb k s Mk T   and 

'o tot ob P b  . The initial conditions used to solve eq. (A.3) were  0 0t   . 

 

Usually, Langmuir equations are preferred to be expressed only with the exponential 

temperature dependence as the divided square root factor can be ignored if the temperature 

variation is small (T < ~100 K). Assuming t   in eq. (A.4), we recover the Langmuir 

adsorption isotherm 
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Traditionally, the Langmuir expression is written with the dependence on the pressure P, in 

fact, here it has been preferred to express equations as a function of the gas concentration. If 

we rearrange (A.6) using 

 

 

x
x

P
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P
  (A.7) 

 

where Px is the gas partial pressure, then we recover the most common expression for the 

Langmuir isotherm, 
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with 
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In the context of the same model, desorption can be described considering null the adsorption 

rate contribution in (A.3), 
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Solving eq. (A.10), we obtain 
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where  0t   is the initial coverage and 
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The dissociative Langmuir model 

Other adsorption isotherm often used in conductometric gas sensing (i.e. oxygen sensing in 

metal oxides sensors [144]) considers the same conditions as in the Langmuir model 

including the molecule dissociation. The model assumes that all molecules are formed by n 

atoms and they dissociate when the adsorption occurs, 

 

 nA n A    (A.13) 

  

Therefore, eq. (A.3) is modified taking into account the molecule dissociation, obtaining 
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Assuming only a dissociation of order 2 (n = 2), eq. (A.14) results in 
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where  and  are defined as  
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Equation (A.15) has the form of a Riccati equation, which analytical solution methodology 

can be found elsewhere [249,250]. The solution is 
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Assuming that  0 0t   , the constant C1 is 
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Then, the sensor transient response for a dissociative adsorption can be expressed as 
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Assuming t  , we recover the typical isotherm,  
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where again b´ has the same form as expressed in (A.5). 

 

The Freundlich isotherm 

The Freundlich isotherm was proposed by Erwin Finlay-Freundlich in 1909 [145]. It was 

described as an empirical relation between the adsorption and the pressure of a gas as 
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where  is a proportional factor and n is related to the order of the reaction. In fact, 

Freundlich isotherm could be derived from Langmuir’s, if we take the expression of a 

Langmuir isotherm as in (A.8), and we consider the following extreme cases, 
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Combining both limits, one can conclude that, for some ranges of Px, the fraction of 

adsorption could be describe as in eq. (A.21). Again, this isotherm could be expressed as a 

function of the concentration of the gas, 
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where 
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Freundlich isotherm was also used in gas sensing in order to explain the obtained sensor 

responses for carbon black based sensors [146], carbon nanotubes [148] and polyaniline films 

[149].  
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Appendix B. Introduction to the sensing mechanism of 

carbon nanofibers 

In order to understand the charge transfer occurring during adsorption, the following 

statements will be assumed: 

 

(1) Our sensing active material is in a steady state of adsorbed transitions, the forward 

adsorption rate and reverse desorption rate are at equilibrium. 

(2) Our adsorbed particle possesses affinity for neutral charges, electrons and holes. 

 

Then, we can define the fractions of the different kinds of chemisorption molecules as 

follows 
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where o
, +

 and -
 correspond to the fraction of molecules corresponding to neutral, positive 

and negative charge states; N
o
, N

-
 and N

+
 are the number of chemisorbed molecules with 

neutral, negative and positive states and N is the total number of adsorbed molecules. 

Therefore, 
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In accordance with the Fermi statistics we have 
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where EF is the Fermi energy level, EA is the acceptor energy level and ED the donor energy 

level. Combining (B.2) and(B.3), eq. (B.4) can be obtained. 
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In (B.4), no weights counting for the degeneration states are included. Depending on the 

positions of the acceptor and donor energy levels will have different distributions of 


and 

 
. If the donor energy level is located far enough below EF, then 
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and most of the adsorbed molecules will act as acceptors. If the acceptor energy level is far 

enough above EF, then 
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and most of the molecules will act as donors. Assuming that electronic equilibrium and a 

coverage steady state is reached on the surface. The condition for adsorption equilibrium with 

no dissociation has the form  
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where o
, +

, - are the oscillation frequencies for each molecule with neutral, positive and 

negative charge, respectively; E
o

des, E
+

des, E
-
des are the energies related to desorption process 

for each molecule with neutral, positive and negative charge, respectively and N
*
 is the total 

number of adsorption sites (N
*
 > N). Then, we can rearrange eq. (B.7) using 
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where q
o
, q

+
, q

-
 are the heat adsorption related to the adsorption/desorption processes for the 

neutral, positive and negative molecules, respectively. q
+
 and q

-
 can be expressed as 
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where EC is the level of energy for the minimum of the conduction band. Then, using (B.1), 

(B.8) and (B.9), eq. (B.7) can be expressed as 
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Using the definition of the coverage (see eq. (A.2)), we can rearrange eq. (B.10) into  
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where  
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Thus, the adsorbed charged molecules are adsorbed at the surface following an adsorption 

isotherm similar to the ideal Langmuir model (i.e. Wolkenstein’s isotherm [142]). Then, the 

contribution of these charged molecules on the conductivity is 
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Using eq. (B.10) and (B.11) with (B.13), we obtain the following expression: 
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  (B.14) 

 

Eq. (B.14) expresses the contribution of adsorbed particles to the change of conductivity of a 

material. This is a general case which illustrates the charge transfer through an adsorption 

process. In fact in a more complex model, we should assume the possibility of a variation of 

the properties of the active material during adsorption (variation of the Fermi level’s during 

adsorption leading to variable adsorption heats depending on the number of adsorbed 

molecules). In fact, a more accurate description should include the dependence of the 

adsorption heats as 
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where q
*-

 and q
*+

 are the adsorption heats related to the adsorption of positive and negative 

particles respectively, taken into account the bending of the energy bands (Vs, surface 
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potential due to adsorbed charge accumulation) on the adsorbent surface due to the 

accumulation of charge. At the same time, this surface potential, Vs, could be also dependent 

on numerous factors (i.e. the surface charge, the presence of impurities, the temperature and 

the surface concentration of adsorbed particles). All this dependences an inside complexities 

lead to non-Langmuir relations. 

 

Usually, the dependence of the conductance of conductometric gas sensors are described as 

an empirical potential law (e.g. Clifford-Tuma model [251]). The empirical power laws used 

are a combination of the adsorption isotherm (or combination of different adsorption 

processes) and the transfer of charge phenomenon, leading to behaviors similar to the 

Freundlich isotherm. Moreover, even under ideal adsorption conditions, the electrical 

interaction of the molecule could also lead to power-law behaviors once again [142]. 
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Els sensors de gasos es poden arribar a trobar en moltes activitats relacionades amb la 

protecció del medi ambient, prevenció de riscs, l’agricultura i fins i tot l’industria alimentària, 

química i petroquímica. Existeixen diferents tecnologies que s’usen en els dispositius sensors 

de gasos, aquestes són dependents del mecanisme de transducció: màssic, òptic, calorimètric, 

magnètic, electroquímic i conductomètric. A la present tesi, sensors de gasos conductomètrics 

o resistius són estudiats. Els dispositius de gasos conductomètrics basen la seva operació en 

la variació de la conductància (o resistivitat) elèctrica d’un material reactiu (o actiu) 

químicament amb un gas. Una reacció química entre el material actiu i el gas succeeix, aquest 

procés indueix una variació en alguna propietat elèctrica del material transductor resultant en 

un canvi en el senyal elèctric del sensor (conductivitat o resistivitat) [1]. 

 

Els dispositius sensors requereixen de diverses característiques com fiabilitat, robustesa, 

especificitat, reproductibilitat i molts altres, tot això a un preferible baix consum energètic i 

amb costos de producció mínims. És en aquest context que aquesta tesi doctoral s'ha 

desenvolupat: l'estudi i caracterització de dispositius de baix cost per a aplicacions d’estalvi 

energètic. 

 

Per tant, el material sensor ha de ser compatible amb les propietats mencionades. Un material 

nano-estructurat de carboni va ser triat com al component reactiu pels dispositius sensors de 

gasos analitzats en aquesta tesi. Aquest material, és un al·lòtrop específic de nano-fibra de 

carboni (CNF). El qual posseeix propietats similars amb altres estructures de carboni més 

conegudes en el camp del sensat de gas tals com els nano-tubs de carboni (CNTs) i el grafè. 

A més a més, els materials carbonosos presenten els beneficis singulars que no comparteixen 

amb altres materials, com per exemple amb els òxids metàl·lics (MOXs) [2,3], els qual són el 

material més estès en la fabricació de sensors de gasos resistius [1]. 

 

Els sensors de gasos conductomètrics es componen principalment de dos parts: el ja 

mencionat material actiu i d’un dispositiu calefactor. El calefactor és necessari per tal 

d’estabilitzar la temperatura d’operació del sensor i activar la reacció química desitjada per a 

detectar un determinat gas. 
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Desafortunadament, a part dels esforços realitzats per a millorar la tecnologia dels dispositius 

calefactors, aquest component encara és el que més consum requereix de tot el sensor. Els 

dispositius estudiats en aquesta tesi han estat extensivament caracteritzats fent ús del 

calefactor. No obstant, diferents fonts d’energia han estat avaluades per tal de reduir el 

consum energètic del dispositiu. Entre aquestes, l’ús de llum ultraviolada i visible [4]. A més, 

altres estratègies de sensat com l’efecte d’auto-escalfament dels sensors de gasos ha estat 

estudiat [5]. Per monitoritzar el senyal elèctric del sensor, el material reactiu ha de ser 

escanejat amb una magnitud de prova, corrent o voltatge és aplicat al sensor, llavors, el 

voltatge o el corrent respectivament resultant és mesurat. Si la magnitud de prova és 

augmentada, la potència dissipada a través del material sensor és incrementada i també la 

temperatura. En aquest cas, el sensor pot ésser operat sense l’ús del calefactor, cosa que 

significa una reducció considerable de la potència consumida. A més a més, l’auto-

escalfament també redueix la complexitat de la fabricació, ja que el calefactor ja no és 

necessari [2,3]. 

 

En resum, l’objectiu principal d’aquest treball és la caracterització de les CNFs com a 

material reactiu per a sensors de gasos conductomètrics per aplicacions de baix consum. 

Primer, les propietats de les CNFs van ser avaluades (propietats elèctriques, mecàniques i 

resposta a llums i gasos) van ser avaluades amb l’objectiu de comprovar l’aplicabilitat del 

material sensor (O. Monereo et al., 2013, Flexible sensor based on carbon nanofibers with 

multifunctional sensing features). Posteriorment, la resposta del sensor a gasos va ser 

avaluada amb modulació de temperatura (S. Claramunt et al., 2013, Flexible gas sensor array 

with an embedded heater based on metal decorated carbon nanofibres). En aquest punt, una 

caracterització més detallada de la resposta del sensor a gasos modulat amb temperatura es va 

realitzar amb l’O2, l’H2O, el NO2 i el NH3. A continuació, l’ús de la metodologia d’auto-

esclafament contínua (O. Monereo et al., 2015, Self-heating effects in large arrangements of 

randomly oriented carbon nanofibers: Application to gas sensors) i polsada (O. Monereo et 

al., 2016, Self-heating in pulsed mode for signal quality improvement: application to carbon 

nanostructures-based sensors) han provat ser formes energèticament eficients per a modular 

la resposta de sensors basats en grans matrius de CNFs. Entre els beneficis trobats, consten 

una millora de l’estabilitat, especificitat, la modulació del temps de detecció; tot afegint la 

simplificació de la fabricació. Finalment, l’origen del fenomen d’auto-escalfament en CNFs 
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va ser estudiat en detall (O. Monereo et al., 2016, Localized self-heating in large arrays of 1D 

nanostructures). 

 

A més, l’aplicabilitat de la metodologia d’auto-escalfament ha estat provada també en nano-

tubs de carboni, òxid de grafè reduït i nano-fils d’òxid de zinc. 

 

Finalment, l’ús de llum ultraviolada i visible han estat estudiades com a energia alternativa 

per a la modulació dels sensors de gasos de CNFs. 
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Contribucions rellevants 

Primerament, des del punt de vist de l’ús de les CNFs, ,aquest material no ha estat 

extensament estudiat com a aplicació per a sensors de gas. La resposta de les CNFs ha estat 

exhaustivament estudiada per l’O2, un gas rarament estudiat actualment en el camp de sensors 

de gasos basats en materials carbonosos. A més, altres gasos típicament reactius amb el 

carboni han estat estudiats, aquests inclouen el H2O, el NO2 i el NH3. 

 

En segon lloc, l’ús de la modulació contínua per auto-escalfament mai havia estat 

comprovada en grans conjunts de nano-fibres de carboni. En aquest cas, s’ha aconseguit 

reduir de forma considerable la potència consumida i la complexitat de la fabricació del 

sensor de gas degut a que el calefactor deixa de ser un element imprescindible per al seu ús. 

 

En tercer lloc, l’ús de la modulació polsada per auto-esclafament millora les característiques 

del sensor (estabilitat, especificitat, reducció de la potència consumida) comparant amb l’ús 

de la modulació contínua. En aquest mode d’operació, es poden ajustar a més les 

característiques dels sensor tals com la magnitud de la resposta i el temps de detecció. 

 

En quart lloc, l’origen de l’efecte d’auto-escalfament va ser estudiat utilitzant termografia 

d’infrarojos i espectroscòpia Raman per observar els perfils de temperatura de sistemes auto-

escalfats. Sorprenentment, va ser trobat que la principal contribució a les variacions de la 

resistència elèctrica del sensor era causada per punts calents localitzats. 

 

En cinquè lloc, l’ús d’altres fonts d’energia per a modular les característiques del sensor tals 

com la llum ultraviolada i visible han estat considerades i avaluades com estratègies 

alternatives a l’ús de la temperatura. 

  

Finalment, per comprovar la transferibilitat de la metodologia d’auto-escalfament, la resposta 

a gasos de nano-tubs de carboni, òxid de grafè reduït i nano-fils òxid de zinc han estat 

avaluats en mode d’auto-escalfament. 
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Breument, les principals contribucions han estat les següents: 

 

(1) Les propietats elèctriques de les CNFs han estat avaluades per a l’ús del material com 

a material reactiu de sensors de gasos conductomètrics.  

(2) La resposta a gasos de les CNFs han estat caracteritzades amb O2, H2O NO2 i NH3. 

Tot buscant les millors temperatures d’operació per a cada gas i els fenòmens que 

succeeixen en cada cas.  

(3) La metodologia d’auto-escalfament contínua ha estat provada ser una alternativa a la 

metodologia clàssica d’operació del sensor, aconseguint una significativa reducció de 

la potència consumida. 

(4) La metodologia d’auto-escalfament polsat ha estat provat ser una millora respecte la 

metodologia d’auto-escalfament continu, aconseguint una reducció de la potència 

consumida, millorant l’estabilitat del sensor i obtenint la capacitat de modular la 

resposta a gasos i els temps de resposta característics.  

(5) L’auto-escalfament ha estat avaluat en nano-tubs de carboni, òxid de grafè reduït i 

nano-fils d’òxid de zinc per a comprovar la transferibilitat de la metodologia.  

(6) La llum ultraviolada i visible han estat estudiats com a fonts d’energia alternatives a la 

temperatura per a l’operació del sensor. 
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Organització de la tesi 

El capítol 1 inclou un resum de la tesi on els aspectes més rellevants d’aquest treball són 

introduïts. 

  

El capítol 2 presenta les diferents tecnologies utilitzades per a sensors de gasos, fent èmfasi 

en els sensors de gasos de tipus conductomètric. Un resum dels materials usats més 

usualment (òxids metàl·lics i nano-estructures de carboni) és inclòs. Finalment, les tècniques 

de modulació de sensors de gasos són també introduïdes. 

 

El capítol 3 descriu les definicions, conceptes i principis físics utilitzats durant l’elaboració 

d’aquesta tesi.  

 

El capítol 4 inclou els resultats dels primers estudis encarats a l’avaluació de les propietats de 

les nano-fibres de carboni (propietats elèctriques, mecàniques i resposta a llum i gasos). A 

més, també inclou un estudi extensiu de la resposta a gasos amb l’O2, l’H2O, el NO2 i el NH3.  

 

El capítol 5 explica els avantatges de l’ús de l’operació del sensor en mode d’auto-

escalfament continu i polsat. La caracterització detallada d’ambdós metodologies i el seu ús 

per al sensat d’humitat relativa són els temes presentats. A més, l’estudi de l’origen del 

fenomen d’auto-escalfament eficient (amb baix consum de potència) en grans matrius de 

nano-fibres de carboni és inclòs. En l’última part del capítol, l’aplicabilitat de la metodologia 

d’auto-escalfament en altres materials sensors (nano-tubs de carboni, grafè oxidat reduït i 

nano-fils d’òxid de zinc) és presentada. 

 

El capítol 6 inclou els estudis de l’ús de llum ultraviolada i visible per a la modulació de la 

resposta a gasos de les nano-fibres de carboni. Ambdós fonts d’energia han estat estudiades 

com a alternativa a les tècniques de modulació amb temperatura. 

 

El capítol 7 conté les conclusions d’aquesta tesi.  
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